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To my Relatives and Friends 
Recently many politicized TV stations announced an increase of a deadly 
Corona-Virus. Perhaps one should study the history of Mankind connected 
to Prophecy of the Torah-Bible (Rev. 20:12) ending much Life in nature 
caused by an atheistic hi-tech culture of our civilization. Like the Gospel 
mentioned five (5) foolish virgins to hear a voice behind a locked door: 
Truly, I say to you, I do not know you (Matt. 25:1-13), depart from me. (Matt. 25:41) 
Therefore you might be interested to pass on this information to a friend or 
pastor since our 21st Century Civilization was predicted to perish.  
 

Thus, a few Pearls were amended to reveal the hidden Truth of the Torah-
Bible now exposed in Babushka Egg Concept Book #15 with 
forbidden knowledge forgotten in many Christian churches, synagogues & 
universities. I am sure that many prophesied signs revealed in the Torah-
Bible will match current worldwide political events related to the natural 
global environment which should not be ignored. For reason that this 
generation is educated in fake science, similar to most theologians who 
believe mistranslated Scripture. Many Christians are baffled and deceived. 
Soon facing empty food shelves, perhaps they should read Babushka Egg 
Concept Book #4 – GMOs Exposed, if the Web is still around. They will 
learn about cloning, which destroyed seeds from germinating, causing the 
food chain to terminate to match divine prophecy. The world’s population 
will perish once more warned by Jonah-II like in Scripture many times; “40 
days” will end in the Wrath of YHWH without food from nature. The 
Creator did not lie, “If you sin, you will die,” but changed mortality 
inherited from Adam-Eve with a Gift for all of  “Eternal Life”. (Pearl #300)  
 

A global Apocalypse could be linked to foolish virgins not prepared for 
Royalty, who will miss the next coming King. Thus a thinking German 
scientist-inventor, pennamed Jonah-II, was fortunate to discover veiled 
divine Bible-Truth in the Babushka Egg Concept Books and Pearls.  Many 
of his Pearls needed an update to date the Apocalypse birth pangs. When 
associated with the oldest book on earth will match the ignored history of 
Jewish Tradition that denied the Death & Resurrection of their Messiah, 
Yeshua the Christ. But linking to the Hebrew Alphabet Number System 
will expose a fake Hebrew calendar being changed to 7000yr. to correlate 
with prophecy stretched in Habakkuk. Thus, a revision date could predict 
the Apocalypse birth pangs indicating a repeated Wrath of YHWH. (Pearl #242) 
 
 

“Saturday is the Sabbath” is FAKE NEWS! (12-6-2017) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJJwQmKJJbw 

Please note that Pearl #285 was meant for Christians and Pearl #126 for the 
global Elite System. The Apocalypse birth pangs will now crystallize into 
utter Evil, which will come to a final end with the WRATH OF YHWH about 
one year after the 2020 Solstice. Revelation was primarily written for Bond 
slaves (Rev. 1:1), as revealed again with the very last Bible word, “SAINTS” 
for those meant to populate a future 2ndAdam race of Yeshua to settle the 
newly planned Jod dimension. (Pearl #889)  
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Thus, mistrusting a divine Creator will end again a wicked Civilization in 
Judgment with only a few people surviving. When governments and 
atheistic universities only teach fake science in the Public Square and forbid 
the Torah-Bible, which was foretold by OT Truth 70 times - On That Day. 
Be warned of a soon coming King with millions angels in Jerusalem which 
is the greatest world NEWS (not fake) still dated after 2022 AD.  

Last Warnings of the Apocalypse Birth Pangs 	
A Mystery Apocalypse Date requires correction due to a wrong Hebrew 
Calendar. Thus the Creator YHWH recently appointed a scientist and 
inventor under the penname Jonah-II to “warn” our 21st Century of the 
greatest foretold Apocalypse at the front door. It is similar to not paying the 
main bill and wait using the leftover money to pay some smaller debts. 
Many dates of Babushka Egg Concept Books should be amended because 
everybody is mostly educated in atheistic fake science. Consequently 
current political events will cause updates to some Pearls similar to the 
Corona Virus infestation. A worse Virus Plague is foretold in the divine 
Torah-Bible. (Zech.14:12) This forbidden Truth is now explained to reveal 
the divine purpose of humanity using true science linked to the last birth pangs 
in Babushka Egg Concept Book #15:  
 

 

         Pearl #889 Amended Conclusion of the Worldwide   
                                      Corona Virus Infestation 

Pearl  #300  The Resurrection Plan for Mankind   
Pearl  #270    Why, How, When is the End of 21st Century?   
Pearl  #242   The Seven Mystery Thunders 
Pearl  #126   The Population Curve according to the Bible 
Pearl  #285  Seven Abominations Changing Christianity 
and to resolve  linked to Sound Bite #2. 

Next event: the prophesied Two (2) Witnesses will come from heaven to 
arrive before Yeshua’s Kingdom, which will cause the destruction of the 
global Banking-System in one hour. (Rev. 18) Perhaps God’s judgment is 
repeated again to climax in Wrath of YHWH linked to NYC or the 
Vatican? Like Sodom and Gomorrah, the Anti-Christ and the World System 
will end in Jerusalem at Armageddon- still dated after Solstice 2021 AD?  
Once more a high-technology civilization will totally perish, similar to 
God’s Judgment like in Noah’s day (2288 BC). Yeshua-Jesus will come 
back as King of Kings and Lord of Lords to govern mankind and replace 
Satan’s evil domain judged by cosmic Laws. Since no original calendars 
exist, it is difficult to announce the date of the forecasted Wrath of YHWH. 
Fake science is taught in every school for a hundred years, but the Old 
Testament scripture recorded, pay attention, (70 times) On -That- Day. 
Thus, analyze Matthew 24 in the Gospels and believe what Yeshua-Jesus 
emphasized, “Watch!” His disciples asked in private about when those 
events will start now shown in many YouTube videos. But hurry, they are 
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disappearing fast as they recently removed sixteen (16) thousand videos 
from the Web to keep everybody ignorant of true science and mankind’s 
history. When Evil is maximized, we face the consequences, please take 
hold of Truth and read the third Book of Asaph. (Psalm 73) Pay attention to 
climax (v. 17). Thus the Creator YHWH will counter again with his Wrath.  
The prophesied Endtime has finally arrived, though not theologically 
possible to date, thus Jonah-II used the Julius Caesar calendar as a reference. 
It should include some decoded ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited 
worldwide in many museums and relate it to the Torah-Bible banned in all 
public squares. Hence, Bible knowledge of factual science was collected in 
Babushka Egg Concept Books and many Pearls being preserved for the 
next generation. They will be divinely educated to live in peace prophesied 
in Yeshua’s Kingdom for a thousand years, forgetting recent fake science 
linked to atheistic lies & deception progressing to absolute Evil.  
 

Thus, the Star of Bethlehem (Golden City) will be seen again in the sky             
after 2022! 

 Proof of the First Chapter in Genesis Torah-Bible  
The Torah-Bible is the greatest and oldest book on earth to reveal the name 
of an invisible Eternal Creator YHWH identified as Aleph in the Hebrew 
Alphabet Number System by Moses. It will redefine factual science right in 
the first chapter “One” of His creation story. The second Chapter started 
humanity with Adam-Eve inoculated with a large dose of Evil meant for a 
future Jod-dimension. In between it expressed the history of Mankind 
proven for the skeptics by one third of Prophecy and for some true science. 

Midweek Bible Study | The Book of Jude | Gary Hamrick 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAafjhKvug 

 

The extremely wealthy atheistic Elite terminated much Life on earth. They 
expected to destroy worldwide every culture using a Corona Virus and 
responded linked to many wicked deceptions and lies. They deceitfully 
wanted higher salaries, vast profits and grants to universities from Illuminati 
bankers (FED-IMF) printing money to bribe many atheistic bureaucrats, 
governments and military cartels. Thus Bible-Truth is amended that this 
generation will suddenly perish in a last judgment Wrath of YHWH.     

As a scientist and inventor pennamed Jonah-II, I desired to warn many 
people to take advantage of the free Eternal Life Gift planned for every 
mortal from the Creator YHWH, but one must be in agreement with His 
word. Many will choose Evil and perish following Lucifer- Satan. Why not 
believe the Creator and accept His divine Torah-Bible, standing alone as the 
oldest book on earth? Those seeking Truth are guaranteed to live forever. 
But for many, much of Life and traditional circumstances changed when a 
Corona virus infestation was selectively dispersed over a global population, 
which surely made the Creator YHWH very angry. Hence pay attention; 
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He will soon answer in His Wrath with a bigger Virus more horrible and 
linked to a final judgment terminating this atheistic Civilization. (Zech. 14:12) 

The Torah-Bible revealed an Apocalypse date in small steps, which caused 
Jonah-II educated in fake science to amend Babushka egg Books & Pearls. 
Believers will soon observe Yeshua-Jesus arriving from space as King on a 
white horse (Rev. 19:11) traveling in His eternal Golden City to complete 
prophecy. He will totally change how mankind is governed by introducing 
divine Law, which will end Evil and an atheistic culture to start over again. 

The Gospels revealed Yeshua is Lord over nature: he silenced a storm, 
performed thousands of miracles, and formed Heaven & Earth to finish His 
creation with a Jod dimension Kingdom. The scripture documented and 
recorded a great mystery that Yeshua and the Father YHWH are one 
person. (John 7:37) …If anyone thirsts (John 8:12) I am the light…(v. 28) then will 
know…(v. 36) if the Son makes your free, you will be free, (10:27) my sheep hear 
my voice, no one will snatch them out of my hand…to end in (Taw) after 2022?  

Part 2 -The last YHWH message for Christians (1-1-2021) 

Yeshua-Jesus foretold the Endtime in His Gospels but many theologians 
are still confused “why” this present atheistic 21st Century will perish? 
America was governed by a historic experiment of an US Constitution 
since 1776 with Christian principles, which became the envy of the world. 
The Body of Christ has many invisible members, but many Christians 
should not sleep in church and ignore a penname Jonah-II advice (2Cor. 5:1-
21), linked to an Ambassador. (v. 20) Perhaps some is an unseen gall bladder 
separating Truth from fake science, or a public mouth (80-Peh) like Dr. 
Billy Graham, who died in 2018 at 99 preaching the Gospel for 70 years.  

Billy Graham 2019 - THIS IS INSANE! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58v8fV_xN60 

 

The World System is now totally bankrupt, which may be linked to an 
ancient handwriting on the wall. (Dan. 5:10) An ignorant generation has 
grown up being fooled by fake science taught all over causing the Wrath of 
YHWH again. The global NEWS showing political and gay 
demonstrations, why ignore forbidden prophecies to repeat a judgment like 
a Sodom & Gomorrah? Thus the richest Elite obeying Satan favored to 
destroy the American culture. They offered theologians tax - free benefits to 
manipulate voting for atheistic officials in exchange for fake science. Thus 
praying in a public square was outlawed, which suppressed fundamental 
Christian Truth in many Churches. Many popular pastors became awfully 
wealthy and caused much ignorance by being tolerant of a lot of destructive 
legislation. (Matt. 25:41)They allowed the murder of over 60 million babies 
in abortion mills to harvest “genes” for huge profit. They disregarded Life 
guaranteed by the US Constitution and lost their prized freedom traded in 
for voting frauds and much more. When Evil grows absolute, the Creator 
will intervene as stated in the Torah-Bible. (Pearl #290 - Parts 1, 2, 3) 
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For example, TV programs were designed by a NASA cartel to deceive a 
world and keep the people ignorant. They displayed many YouTube videos 
made in Hollywood studios of fake Moon & Mars walks, but why are 
satellites hanging on balloons? To find out if Life is possible existing in 
Kelvin cold why not dunk an astronaut suit in a thermos bottle of liquid air?  

Infinite Energy embedded in nature was forbidden for 100 years. Copper 
coils produce free electricity by magnetism & hydrogen gas by simply 
splitting H²O water. Why is it used only in rockets? But it will not work in 
space vacuum stopped by a dome. There are many more lies like CERN 
with its fake 32 subatomic particles, or bogus airplanes crashing in NYC-
9/11? But worse, the Monsanto & Bayern cartel has altered most vegetable 
GMO seeds to no longer sprout, thus deteriorating the world food supply. 
Horrendous Life extinction was caused by the Illuminati FED-IMF bankers 
who paid huge bribes for voting fraud to void the US Constitution, perhaps 
to incite Marshal Law? But when Truth and true science are exposed to the 
divine Torah-Bible, they reveal how Evil will end in a prophesied 
Apocalypse. Therefore, the history of mankind was documented like a tape 
recorder by angels camouflaged as scribes to chronicle many Bible 
mysteries revealed by the Creator YHWH for His next Jod Dimension. 

Sound Bites in Front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath 
Until this civilization ends in a Big Bang Apocalypse  

repeating God's Judgment 
• #17 - Victory - Starting the First Jubilee of Yeshua’s Kingdom 

(revised 4/7/2017)  
• #16 - The Old Testament Ended in God’s Wrath (Mal. 4:1- 5) 
• #15 - A Moslem Visitor Needs a Test (revised 3/3/2017) 
• #14 - Daniel’s Mystery Scroll - Part 2 {Chapter 11:40- 45} 
• #13 - Daniel’s Mystery Scroll - Chapter 12 is Opened 
• #12 - Final Dating Prophecy: “Solstice 2017-5778” 
• #11 - “Judgment” of God’s Wrath Exposed in the Media  
• #10 - Year 2017 Torah-Bible Truth linked to Lies & Deception 
• #9 - Jonah-II New Year’s Resolution 2017 
• #8 - What Really is LIFE?  
• #7 - Growing Food for a 70 billion Population 
• #6 - Adam and Eve Story Expanded 
• #5 - Why did it Happen to me?   
• #4 - The Ephah of the Wicked Woman  
• #3 - True Science Facts and Ancient Prophecy 
• #2 - End of the Free Internet?  
• #1 - God’s Mercy, an Opportunity for Moslems? 
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Babushka Pearlettes 
 

1. A Tiny Body Organ  
2. Artificial Intelligence    
3. The Return of Yeshua is Dated!    
4. Last Notice to TV Pastors and Christians 
5. Why American Christians will not be Raptured, thus Perish 
6. Suppressed in Christian Churches  
7. What Happened at CERN?     
8. A Veil Partitioned 
9. What is the “Abomination which makes Desolate”?    
10. Forbidden Divine Paradox – Karl Marx Forecast 
11. Obsoleting Space Rockets with Energy for Dummies? 
12. A Business Friend Internet Reply     
13. Who is right? Flat Earthers, NASA globalists, or the Torah-

Bible? (Parts 1 & 2, new on 3-6-2017)     
14. The Fake Rapture Theory vs. Appointed Sainthood - 

11/16/2016 
15. A Flat-Earth versus a Globe-Earth a Worldview Paradox -           

Why not propose a marriage?  
16. The Bad NEWS - The Good NEWS    
17. The Hubble Telescope is a Big Lie    
18. Apocalypse 2008-2015 - Typhoon Black Hole 
19. Breaking the Code of Seven Thunders in Revelation 10 
20. 23 September 2017 Sign in the Heaven (Revelation 12)    
21. My Name is Legion 
22. The Dual Mystery of the Hebrew Letter Taw   

* 
Please note: Many Concepts were amended (2-1-2021) in Babushka Egg 
Pearls, as I was educated in fake science and ignorant of false Torah-Bible 
translations. Therefore, Truth was revealed to me in little steps and thus not 
logically developed. But I hope that my German background does not 
obscure the warnings to an atheistic, wicked society like the biblical Jonah, 
who announced a judgment in 40 days. It is similar on the last Endtime that 
a free Web is now silenced (blocked by YouTube). Many independent TV 
journalists linked to Christian broadcasts are gone. But some will recognize 
that a predicted Wrath of YHWH will be countered by many extra, divine 
“miracles” to wake up Christians, such as the healing of unknown diseases, 
to declare the coming of Yeshua as King of Kings & Lord of Lords. His 
huge Golden City vehicle from space (Rev. 21:9) will shortly be seen, noisy, 
brightly lit in the sky and escorted by millions of his loyal Angels. 
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Pearl #899 - Part 1,2,3,4 
 

Part 1 - Last Warnings of the Apocalypse Birth Pangs (9-1-2020) 
 

To warn the greatest foretold Apocalypse now at the front door, the Creator 
YHWH will begin His prophesied Judgment when Evil became absolute 
again. (Gen. 6:5) It is initiated by wicked global Elite applying (manmade) 
huge floods, earthquakes and (viruses) pestilence postulated in the Gospels. 
(Luke 21:10) Thus a scientist-inventor with a penname Jonah-II discovered 
in the Torah-Bible true knowledge and adjusted a Hebrew Calendar to 
7000yr. Since everybody is more or less ripped off with fraudulent science, 
it required updating few Babushka Egg books and modifying some Pearls: 
The Population Curve according to the Bible - Pearl #126, The Seven Mystery Thunders 

- Pearl #242, The Resurrection Plan for Mankind - Pearl #300. 
Many scripture references predicted the end of our civilization caused by a 
divine Wrath. Repeated once more, a high technology atheistic society will 
totally perish, similar to the divine Judgment during Noah’s day. (2288 BC) 
A historic Yeshua-Jesus is still fanatically censored in Israel, but will come 
back as King of Kings and Lord of Lords to assure Mankind that Satan’s 
Evil domain will be terminated, thus judged and enforced by cosmic Laws. 
Since no original world-calendars exist, the divine Wrath of YHWH could 
be explained for ignorant theologians trusting in falsified dogmas proven 
seventy times On-that-Day not taught in Christian churches or synagogues. 
Recently TV announced an increase of the deadly Corona-Virus. I question, 
is it manmade to globally control the last atheistic civilization, or was it 
caused by the Creator YHWH to wake up everybody? His Torah-Bible 
prophesied a 2nd Apocalypse rooted in wickedness being a precursor once 
more of a divine judgment to end Evil. A deadly virus will quickly change a 
world society like empty highways never seen before; most airlines are not 
flying, a majority of stores are closed causing many business failures, but a 
family is together again, both out of work. Every government institution is 
placed on hold, and many more? Hopefully this generation will reflect on it.    
It initiated the cleanup of my garage and found a few dusty Babushka Egg 
Concept Books translated in German, Spanish & Arabic, which will be 
preserved in the Book of Books. (Rev. 20:12) Reading again after 14 years, 
The Mystery of Tammuz 17 (Babushka Egg Concept Book #2), I realized 
only some dates should be changed because various world calendars are 
fake imitation. When linked to Torah-Bible, the oldest book on earth, it 
corrected an embedded Hebrew 7000yr. calendar that projected the birth 
pangs of the prophesied Apocalypse to “end” our 21st century civilization.  
The 2nd Tammuz Stake 2018 AD (page 168) should be amended to match 
Pearl #300 and add four (4) more years to 2022 AD. Hence the Tammuz 3rd, 
4th and 5th dates will start the prophesied Daniel’s seven years corrected 
2015AD to 2022AD because this civilization has experienced a population 
spike explained in Pearl #126. To decipher some Bible mysteries and 
calculate “Time“ in heaven should examine Revelation clocks which 
maybe run (20 times) faster than on earth, perhaps they harmonize with 
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ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited in many international museums 
decoded in Babushka Egg Book #3-Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendars. 
Fake science assumed that the Time Dimension is constant, but is really 
slower as mentioned by many Torah-Bible references as proven by Yeshua 
2000yr. ago and others: Matt. 24:22, Mark 13:20, Dan. 10:12, 2Peter 3:8… 
This modern generation is mostly educated in fake science; hence it will not 
know that YouTube died which eliminated (16) million videos to erase the 
history of the last Western-civilization. Atheistic universities are getting paid 
huge grants to be silenced by the global FED-IMF banker’s to control a 
world population. The Torah-Bible foretold and warned what the future will 
happen, like when the fruit of Evil became totally rotten is discarded. It is 
linked to many true science facts, Babushka Egg Concept Books #3, #5 & #9. 
 

Therefore check exposed fake science in this video and what has changed 
fulfilling Prophecy of several Babushka Egg Pearls. But consider that 
NASA’s “science” is fraudulent as shown on global TV, like our flat earth 
claimed to be a globe with planets and fictitious moon-spacewalk videos.  

 
 

 

A Short Awakening Story of Creation - World of Wonderland - Rene Nadeau -   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlhSqhI0a5c 

Thus Bible events become prophecy that could be linked to predictions if 
we assume a recent political reality similar to the assassination of Gedaliah, 
a Babylonian official. (Jer. 41-42) This might overlay the next Presidential 
election, as most Democrats in Congress will try anything to regain power?  
 

It was recently shown in a YouTube video when a uniformed General 
entered the US Congress main-chamber and saw that everybody was killed. 
He stepped up and sat on the Vice President’s chair, looked around silently 
and put his pistol to his temple and then heard a loud shot, ending the video.  
 

Perhaps a sequel video could illustrate a biblically predicted Apocalypse of 
New York City displayed like fake 9/11 videos under President G W Bush 
now prophesied nuclear destroyed. (Rev. 18:17) Worldwide chaos is usually 
caused by FED-IMF bank cartel that could recall an Islamic US President 
to declare Martial Law ending the Constitution in America and removing 
the US Embassy from Jerusalem. The video could show the final days of 
dictatorial policies in Israel and the Two Witnesses sent from heaven. It is 
countered big time by the Creator YHWH (Pearl #242) as currently revealed 
in Seven Thunders #5 - Jacob’s Trouble ending in an Armageddon war.   
 

Many events of true science connected to the Apocalypse were described in 
Pearl #233 like HAARP that secretly uses various microwaves. It can 
globally change the weather and the environment of nature. Thus wicked 
governments can manipulate the “jet-stream” around the world and cause 
gigantic floods, horrendous draughts and many earthquakes. Recently the 
Military tested some secret stealth weapons that burned whole towns in 
California and Australia blamed on forest fires, but melted metals of cars?   
It utilizes a resonance frequency of Physics useful to divide ocean saltwater 
into Hydrogen gas and amplified free electricity to gain endless power for 
the benefit of Mankind. (Babushka Egg Energy for Dummies #33) 
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It upholds the universe by infinite-Light-energy stated on the first creation 
day (Gen. 1:3) transformed to thermodynamic laws of physics sustaining all 
Life in nature in the ocean and land on a Daleth dimension earth.  

In a Nutshell 
The Plan for Mankind was framed like the US Constitution: all mortals 
were created and endowed with the right to Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of 
Happiness. But the Creator YHWH added procreation in his Torah-Bible 
book so that Adam & Eve’s children would be inoculated with a big dose of 
Evil to ensure immunization of eternal Life in a Jod dimension.  
However, YHWH is very holy (Isa. 6:3-4), thus He will terminate Evil in the 
Daleth-Time-Dimension designed temporally for a special earth.  He paid a 
high price for allowing Evil in His universe. Being infinite, invisible, but 
greatly loved mankind therefore became visible in Christ, Yeshua-Jesus. To 
save Mankind, He was born on earth, divine shrouded in mortal flesh to 
atone for every Sin, which is forgiven and reconciled in a final test of good or 
evil intent. Many TV preachers and sleeping Christians will be deceived like 
the wisest King Solomon in need of a scripture protection fence. To prevent 
falsified dogmas preached in most churches, one should not ignore the 
advice of the Apostle Paul. (1Tim. 3:16, 2Tim. 2:15-26) “Do your best…as one 
approved,” (2Tim. 3:1) or “Preach the word.” (2Tim. 4:1-8) and pleading not to 
be deceived in a Thessalonians letter (2Thess. 2:1-15), joined by OT Prophets 
that stated On-That-Day (70x) meant for Christians to wake up. (Ezek.18:26)  
Please check out another video of the first Adam & Eve story never heard in 
Christian churches expressing why the Creator made a detour linked to the 
Time Dimension. To expand creation of a future new Jod dimension He 
changed the Angel status to a lower level Daleth earth now born mortal. It is 
shown in nature on a two-cycle system like the caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly 
explained in metaphysics entropy of many Babushka Egg Pearls. 
 

Adam & Eve: The Whole Story Doesn't Make Sense - until now (5-3-2020) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_A7pFcnHVoo&t=856s 

 
 

The Adam-Eve story has a silver lining as Mankind is going through much 
trouble in Life. They were given two (2) fruit options: repent for sin and die 
and go to heaven, or fulfill the purpose of creation to a higher Sainthood 
level. Thus, the newly created Earth is expanded on a teeter-totter test option: 
Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto Death. God had planned to remove Evil, 
thus Angels and Mortals alike were given a choice. Those who rebelled 
existing in outer darkness could end their lives, and those who accept the 
Creator’s restitution were named in the Book of Life. Maybe only selected 
Saints will enjoy intimate fellowship with the Creator linked to the privilege 
of procreation, as eternal Life was designed without Evil for a Jod dimension.  
Thus, the Creator YHWH introduced a Resurrection with an immunization 
protection against Evil, which is the foundation of a new heaven and earth. 
(Rev. 21:1) It will forgive mortals and grant a Gift of Eternal Life being 
invited in His soon arriving Golden City, (Rev. 21:9-27) only recently 
revealed during the Endtime ending 2022 AD. The Creator YHWH started 
with Beth -Berisheet “heaven and earth” which is formed by infinite energy 
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(light) but was lacking a “Time” base created on the fourth Day. It is mirror 
imaged by how entropy of physics developed on a Daleth-earth linked to a 
metaphysical Heh dimension (the other side). The first chapters in Genesis 
describe the creation of many misunderstood science events.  
The second chapter illustrates Mankind with an invisible Mind, Soul and 
Eternal Life related to the Gospels, detailed by a Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System to explain a preordained Resurrection for a Jod dimension shown here: 
 

Is the End of Days Prophesied in the First Word of the Bible? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtATSQx3cjI 

To demonstrate how a future Jod dimension works, let’s investigate the 
body of Yeshua-Jesus after his Resurrection. Like mortals, he can speak, 
eat, have fellowship, but also could pass unobstructed through stonewalls.  
Witnessed by many, He appeared miles away, which eliminated the Time 
Dimension. Thus the Key of the Genesis creation report is the Resurrection, 
which is finalized in the last chapter of Revelation with the very last word 
“Saints”. They will appear at the end of the Apocalypse linked to no more 
death, pain and sorrows. Thus Eternal Life is only given to mortals having 
been inoculated with a large dose of Evil to safeguard a metaphysical 
structure for the Jod dimension. When the Endtime is concluded, the next 
generation of Mankind will be divinely educated as never experienced 
before and is governed by seventy (70) nations forgetting terrible wars and 
conflict to live in peace for a thousand years during Yeshua’s Kingdom.  
The history of the Torah-Bible is still denied by zealous Rabbis rejecting a 
well-known divine Messiah Yeshua, thus why ignore forty (40) prophets?  
Like Jeremiah (Jer. 44:5) who urged Israel to “repent” or perish in another 
war, which is similar to an Esther-story repeating a Jerusalem destruction. 
Only the celestial Kingdom of Yeshua will fulfill many Bible prophecies 
and promised a new Covenant to obsolete hundreds Jewish traditions. The 
Apocalypse was prophesied in the Gospels (Luke 21:9-28, Mark 13:19-27) to 
judge again an atheistic Gentile civilization. (v. 24) The WRATH OF YHWH 
is so terrible that Time will be shortened (20x) to settle Evil by imprisoning 
Satan. (Eph. 6:12) Daniel predicted many events of the Endtime like an 
abomination linked to the Temple Mount - Al Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. 
Yeshua said, “Watch the signs of the Apocalypse,” which has started by the 
international Elite killing massive Life to destroy the earth. Today the 
environment is globally assaulted by hi-technology like spreading Viruses, 
modify GMO seeds not sprouting, causing terrible floods, burning many 
towns around the world and suppressing “free" energy embedded in nature. 
When Evil becomes ‘absolute’ the Creator will interfere once more and 
restore his Daleth - Earth (Gen. 6:5) to end again a wicked generation in a 
prophesied global Judgment. Many ignorant theologians are not aware that 
converted clocks in Revelation will run (20x) faster than clocks on this 
earth. Thus Prophecy is a problem on counterfeit calendars measuring 
“Time” as Yeshua said, “No one knows the time.” Hence the purpose to 
become righteous is fundamental to Yeshua who atoned for all Sins thus 
saving many of Mankind.  
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Therefore, notice the main event is the Resurrection of special Saints to 
welcome Yeshua, the King of Kings in the sky, now traveling in his Golden 
City to fulfill the predicted “Judgment “and complete His Plan for 
Mankind, which started, “Let us make mankind.” (Gen. 1:26) still warned by 
Jonah-II in (Pearl #300) before solstice 2022 AD? 
 

Summation of the Amended Web Front Page 
The Creator YHWH directed a web experiment to break up an atheistic 
World System with a Corona Virus. It is similar to ancient Babel when the 
Hebrew language was confused to slow down Evil. If you checked some 
Babushka egg concept books and many Pearls will notice various 
Warnings of an inventor-scientist with a penname Jonah-II being also 
cultured in fake science. Thus, only the Torah-Bible will coach uneducated 
and blinded Minds. Being an inventor was useful to understand atheistic 
deceptive Lies, which were contrasted with true science to decipher divine 
Truth ending once more in a divine judgment Wrath.  
Dating the Apocalypse is critically avoided in many Christian Churches and 
Synagogues because Lucifer-Satan is active in the heaven Heh dimension. 
But Satan will be cast out to earth and discover that he will lose the last 
Armageddon war too when the whole World is judged in YHWH’s Wrath. 
As a Cherub-Angel of Light he may appear on earth as an AntiChrist, or is 
imaged produced by holographic laser using resonance frequencies. Thus 
redeemed Mankind will receive Eternal Life without Evil linked to a 
different designed body with a higher mind being destined for a New Earth. 
Evil is no longer allowed in the new creation, thus God will separate mortals 
and angels in a teeter-totter balance described previously for their last intent.    
The Second Apocalypse is exposed by trusted disciple John in Revelation 
linked to a “test” meant for mortals. A World ruled by evil Elite will soon 
perish being swindled by an AntiChrist science deception to fool the last 
ignorant generation denying Bible Truth. The Creator will not allow Evil in 
His house to totally destroy His earth, or forget his footstool in Jerusalem. 
Hence YHWH is very holy and restrained evil with Ten Commandments 
to control unforgiving Laws of nature. Scripture clearly stated that if we 
follow the Messiah Yeshua-Jesus and repent will become his disciple to 
receive the Gift of Eternal Life and many will be rewarded with Sainthood. 
Therefore numerous theologians and many Christians will be firmly judged 
for mistranslating divine Truth and corrupting the Gospel, worse teaching 
Satan’s lies in denominations. Thus a scientist-inventor pennamed Jonah-II 
may raise some theological questions.  
1. YHWH said, “All have sinned, thus will die.” Is God a liar when some 

theologians preach a profitable rapture story for privileged Christians 
that they will not die or worse placed above a divine Yeshua who died?  

2. Many denominations assume that clocks in heaven linked to Revelation 
are the same on earth. Could ‘Time’ be 20 times faster? (Pearl #300) 

3. Analyzing Daniel’s projections matching the Apocalypse is always 
dated (7yr.) in the future, but why is it utilized on atheistic fake calendar?   
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4. The Gospel (Matt. 25) stated a bridegroom choosing (10) virgins. Why it 
is not dated? They were expected to enter the palace of the King with 
oil-lamps, but sadly 50% were foolish because they missed Truth (oil)?  

5. Why is the Wrath of YHWH still confused with the last Apocalypse? 
6. Thus, Yeshua called theologians “vipers” falsifying Truth and true science?  
 

Forecast by Jonah-II from 1 September 2020 
Babushka Egg Concept Books decoded many Prophecies discovered when 
Jonah-II was diving for pearls in the Bible-Ocean. Many true science facts 
are forbidden by a World Banking Cartel since 1913 AD printing money to 
control a worldwide Population. Hence the Apocalypse prophecy is started 
by the global Elite to boost their deadly political agenda next year (2021)?      
1. Perhaps the President Trump is not chosen by an Electoral College 

ruled by a FED - IMF banker cartel, as all TV elections are fake staged. 
2. But in an earlier sequel video [page 2], the US Congress is together for a 

business session and so could use that opportunity to end a privileged 
government by killing every prominent Elite with the Supreme Court?  

3. Maybe could recall President Barack H. Obama born Islamic to fulfill 
Bible prophecy revealing the predicted AntiChrist& his Prophet Pope.  

4. Thus, Martial Law is declared for America ending its US Constitution. 
5. A shadow US government as a diversion could destroy New York City 

yet again now nuclear like faked 9/11 videos? They killed 20,000 people 
by implosion of three skyscrapers blamed on phantom Islamic terrorists.  

6. Thus counterfeit NEWS held Israel responsible to trash the Peace-plan 
annoyed by the Two Witnesses, leading to global unrest and utter chaos.  

7. It will incite most Islamic nations to march in massive demonstration to 
kill all Jews (Pearl #120) surrounded by seven (7) world Armies. The 
Wrath OF YHWH begins after the 7th month with Chet (8-caged in) 
followed by Teth (9-new Life) ending in Jod (10-higher Law). No other 
government system is allowed to rule Yeshua’s Kingdom after His 
divine spaceship is parked with a million Angels surrounding Jerusalem. 

8. Revelation foretold the Second Judgment like Noah’s days who built an 
ark to save his family with the door shut from the outside by the Creator. 
But this time YHWH (Rev. 19:11-16) will save more mortals not evil and 
accept millions of children or simple people similar to Jacob’s dream on 
a moving ladder. They escaped the last global desolation on earth with a 
space vehicle like the Star of Bethlehem or the Golden City. (Rev. 21:9)       

9. YHWH will close the door again to unleash His Wrath to end the 
leftover world population being warned by Seven Seals (Rev. 5 & 6) and 
Seven Thunders (Pearl #242), linked to The Population Curve According 
to the Bible, (Pearl #126) which reduced the population spike by 90% 
(25%+33%+50%). It fulfilled Prophecy (Rev. 6:12-17) for the last atheistic 
21st Century to perish in a huge Apocalypse justified by John 3:16-21.   

10. When the (Jod) doors are opened again, all “Mortals” will leave the 
spaceship to start Yeshua’s Kingdom to populate the earth once more. 
But those destined to Eternal Life will have a “Party” to celebrate and 
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enjoy fellowship with the Creator YHWH in his Golden City with His 
family of chosen resurrected Saints. (Pearl #300) It is recorded in the oldest 
Torah-Bible book to instruct Mankind in divine Truth and Prophecy by 40 
prophets and disguised Angel scribes - dated before Solstice 2022 AD?   

Part 2-The Last Prophecy Update Before YHWH Wrath (10-1-2020) 

The Torah-Bible described some true knowledge facts compared to fake 
science witnesses in Part-1. It ended up with a little Jewish history 
explaining why is there again a Judgment? A flat-earth map printed by 
Gleason in America (1898 AD) could affirm prophecy. When the map is 
turned “North” will demonstrate a recent coalition Turkey-Russia or China 
(Dan. 11:11) linked to the Southern Kingdom, which is America when Israel 
is invaded at Armageddon in Jacob’s Trouble. (Ezek. 38 &39)  
Thus a corrected (JC) calendar has changed the World Cuckoo Clock 
amended many times to reveal YHWH’s Wrath. (Pearl #300) Dating the 
Apocalypse (Pearl #276) was difficult when a 7000-year Hebrew calendar 
was off by 3-4yr., it should be linked to the Creation report. (Gen. 1:5)  
 

Watching at night, you see many flickering dome lights which are 
interpreted by NASA Research as moving “planets in space” These 
deceptive lies of fake science are still taught in every school fabricated from 
the middle Ages since Pope Gregory XIII. While investigating a dome 
ceiling looking through fisheye lens telescope owned 95% by the Vatican 
might be formed by protruding stalactite crystals of frozen gas highlighted 
by a fading Sun, or is verified by rockets that suddenly stopped falling back to 
earth shown in rapid disappearing YouTube videos. 
The Torah-Bible recorded that the earth is a flat disk linked to a Sun turning 
one solstice into seven (7) moon cycles of tropical seasons (no winter), 
mistranslating the age of Methuselah in current years (969) not genetically 
possible. (Gen. 5:27)  A historic Gleason map of the Earth could discover the 
date of the Apocalypse amended many times by calculating a shifting 
magnetic (North) Pole. Numerous magnetic locations were evaluated 
moving toward Siberia (50 km/yr. @2020) by a team of French scientists in 
the past 20 years and postulating that the earth is turning with axis wobbles 
counter-clockwise inside a charged magnetic positive dome. Applying 
physics, a weird magnetic negative earth mass is repelled like magnets, 
moved by a negative magnetic Moon levitated and linked to perpetual 
solstice. It operates like a (sun) clock turning a pointer “around once” to 
push a magnetic (pole) “one step” similar to Moon cycles short 27 days/yr., 
shining in fluorescent cold light. Viewing the Sun fueled by infinite energy, 
it is suspended by negative magnetism. Thus a Polaris (North Star) is useful 
for sail ships, but closer Moon cycles is linked to the Sun rising across the 
ice dome and moving underneath the South Pole rim edge for a sunset of a 
flat earth. Hence a levitating mechanism of the daily Sun will also 
magnetically push the Moon one step at a time in circle cycle to show the 
opposing sickle sides because the Moon is turning highlighted on one side 
by the Sun reflecting cold light. Thus pole shift of Moon cycles shortened 
Methuselah age, checking geology of ancient tropical climate like coal or 
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big fossil bones and ancient clocks is dating the Apocalypse. It modified a 
prehistoric Zodiac that changed a (JC) calendar after Noah’s Flood by 
adding a winter season for longer solstice year cycles as explained in gold-
bronze clocks. (Babushka Egg concept Book #3, Ancient Calendar Mysteries) 
 
 

They Hide GOD With The Biggest Lie EVER! Flat Earth clues! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1DsMTwEX54 

 

To learn about factual science, let’s continued the Torah creation report 
linked to Pearl #889 - Part 2. Please read again: Genesis 1:2 that the earth 
was barren and in darkness but begins with Infinite Light Energy (Gen. 1:3) 
to create Heaven and Earth (Bereshyt). The Creator laid the foundation of 
the Daleth Dimension system on the fourth Creation Day with temporal 
Time and covered it with a firmament-Dome designed to stop absolute 
Kelvin cold; it was also magnetic positive.  Hence a Dome is needed to 
protect nature with much Life of a future environment. It can be linked to a 
flat earth map by Alexander Gleason 1892 that showed the Earth was flat 
like a pizza and surrounded with frozen ice walls like a fake South Pole? 
The Genesis report described in (verse 6):  let there be a firmament (Dome - Peh) 
in the midst of waters, which changed an ice-wall of solid water (Mem) into to 
liquid ocean water (Mem)? Thus a hot Sun is levitating under the Dome 
caused by two magnetic polarities. Except based on physics, when the Sun 
is circling in a solstice, it will oscillate in higher and lower orbits to regulate a 
climate in summer and winter seasons. Thus the flat horizontal Earth 
bordered by frozen ice walls is heated daily by a Sun fuelled by microwave 
Infinite Energy. (Gen. 1:3) It is proven by adding two Mem, or rockets 
hitting a solid “Dome” shielding Kelvin cold to maintain future Life.   
Hence two light sources were created in the sky, like a daily negative 
magnetic charged Sun thus is levitating in separate orbit circles. Perhaps like 
magnets it will push a negative charged Moon but being constant will 
benefit twelve instituted Jewish festivals to honor the Creator YHWH. True 
science could explain magnetism: a team of French scientists measured the 
magnetic North Pole for 20 years as it moved an average 35 miles (50 Km). 
When a magnetic levitated Moon cycle orbits close to earth, it will push the 
magnetic North Pole one step at a time, which can be linked to a magnetic 
levitated Sun as the main source. The Torah-Bible is proven on the Endtime 
in a nutshell, which is now explained in true science. Please read Pearl #242.  
Therefore YHWH revealed much Truth in small steps to Jonah-II scattered 
in Babushka egg concept books & Pearls. He discovered in some museums 
bronze-gold clocks to learn about a tropical climate before Noah’s Flood 
that produced coal, linked to a Dome protecting Sun orbits from 150 - 365.24 
days causing summer & winter seasons and different world calendars. 
Nobody yet really understood that a Sun perpetually turning longer solstice, 
would also magnetically push the Moon in constant circles, but in a twisted 
orbit to show illuminated cycles. Perhaps it is made from Phosphorus, 
which is luminous storing light like lightning bugs mating in June or deep 
ocean critters - all will generate a burst of chemical cold light. Another 
example is solar lights on my porch that store sunlight to shine later at night. 
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Currently shown on TV, the Moon will turn short of 27 days to match one 
solstice in (13) monthly moon cycles to shine about six hours in twisted 
double orbit cycles of luminous light not seen on a dome at daytime.   
Again, every full moon in the night sky is a reminder of the return of 
Yeshua - Jesus the Christ to start his magnificent royal Kingdom. It is linked 
to constant moon cycles correcting the Hebrew calendar, which rectified 
Methuselah’s age of 969yr. not genetically possible. The Genesis record 
ends with twenty (20) generations (Gen. 10) before and after the Noah’s 
Flood 2288 BC, which changed a JC calendar and if analyzed, caused a 
different Solstice perspective of longer cycles, linked to ancient Moon 
cycles. It triggered many addendums detailed in Babushka eggs. (Pearl #270) 

Nimrod, the Tower, the Beast, Antarctica and Flat Earth (8-15-2017) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjDGX8YFoKY 
 

When accumulated knowledge is exchanged for counterfeit science, one 
becomes ignorant. Just show me a genuine photograph of the phantom 
Hubble telescope, or put an astronaut suit in liquid air (Kelvin temperature)? 
I copied some of their fake galaxy pictures in Babushka egg books; perhaps 
it saved my Life from the Oil cartel or shadow US government because so 
many recent scientists were murdered to be silent. I sent (11-11-11) President 
Obama Babushka Egg Book #9 linked to Free Energy for Dummies #33. 
Three weeks later I had a surprise visit by the IRS and the State Department 
traveling miles on dirt roads. They investigated an old barn and found 
nothing, but wondered how an old retired man knew of suppressed top 
secret energy information kept hidden for a 100 years by international 
governments. Worldwide most oil wells are depleted, so recently they seek 
other sources but should employ gigantic Energy abundantly embedded in 
nature, which will fuel Yeshua’s Kingdom for thousand years. Please read. 
An inventor pennamed Jonah-II exposed many dangerous energy frauds in 
veiled science that revealed forgotten Truth shown unaware in small steps 
by YHWH. A retired Jonah-II discovered numerous “warnings” in the 
Torah-Bible of why and how this civilization will perish and documented 
divine facts that separated Mankind into two groups. The Creator YHWH 
prophesied three (3) important Cities in our time: one for the Saints invited 
to His Golden City headquarters traveling across the universe (Rev. 21:9); 
and two Cities are on Earth. Perhaps one is NYC or the Vatican involved in 
global commerce and businesses (Rev. 18), concluded in the last, Third City 
of Jerusalem elected to be a footstool for YHWH, paid by King David.  
 

The Creator YHWH will judge the Elite controlling humanity and destroy a 
city in one hour; either uses a big earthquake or a nuclear bomb via 
Illuminati FED-IMF bankers? Hence, watch the next event revealing the 
Antichrist and The Two Witnesses from heaven, which will explain what 
was misunderstood in Yeshua‘s Gospel, similar to Noah’s time (2288 BC). 
It duplicated a prophesied global judgment once more in our civilization. 
When Mankind became corrupt again and declared “guilty”, it had to end 
in Wrath (Gen. 6:5) like wicked Sodom & Gomorrah. He planned that 
“Life” would continue without Evil guaranteed by divine laws for a future 
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Jod dimension. Therefore dating a Hebrew 7000yr. calendar was corrected 
by only 35yr., so it needed more proof from the Minor Prophets. (Pearls #276, 
#294, #295) related to Jacob’s Trouble (Pearl #120), which is connected to 
present political events in Jerusalem. It is linked to a short Jewish history 
retold by Stephan (Acts 7) with Abraham, Moses and finalized in the murder 
of their Messiah Yeshua. It ends in a Resurrection and a Temple curtain 
mysteriously split from the top to bottom revealing Eternal Life. Thus the 
religious establishment persecuted the messianic believers later called 
Christians that led the Creator YHWH to destroy their Temple (70 AD). 
Consequently, Jews were exiled for 2000yr, disbursed throughout Gentile 
nations holding onto Ersatz traditions. They suffered persecution, robbery 
and ethnic cleansing to fulfill a self-inflicted curse when their Messiah 
Yeshua was tortured and crucified. The nation Israel ended in a revolt by 
Bar-Kokhba (132-136 AD) that totally destroyed Jerusalem with thousands of 
Jews killed, the rest sold as slaves, and even the land was renamed Palestine.  
Now Israel prophesied is reborn on the predicted Endtime, but many rabbis 
wish to sacrifice in a Temple and so reject their Messiah again. Educated in 
outdated tradition became spiritually dead thus soon will be judged in Seven 
Seals linked to Seven Thunders. (Pearl #242) The next civilization will show 
an official Date of the return of Yeshua-Jesus on a special commemorate 
coin embossed King of Kings and Lord of Lords to govern seventy nations 
worldwide. This current generation is lacking common sense and do not 
realize that Bible history is repeated many times, Babushka Egg Book #1-
God’s Plan for Humanity being warned again by a global Corona Virus 
outbreak. To prove that Yeshua was divine, he paid the price on a Cross for 
Mankind being inoculated with Evil so as to safeguard the Jod dimension. 
A future Life was explained with the appointment of many resurrected 
Saints to teach governments a diversified culture reviewing Probation with 
a teeter-totter balance test of Mercy unto Life. (Pearl #300) But many will not 
qualify for Eternal Life and thus judged: Mercy unto Death. Perhaps 
Babushka Egg Concept Books #10 - #14 and many Pearls are preserved in 
heaven for the next generation to chronicle why and how an atheistic World 
Order again ended in His Wrath. Therefore the Creator YHWH sent His 
final “Warnings” by an appointed second Jonah-II in Pearl #889–Part 1, 
which affirmed “repent” to receive Eternal Life prophesied and detailed in 
2ndApocalypse of the amended Pearls still dated before Solstice 2022 AD? 

Part 3 - On That Day (11-1-2020) 
(Isaiah, Joel, Amos, Micah, Zephaniah, Haggi, Zechariah, Malachi)     

 

Most theologians corrupted divine Truth to interpret the Torah-Bible since 
Caesar Constantine (337 AD). At that time the original seven (7) Christian 
Churches disappeared in minor Asia founded by the Apostle Paul. (Rev.1-3) 
Christianity was split from the root of the Jewish religion to run separate like 
a parallel railroad. Thus the Catholic Church emerged with a politically 
powerful Papacy to rule future European countries linked to much 
wickedness. They murdered millions of people throughout history when 
hundreds of denominations that evolved to re-establish Bible Truth again. 
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The saddest story of sinful humanity always ends in lies and deception, 
which is caused by the Arch-angel Lucifer-Satan. Only Scripture revealed 
his rebellion violating kosmic Order and Laws of creation. He is spreading 
his Evil twisted into atheism, communism & drugs, which deny the right to 
Life in liberty and pursuit of happiness, to destroy Mankind with utter chaos 
concluded on the Endtime. (Read the Adam & Eve story - Pearl #889-1 & 2) 

 

Amir Tsarfati: Antichrist: Who, Where, When and Why (Oct. 30, 2020) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuHwNPxaM_s 

 

Therefore when a World System is totally corrupted again, it obligated once 
more the Creator YHWH to correct His Plan of Humanity to apply His 
Wrath, like Sodom and Gomorrah. The Torah-Bible focuses much on the 
Endtime when Mankind’s civilization will be divided again. Like the first 
race was designed for Adam (6000yr.), the other race is Yeshua (1000yr.) 
linked to Saints for a Kingdom of Christ stated in Babushka egg. (Pearl #888)   
Since the next generation will be totally different, thus the source of Evil 
(Satan, his demons & global Elite) must be removed again from earth like 
Noah’s time 2288 BC, but God will now save more people on the Endtime. 
The first time he introduced an Ark because of water, now used His Golden 
City (Rev. 21:9) from space climaxing in Resurrection. The Apocalypse 
could be compared similar to a birth mystery with an (evil) placenta thrown 
away, consequently is ending again in birth-pangs wickedness and thus is 
terminated once more in Wrath OF YHWH. (Gen 6:5-8) It could be 
compared to an unusual Bible story told by Sarah to Abim’elech of her 
miracle pregnancy and the two (2) daughters of Lot with a baby birth, 
linked to a divine Judgment of Sodom & Gomorrah. (Gen. 19:24-38, 20:1-18) 
Every person is tainted with the mystery of Evil, because the Creator wanted 
for every mortal to have Eternal Life inoculated with Evil on a Daleth 
dimension earth with a capacity to honor and please Him. Hence He 
purposed a future new heaven-earth creation, the Jod dimension designed to 
divide once more Mankind ending in a teeter-totter final test, seen in nature 
on a two (2) cycle stage like a caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly system? Make 
sure you pass the test after death to receive Eternal Life. 

The Wrath OF YHWH (Revelation 16: 1-21) 
The Corona Virus worldwide became a warning for an evil high-tech and 
atheistic Civilization destined again for Wrath as described in Revelation. 
Many confused Christians will face empty churches that formally voted for 
atheists & evil leaders in government which legally murdered (60) million 
unborn babies in America and accepted the greatest voting fraud planned to 
undermine the US Constitution, the envy of the world, to destroy a Christian 
American culture. No wonder YHWH is angry causing His Wrath. 
Perhaps Revelation is structured like Babushka Eggs, which has on the 
inside a smaller egg linked to concepts of true science and a World Cuckoo 
Clock to reveal Truth, Pearl #300. Many events in Revelation have inbuilt 
hidden concepts which are a problem for many theologians trying to figure 
out its meaning. Hence a scientist-inventor pennamed Jonah-II discovered 
that clocks in heaven run faster thus corrected a Hebrew calendar (7000yr.) 
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useful for Daniel’s prophecy? Much of Revelation seen in heaven will be 
explained with a Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) to forecast 
distinct proceedings for a Daleth (4) earth. It exposed familiar concepts like 
a normal Birth that comes with painful birth pangs and a placenta thrown 
away framing the foretold Endtime, which is related to political events?  
As a result Revelation conforming to HANS will show the roadmap of the 
Apocalypse in chronological order of Seven (7) Seals, Seven (7) Trumpets, 
Seven (7) Bowls and finalized in Seven (7) Thunders (Pearl # 242) ending 
again in the Creator’s Wrath OF YHWH. When Evil evolved to absolute 
levels is discarded like a placenta, thus only the Baby is celebrated with joy. 
Let’s find out the last birth pangs in Revelation (Chapter 16) describing in 
sequential order, The Seven Bowls ending again in YHWH’s Wrath? 
• Bowl (1), Verse 2- Showing a deadly Bible Virus (Zech. 14:12) 
• Bowl (2), Verse 3- The same Virus poisoned the Mediterranean Sea 
• Bowl (3), Verse 4- and poisoned major rivers in Islamic countries.  
• Bowl (4), Verse 8- Exploding sun spots radiating higher heat. 
• Bowl (5), Verse 10- Darkness in heaven, casting out Lucifer in a war.   
• Bowl (6), Verse 12- Gathering Nations for judgments in Armageddon.   
• Bowl (7), Verse 17- Seven Thunders in the Air. (Pearl #242) 
So the population (Pearl #126) is spiked by the Creator, the source of all Life, 
to reveal a lawless Satanic system. (2Thes. 2:1-12) He will disconnect Evil by 
removing the “restrainer” for a higher harvest of Souls on this Daleth earth. 
(Rev.14:14-17) YHWH warned “On That Day” to judge a World System to 
settle Evil again by His Wrath, therefore repent to be saved. It is linked to 
the largest earthquake to break up continents, raise mountains and sink 
many Islands below water, like in Noah’s time. After the Apocalypse, 
millions of Angels and mortal people destined to be saved will be watching 
from the sky in a Golden Space City landing near Jerusalem. They will 
enjoy the ride as all expected the King to govern. Yeshua’s monarchy with 
the resurrected Saints is predicted in Babushka Pearls, still dated 2022 AD? 

Part 4 - How is the Kingdom of Yeshua Organized? (12-1-2020) 

When the Torah-Bible is silenced in every public square, it will be very 
dangerous to announce the Apocalypse. Being brainwashed in fake science, 
most people will not understand that Truth related to His Word (John 1:1-5) 
is bathed in Evil & deception. Recently, many Bible events were pointed 
out by the Creator YHWH, assigned to an ordinary person to pass on 
unusual information like pennamed Jonah-II. My computer home page 
showed lately some new pictures displaying “birds of prey” decorating a 
cathedral? I wondered, what was its purpose? Perhaps it will match some 
Bible verses. (Rev. 19:17-21) I wrote many concepts in Babushka Egg Pearls 
revealing the end of an atheistic 21st Century Civilization. Jonah in the Bible 
warned that Nineveh would face again the Wrath of YHWH in 40 days!     
Jonah-II learned that birds of prey could refer to the recent voting fraud of 
the Democratic Party with consequences to change future events for Israel. 
Thus many American Christians are without Oil (Matt. 25); hence, they will 
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not be saved in Yeshua’s Kingdom.  (Rev. 20:4-6) Suppressing worldwide 
Truth is judged by demon possession (Rev. 9) to end in utter chaos, similar to 
the death of 2000 pigs (Mark 5) when Yeshua appeared. The Apocalypse 
could start as foretold in Pearl #889 after Solstice 2020+40 days. 
The Creator YHWH revealed that birds of prey will feast at the Endtime to 
fulfill the great Apocalypse of His Wrath. (Rev. 16:1-21) In history the 
Jewish calendar 5783 (2022 AD) will likely complete the Plan for Mankind 
to match the 6000 (year) creation cycle. Applying faster prophecy clocks to 
the earth is confirmed in a Hebrew Alphabet Number System as the ancient 
Methuselah calendar revealed moon cycles that are not current solstice 
years. (Pearl #276) Therefore, the Plan for Mankind will be finalized from 
the first Adamic race to continue with the second Adamic-Yeshua race of 
special chosen “Saints” because the Creator desired to have families & 
babies in a newly created earth for an expanding Jod dimension. (Rev. 21)  
The Creator inserted the Time Dimension for our Daleth earth and used 
two Trees to plan for Eternal Life, but Adam and Eve decided to eat the 
fruit of the mortality Tree linked to Evil designed for Death. It detoured the 
divine purpose to prepare of Adam’s children for redemption, destined to be 
resurrected with new bodies and larger minds for a future Jod dimension.  
Consequently YHWH will eliminate the mystery of Evil never to appear 
again and restore a future universe to establish a different way of life during 
Yeshua’s Kingdom. Everyone has experienced the fruit of absolute Evil 
destroying much Life on earth as perpetrated by the wealthiest global Elite. 
Only the Torah-Bible explains the mystery of Evil so linked to mortality. 
The prophesied Apocalypse will begin when the Archangel Lucifer-Satan, 
the source of all Evil, but is terminated from heaven and chained in the 
underworld the only survivor for another job. All of mankind not fit for a 
divinely governed system will perish like Noah’s time 2288 BC. (Gen. 6:5-7) 
Please read the oldest book on earth, the Torah-Bible, which revealed the 
roadmap of how the infinite eternal Son Yeshua became visible and loved 
greatly Mankind. He was willing to brutally suffer Evil the cruelest way and 
accept mortality on a cross. It was done to save me, or you too, as recorded 
in the Gospels? Thus, trust only the Creator YHWH and if persecuted will 
be significantly rewarded as everyone must pass a final test of Good or Evil, 
prophesied to live forever, either just redeemed or special. Read Pearl #888.   

A futuristic Jod dimension is expanded in true science (2-1-2021) 
During Yeshua’s Kingdom every mortal and the Saints will be retrained 
and educated in divine knowledge designed for a Jod dimension. All of 
Mankind was exposed to learn about Life and Evil during his-her earthly 
Daleth existence; even fake science will be changed and extended much 
larger. The SAINTS will be kept busy during Eternity to improve the New 
Earth and apply infinite Energy. For example, the Garden of Eden will be 
replicated a billion times to cultivate planets like Genesis on the Third Day.  
Thus, they start an estate house with a garden, planting fruit trees & 
vegetables surrounded by many genetically modified animals. Perhaps the 
Saints will complete Mankind’s plan with eternal Life revealed in a Second 
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Race embedded with chromosomes of Yeshua the Christ. The first Adam 
got busy collecting animals and named them; then to be duplicated once 
more but genetically modified to live forever. Yeshua described the future 
in His final chapters (Revelation 21 - 22) - no more Evil, death and sorrows 
but a totally different society enjoying eternal Life. Hence redeemed 
humanity will live forever with a gorgeous new body that does not need to 
eat, has no blood, no diseases or pain, as a basic digestive system will no 
longer exist. This new creation is still fueled, but with infinite energy similar 
to Yeshua’s Kingdom never experienced before, like a lion will nibble at 
straw, and a baby can play with snakes without being poisoned, and more. 
 
 

1. YHWH allows only one true religion to worship him, which combined a 
universal education system now organized with divine oversight. 

2. Mankind is unified worldwide again in one language, like before Noah. 
3. Money and ownership is totally obsoleted establishing a new society.  
4. It will change the Life of future generations forgetting wars, police, prison, 

and eliminate hospitals, especially when hidden Evil is restrained. 
5. Nature is fully restored into a pristine environment, as all GMO genes died.  
6. For increased harvest, the soil is treated with ultrasound and magnetic water. 
7. The economy is fueled by Infinite Energy discovered in the Torah-Bible.  
8. Many ancient (6000yr.-old) cultures will be introduced again by the resurrected 

Saints exhibited in Jewish kibbutz villages, as YHWH loved diversity.  
9. The greatest gift to Mankind is having intimate fellowship with the Creator.  

Therefore many scripture verses predict future events to complete the Plan 
for Mankind during Yeshua’s Kingdom, which is the last civilization. At 
that time, humanity is divinely governed from Jerusalem, the footstool of 
YHWH overseeing righteous ordinances. Distinct, predicted lifestyles will 
be tailor-matched for the promised Jod dimension, the New-Heaven-Earth: 
one for Angels to manage his expanding universe; the other for redeemed 
Mortals being specially purposed for the Creator YHWH.  
Accordingly the resurrected Sainthood is divided by two (2) timeless 
traditions embedded on the foundation and gates of the traveling Golden 
Space City. (Rev. 21:9) Each has twelve (12) historic names linked to 
twenty-four (24) Elders with golden crowns before the Throne. (Rev. 4:2, 
Dan. 7:9, Isa. 6:9) Therefore Yeshua will fulfill two (2) offices, one to rule 
seventy (70) nations on earth with an iron rod as King of Kings. The other is 
as the High Priest over Israel with a special New Covenant to worship 
YHWH in a (pyramid) Temple (Ezek. 43-45) on a tectonically raised 
Jerusalem to benefit all Mankind. Perhaps the 144,000 resurrected Israelis - 
Saints (Rev. 7:2) will serve as high priests next to Yeshua like on different 
planets for an expanding Kosmos?  
The Plan for Mankind will continue beyond our imagination (Rev. 19) to 
have intimate fellowship with the Creator never experienced before, like a 
hen watching over her chicks. We can only guess how it will be after the 
Resurrection - getting a new body-mind to exist forever with Eternal Life?  
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“Let	us	make	man	in	our	image.” (Gen. 1:26)  

 
Will YHWH the Creator allow it? 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Teth-Age 
Pearl #300 after Death  

Edited 4-1-2020, Page 1- 26 
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Introduction to Pearl #300 (3-1-2020) 

Babushka Egg concept Pearl #300 was edited and rearranged many times 
perhaps amended not in logical order. Pay attention to the next coming 
Yeshua’s divine Kingdom of Light. It will terminate Satan’s domain and 
restrain Evil announced by the 7th Trumpet. (Rev. 11:15) Once more an 
ancient historic judgment for mankind is repeated worldwide like the 
atheistic corrupted society during Noah’s time (2288 BC).  (Pearl #242, #269) 
The Torah-Bible is the oldest book and was written to highlight the divine 
purpose to eliminate Evil, not permitted in a future Jod dimension. Thus, the 
Creator appointed a willing messenger with penname Jonah-II, an old 
scientist inventor from Germany, to announce once more an historic 
WRATH OF YHWH, as some organs of the Body of Christ are seen in 
public like (Billy Graham) and some are veiled like a bitter gall bladder.  
To better understand the Hebrew text (Genesis 1) let’s compare it with true 
science, which could interpret some perceptions in the Creation story by 
repositioning verse 2 before verse 10 to reveal three (3) dimensions of a 
New Heaven-Earth. (Isa. 65:17, Rev. 21:1) The first is a pre-existing Angelic 
or Heh dimension followed by earthly Daleth dimension being the history 
of mortals. It will be divided by a Teth Kingdom of Yeshua to serve like an 
incubator to initiate a third Jod dimension. The population of mankind was 
destined to increase for Eternity by the chosen Saints, added by a mini-pre-
resurrected people receiving Probation grace for the “new Jod dimension”.    
So the Creator amended His Plan with two (2) Resurrections to replace the 
sinful nature of mankind redeemed to a higher level changed to a Second 
Adam race, the Saints and those getting legal Probation. The Daleth-Time 
links to the Hebrew calendar (6000-1000yr.) with three planned Apocalypses.   
The Creation plan foretold the termination of the 2nd atheistic world society 
when Evil spiraled to absolute as declared since 2008-2022 on the free web. 
Wicked Mankind this time was destined to be decimated by a divine stone 
from space (Dan. 2:36), which will end Satan’s Domain after 6000yr. and 
usher in a prophesied Eternal Kingdom. Disastrous events in nature were 
predicted by the Messiah Yeshua as explained in His four (4) Gospels now 
shown in many YouTube videos. According to Daniel, the fifth changeover 
empire will end in a life changing crescendo judgment of YHWH’s Wrath.     
The Arch-angel Lucifer and his demons transgressed Kosmos Law, and 
worse, some were genetically mixed with the human race at Noah’s time. 
Perhaps recessive genes will be restored after many generations in powerful 
giants linked to Bible history as observed by Moses in Canaan. Many large 
human skeletons were found in various countries, but now are censured on 
YouTube. Maybe they were trans-human-angels cast to outer darkness 
below the flat earth thus hating the Creator YHWH in absolute Evil.   
Therefore, to abolish evil the divine Godhead Yeshua needed to introduce 
“Death” demanded by Kosmos Law, hence he died visibly on a public 
cross, made for that purpose to pay for all Sin-trespasses. But restitution 
required ratification and only allowed for mankind on the temporal, material 
Daleth earth. Thus Satan, who rules the world system with his evil demons, 
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maybe is linked to Pharisees & Scribes called by Yeshua “vipers” who 
could be the descendants of fallen humans-angel related to recessive genes.  
They are identified in the Bible as sons of Lucifer of a beast of seven (7) 
heads with ten (10) horns. (Rev. 13:1) Hence demons have now the option to 
die if attached to a temporal Daleth mortality with a wicked World System.  
When Daniel’s Abomination on the Temple Mount was predicted months 
ago dated (12-10-2019, p. 23), it matched the “death of the free web”. The 
computer YouTube platform removed 16 million videos suppressing Bible 
Truth and silenced true knowledge. Only fake science and deception is left 
from an evil world system. It will cause worldwide ignorance of humanity 
sliding back to the Dark Ages in spite of the many last warnings (2012) 
Babushka Egg Concept Book #10 - Elohim Jod Supreme Court. 
The Creator YHWH will gather major nations together for judgment in the 
last Armageddon War, maybe starting Jacob’s Trouble with a huge missile 
attack? (Pearl #120) It will take seven (7) months to collect dead bodies of a 
perished atheistic world system that sent their foreign armies to destroy 
Islamic cultures and Jerusalem. Thus, the borders of a rescued redeemed 
Israel will be finally established from the river Euphrates to the river Nile 
promised to Abraham and forecast in many Torah-Bible events. (Gen. 28:13) 
Otherwise, investigate worldwide nature that is permanently damaged with 
GMO mutations with modified animal and plant genes, causing much 
extinction. (Pearl #126) Thus, the last next events are two mortal Witnesses 
from heaven to give the signal for the WRATH OF YHWH to end Satan’s 
domain ruled by Evil announced by the 6th Trumpet. (Rev. 9:12-20) It will 
launch the prophesied Kingdom of Yeshua: hence consider your destiny!   
 

 

Certain is our Death 
Certain is divine Judgment  

Certain is the WRATH of YHWH  
Certain is for some a Resurrection 

Certain is a divine Gift of Eternal Life 
Certain is a New Heaven – New Earth the Jod dimension 

 
 

 

Summary of Pearl #300 
Babushka egg concept books projected the birth pangs (2008-2022 AD) of the 
Wrath OFGod but used world calendars based on fake science. Only the 
Torah-Bible revealed: Why did YHWH create a temporal Time dimension? 
Thus exposed a future return date of Yeshua-Jesus with his millions Angels.  

 But many will disregard the option for “Eternal Life”! 
 

A short Summary of Pearl #300 could be important for a hi-tech 
civilization educated in atheistic fake science, thus can no longer read or 
comprehend what was written by a pennamed Jonah-II an inventor-
scientist from Germany. The prophesied Endtime has now arrived, but 
why is the Plan for Mankind still veiled and not taught in most churches 
or Christian schools? Therefore divine Truth is censured on a YouTube 
Media with hundreds faked videos to keep the current generation ignorant. 
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Only the Torah-Bible revealed true knowledge altered by denominations 
believing Satan’s deceptions. Atheistic web videos will not state Bible 
history like Yeshua saying to Satan, “It is written…” (Matt. 4:10) linked 
to Pearl #233 and the last Pearl #300 Part 1, 2, 3 plus added a Daniel’s 
Addendum recording prophesy insights which came in small stages to 
match the dial number of the World Cuckoo Clock on the last page.   
 
	

1) The Jod dimension = 10 was original planned to expand with much Life.	
2) But it became infected by Evil in a rebellion of the Archangel Lucifer. 	
3) When Evil magnified, it triggered a correction by the Creator YHWH. 	
4) To permanently remove Evil, YHWH utilized a Daleth “temporal time” 	

Dimension to continue eternal-life linked to a Garden with two (2) Trees.  
5) But Adam-Eve violated divine Law: If sinned - will die; therefore, Life for 

mankind is now detoured on earth and thus is separated by a Resurrection.  	
6) There are 2 resurrections: the Saints for a Jod dimension (1Thess. 4:15) and 

the other is given Probation, ruled by a Judge when Life was cut short. 
Many murdered souls, lots of babies’- families will live again on Earth.	

7) YHWH loved Mankind hence became visible for mortals prophesied in 
“Yeshua-Jesus” to pay for any Sin trespasses atoned on a historic cross. 
He fulfilled the demand of the cosmic law in a Zayin period linked to a 
Death & Resurrection cycle that removed Evil foretold at the Endtime.   	

8) Thus, everybody since Adam had to be inoculated with a big dose of Evil 
as defined by the Ten Commandments, but each is uniquely rewarded and 
given an Eternal Life gift as judged by Yeshua-Jesus. (Matthew 5, 6, & 7) 	

9) Therefore my wish is to be resurrected in the Teth Kingdom of Light to 
become a bond-slave Saint of Yeshua invited to a Golden City. (Rev. 21:10)  
I like to teach God’s Plan and educate that missed the Bible Truth to those 
given Probation to pass the final teeter-totter test. A Saint will be educated 
in divine Laws, thus specially selected to apply new Kosmos science. 
They will greatly benefit future societies, perhaps populating a newly 
created universe? Yeshua’s Teth Kingdom may have many laboratories 
purposed to redesign new life forms for a Jod dimension valuable for 
celestial Kibbutz-start-ups desiring some memorized favored pets? 	

10) In the future Jod dimension I would like to be trained how the Kosmos 
physics work to have fun in a hobby job and once more a family with lots 
of kids. Eternal Life will be continued perhaps occasionally is invited to 
the traveling Golden City, the Star of Bethlehem. Pioneering new celestial 
start-up communities will always celebrate a royal divine visit in a big way 
with an extraordinary State-party to honor the Creator and his special 
guest. To be seated with Yeshua at his table is a very great privilege, 
maybe to discuss a project for an expanding Kosmos? I think it is still a 
challenge when Death is obsolete and watching that “Evil” will never 
happens again in new earth-heaven Jod dimension. A royal visit of the 
Creator YHWH is a special honor, who became visible to created beings 
in Yeshua-Jesus, can be touched like Thomas and communicate to hear 
his voice never experienced before. It is an uninterrupted opportunity to 
enjoy unknown blessings of eternal Life to guarantee a Jod existence. 
Previously Yeshua said, “It is inconceivable to a mortal Mind what is 
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provided for his Elect.” (1Cor.2:9) Many more surprises are waiting for 
those believing and trusting in Yeshua, which is the last option for mortals.	

	

To continue Yeshua’s divine race original designed with the fear of Death 
and the pleasure of Sex, now perverted by Satan. (Pearl #126) So question 
how else is the Kosmos expanded with more people to populate the new 
Earth-heaven? Yeshua said the angels to not marry, perhaps cloned, but 
read this unique Pearl #300 promoting new science concepts [Page-15] that 
outline patterns of a divine kaleidoscope for a future Jod dimension.	
 

The main prophecy of the Torah-Bible recorded a final divine Apocalypse 
of a worldwide judgment to destroy a global FED banking system like 
Sodom & Gomorrah and finally wipe out Evil in YHWH-Wrath. Most 
Christian denominations still teach Satan’s deception & lies based on fake 
science no wonder they misread divine Truth. But a falsified web linked to 
fraud calendars is now informed that the Yeshua’s Kingdom is shortly on 
the way to fulfill the second half foretold restitution of the earth. Watch 
soon, the predicted New World Kingdom System is initiated from the 
Golden Jerusalem coming from space. What can you do if a Christian? 
Become educated and tell the atheistic generation facing certain Death of 
YHWH WRATH poured out again? Please read Pearl #270 Why, 
How and When is the End of the 21st Century? 

A Short Story of Creation - They Lie About Everything – 
A Flat Earth Awakening Story 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlhSqhI0a5c 

Currently thousand of Christian YouTube videos are disappearing fast to 
eliminate the true Bible evidences, only fake science is allowed. Worse, 
the American Christian Church became comatose (Rev. 3:15) only few 
are awake. Please forward this Pearl #300 amended many times 
revealed in small steps never preached in Churches. I suggest if the web 
is still around duplicate this special Pearl soon and send it to your pastor 
or friends to spread the Gospel underground as the intent is rewarded.   

 

Part 1: A Beth Mystery (Ex. 3:14) 
The celestial Torah-Bible curtain was opened a little to show the other side 
and begins Genesis with the letter “B - Beth" meaning duality or Vielheit in 
create Bereshyt. Perhaps the creation story is described from an Eve 
perspective revealing restitution, a rebirth of nature and restoration of all 
Life. Thus, a different viewpoint could explain that the invisible Light of an 
infinite Creator YHWH became visible in Yeshua-Jesus expressed in a dual 
nature, “Let us make man in our image.” (Gen. 1:26) This Pearl became three 
(3) parts to explain Bible concepts never preached in Christian churches. 
Part-1; how the future Kosmos expands, Part-2; who is mini-pre-resurrected 
and Part-3: Can Yeshua’s arrival be dated with a Daniel Addendum?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Pearl #300 is edited once more. It was not written in logical order but as 
revealed in small steps. Why were the Gospels perverted especially by the 
Catholic Church, blemished by many preachers of denominations and 
worse, presently in fake science? Historically the Pharisees & Scribes 
rejected Yeshua in conflict with Moses causing several times the Wrath of 
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YHWH violating Kosmos Laws. But the Creator loved Mankind even after 
Adam initiated Death. The dilemma was solved when the infinite YHWH 
became visibly born as the Son, half mortal – half divine in Yeshua-Jesus to 
introduce the Gift of Eternal Life through a divine mysterious Resurrection. 
Thus everyone is evaluated after death in a teeter-totter test for the last “intent”. 
Daniel chronicled that Yeshua was presented to the highest Court in the Jod 
dimension (Dan. 7:9-14) to reveal the visible side of the Creator YHWH now 
legalized in Kosmos laws. The next worldwide system will be divinely 
governed by Yeshua the Christ, King of Kings - Lord of Lords.  
Watch for the biggest current NEWS–The Kingdom of a Born King! 
Yeshua-Jesus is at the front door! It was designed as the Teth-Age and 
prophesied to last 1000 years [JC] being governed by divine laws. It will 
give mankind a Sabbath rest to live in peace with subdued Evil. The King 
of Kings will arrive at a most critical time to save Mankind and restore an 
obliterated polluted earth and document the greatest predicted Apocalypse. 
Satan’s domain will end and Lucifer is chained in the nether prison the only 
survivor but his angel-demons are totally eliminated forever. Read carefully 
how this future society will continue in a much larger upcoming Empire 
governed by “Righteous Divine Laws” and resume Yeshua’s Resurrection 
extended with inserted “Probation” never experienced before by mankind. 
But some might ask, “Who are the Sons of God?” (Rom. 8:14-39, Pearl #242) 
 

      I Found My Name & Destiny Hidden in Bible Codes! Yacov Rambsel (3-29-2019) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWdOANwUaTE 

 

Investigating the recent Apocalypse warnings, a pen-named inventor- 
scientist Jonah-II discovered forbidden historic facts affecting many high-
tech governments destroying again mankind and nature the world over. He 
related the Torah-Genesis with true science showing that only two (2) 
dimensions exist linked to Heh-heaven and Daleth-earth. A flat earth will 
profusely reproduce abundant Life no longer cursed, therefore thriving with 
bountiful blessings for a much greater world population. (Isa. 65:17-25) Thus 
the future mortal society by applying divine wisdom in free schools and 
universities explained in (Rom. 8:1-14) will teach the Ten Commandments 
again to educate everybody in basic Freedom and Morality with Civility. 
True knowledge will reflect the character of the Creator YHWH. 
He disclosed the most important issue of mankind explaining the origin of 
Evil to end in a temporal “Time” Dimension inserted only on earth. It started 
with a rebellion of the highest archangel Lucifer-Satan and incredibly one-
third of the angel world believed Satan’s Lies and became wicked demons 
destined to live forever in outer darkness. To stop Evil budding to total 
cosmic chaos, the Creator introduced that “Time” is only temporary and 
documented the history of Evil on a 7000yr. (JC) Hebrew calendar.  
Only the Torah-Bible revealed the greatest event of a prophesied plan for 
Mankind appearing next, where Satan and his Darkness Kingdom is 
terminated in an Apocalypse to restore and again balance a new Jod 
dimension. (1 Thes. 5:1-10) 
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A New World Order Placenta (Zech. 5:7, Isa. 33:1) 
The nature of Evil is like a placenta separated by a holy YHWH. It can be 
linked to a corrupt, sophisticated fraud enforced by FED-IMF Illuminati 
banker cartels. They print yearly zillion fiat dollars ever since 1913 and 
fabricated massive grants to finance every “WAR” which corrupted global 
politicians, setup shadow governments and funding huge military industrial 
complexes. Half the world’s population is employed with obscene salaries 
to produce horrible high-technology weapons only to recycle the illegal 
capital back in government bonds and stock market casinos. They have 
programmed everybody in atheistic fake science deceiving everybody and 
planned to devastate totally this earth, destroy nature and specially mankind. 
If you want to be informed who rules the global village, examine some 
freelance, fast disappearing YouTube videos linked to the US, UN and their 
military EU cartels. They all cause massive destruction of the whole earth. 
Like NASA exposed many lies showing faked Moon landings or simulated 
airplanes crashing in NYC-9/11, satellites hanging on balloons, and thirty-two 
(32) fictitious subatomic particles to imitate science of CERN. Destructive 
high technology is blamed on Global Warming concealed in hundred 
rackets. Everything is intended to suppress Bible Truth, like mega cheap 
Energy. Why was the German schoolteacher Hoffman silenced for splitting 
water into a clean free Hydrogen gas and covered up 300 patents of Nicola 
Tesla to suppress extracting free Electricity from copper coils & magnets?  
But promote deadly fracking to squeeze the last dirty Oil? Many GMO 
patents dismally failed that modified food-seeds and animal genes. It created 
a world production food shortage that collapsed grocery inventories from 
six months to three days. Worse, employed HAARP converted to 
microwave military weapons aimed at the jet stream to cause enormous 
deadly floods or droughts and burn many California towns blamed on forest 
fires. It politically upset the world economy with millions of refugees 
walking from shattered neighborhoods to escape death. Nuclear radiation 
leaking from every fraud electric power station was covered up, killing all 
Life in the oceans. Consequently, when international universities showed 
pictures of modified Trans-Human hybrid aberrations mixed with animal 
Genes, they elevated Evil to a maximum. So many deceptions are produced 
in Hollywood movie studios to keep the world population ignorant.   
Therefore pay attention! The global Illuminati bankers causing massive Life 
extinction determined to end an ignorant civilization, thus will only repeat a 
historic judgment of YHWH Wrath. It will all match the recent disasters of 
prophesied divine events exposed in Babushka egg concept books and 
Pearls, maybe true science could date Yeshua’s Kingdom after 2022 AD? 

Why a Temporal Daleth Time Dimension? 
The universe was planned and created exclusively by and for YHWH. 
(Genesis 1:1) The Creator is unseen to mortal eyes, thus revealed a deity-
union in Yeshua-Jesus the Christ, identified as the Word (John 1); thereby 
became visible in human existence articulated in a { - } Hebrew Alphabet 
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Number System, (1+20+1). More is shown in Babushka Egg concept 
books and pearls linked similar to the caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly in nature. 
Perhaps a different overlay story of a Genesis creation could be illustrated in 
true science. (Gen. 1:6) describes Mem = 40 - “water” meaning “Time” now 
is embedded in an infinite designed Kosmos. Hence the Creator separated 
the Angel firmament Heh-heaven dimension like an outer eggshell, but 
focused on the inner yolk, a Daleth Dimension. (v. 2) To prepare a temporal 
home for a future mankind, the Spirit moved over a dark domed flat-earth 
surrounded with ice walls and used vegetation seeds to germinate with ∞ 
light on the 3rdcreation day. To make it stable for life inserted a sun-moon 
reflecting stars (crystals) on the 4th day. It revealed the purpose for a Kosmos 
to be re-born and resurrected into a new upgraded heaven-earth of a Jod 
Dimension (Rev. 21) like beautiful feather genes of a big Peacock egg. 
The Genesis report is linked to a disaster when the highest ruling Arch-
angel, Lucifer, rebelled violated Kosmos Laws. It caused chaos among 1/3 
of Angels in an (Egg) universe created to live forever; thus evil-demons 
were judged to live under the earth. To restore a Kosmos in righteousness 
again the Deity Yeshua-Jesus modified His Creation-Plan and started a 
replacement with mortal mankind recorded in the Torah-Bible - Chapter 2. 
YHWH designed a temporal Daleth dimension to deal with a corrupting 
evil opposing the divine order and utilized Satan to test mortals in “Good or 
Evil”. Two Tree-options were given to Adam & Eve, similar to a detour on 
earth, or resume Life directly to a Jod dimension. Thus Adam chooses the 
bypass now settled by a teeter-totter balance after a cocoon death before a 
White Throne. To show how the teeter-totter balance works read the story 
of Lazarus in heaven, the rich man in Hell (Luke 16:19) separating Mankind. 
Violating Kosmos laws is either ending an existence with a 2nd Death, or is 
rewarded with a resurrection Gift of Life, but many are given Probation 
during Yeshua’s Kingdom explaining the purpose in Pearl #300. (Page 10) 
Breaking Kosmos laws is solved by a visible deity, a divine Son Yeshua 
who paid it in full, predicted by a supernatural birth in a town of Bethlehem, 
a public death on a horrible cross, to be confirmed by the First Resurrection 
and proven by an unbroken genealogy to Adam. Therefore mortal mankind 
if not evil, is guaranteed a free Gift of Eternal Life documented in 300 
Prophecies in the oldest divine book, the Torah Bible. Every utterance by 
(40) prophets was recorded by a scribe like a tape-recorder, perhaps were 
detailed by veiled angels? Otherwise tell me how the book of Enoch, Job 
was recorded or when Yeshua was tested alone by Satan in the mountain, 
or how Revelation was chronicled and dated by different heavenly clocks? 
The Creator YHWH will finally terminate this Satan controlled Civilization 
in a divine Wrath ending in an Apocalypse Crescendo and employ again 
his method of judging Evil, like Noah’s civilization 2288 BC, Fire to raze 
Sodom-Gomorrah, or Israelis recent Jacob Trouble, expected before 2022 AD. 

Yeshua’s Kingdom is the Fullness of Time 
A totally new Teth-society will evolve in Yeshua’s kingdom after a short 
Apocalypse Chet-Age; hence Satan is finally locked up ending a Zayin-Age 
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he invisible governed for 6000yrs a Darkness Kingdom.  A mighty and evil 
Angel Lucifer is lastly judged and put as a lone survivor in the nether prison 
and terminated all his millions demons. Studying Yeshua’s Revelation in 
(Rev. 9), it will end Satan’s rule and every religion he created which demon 
possessed Islam and many Popes to murder billions of families Christian 
and Jews in genocide to shorten Life. Illuminati bankers obeying Lucifer’s 
deception combined (2) religion into CRISLAM to corrupt free Salvation 
perhaps declared on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem? The challenge of 
unchanging righteous Law during mortal Life in a Daleth dimension is only 
solved with a free Life-Gift from the Second Adam Yeshua to guide us in 
the right divine compass direction. (1 Cor. 15:45; Heb. 10-11) Just make sure 
He knows your name and state Not Guilty given mercy to Life plus a great 
prize, a personal audience with the Creator YHWH. (Pearl #888) 
Therefore embedded Evil in nature is reduced when Yeshua-Jesus comes 
again as promised now with extraordinary splendor and millions of angels. 
He will direct his divine cosmic power to establish a godly civilization to 
facilitate survival governed by cosmic divine laws and live with mortal 
Mankind for a thousand years. His footstool – a flat earth encircled with ice 
walls will be fully restored to its former splendor closing a Teth-Age designed 
in a mirror image of a bigger new Kosmos Jod dimension. (Pearl #289)  
Thus, redemption begins midpoint centered in Time embedded in the Plan 
for Mankind. It focuses on Yeshua-Jesus being shrouded in mortality to 
atone for the Evil violating YHWH’s creation governed by divine absolute 
laws. He allowed evil mortals to horribly torture his human body. They 
nailed Him on a cross to hear His final uttered words, “Forgive them; they do 
not know what they do…” declaring then the divine purpose applied to 
mankind, “Today you will be in my kingdom.” Satan did not succeed to take 
Yeshua’s life, not possible, as the giver of all Life shouted, “IT IS DONE!” 
His death was confirmed by Roman soldiers lancing his heart fearing a 
merciless system, but the whole town of Jerusalem was stirred by an 
unheard Resurrection of a labeled “King of the Jews” stated over the cross 
by Pilate. The unknown resurrection evidence became the biggest surprise 
proven in true science in an empty hollow mummy shell. (Mark 15:44-46)  
Late about 3pm on the Sabbath, Pontius Pilate and the Jewish Senate were 
perplexed how a guarded dead body disappeared from a solid resin shell 
without showing any fractures. Wealthy influential Joseph and Nicodemus 
of the Sanhedrin donated 100 lb. of expensive material for a solid hardened 
mummy case leaving only a small face hole for identification. (John 19:38, 
Mat. 27:52) They desired to preserve the greatest teaching ever practiced in 
Israel. Thus, YHWH declared the greatest “First Resurrection” mystery to 
reveal a new Jod-Dimension where absolute Evil was terminated to balance 
and restore a Kosmos remembered throughout eternity. (Rev. 11:15)  

10 FACTS - The SECOND COMING of JESUS CHRIST!!!    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KR3AihxGuHA&list=PLtjOw80_8d9rvqq03nzsMHRZJmpOwp-gW 
The Apocalypse survivors will get ready for a new program by Yeshua, 
who sent seventy (70) disciples (Luke 10) to tell that his kingdom is near, to 
heal the sick, drive out demons, raise the dead. It forecast what the Saints 
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further educated will do for a new civilization by the King of Kings& Lord 
of Lords. He will rule und guide His kingdom of seventy (70) future nations 
and coach all people in true science by training everybody with much 
knowledge based on wisdom. Evil will be very restrained causing diseases, 
pain and sorrows to fade forever, preparing everyone for a Jod dimension. 
Current TV videos documented detailed prophesied events (Matt: 24-25), 
but now is censured by YouTube to keep everybody ignorant until the web 
finally disappears. Thus hurry and copy Babushka concept egg Pearls of 
suppressed information. Every prophesied Woes has turned out, only Satan 
is still fighting a war in heaven, but his demon-angels living in nether-
darkness are seeking “Death” a better option, only possible in a Daleth earth 
dimension. (Rev. 9) To die will evil possess mortals now occurring and favor 
Islam terrorist, angry demonstrators or killed by shadow governments? Just 
count back (8) years [JC] to {9/11} starting the 150 Heh days. (20x150/365.24) 
Most theologians still lecture false theologies evolved from the Dark Age 
that blinded mostly the Mind of Christian’s educated in atheistic fairytales. 
Fake science has been enforced by Illuminati FED-IMF banker cartel 
printing fiat money applying the golden rule permitted by Presidents and 
US Congress since 1913AD: He who has the Gold - rules. It became the 
most effective system for Satan to oppose the Creator YHWH to destroy all 
of mankind and the earth, linked to wicket mortals possessed by demons.   
For one hundred years the Illuminati FED-IMF world banker cartel caused 
every World War and instigated many conflicts in religious societies. Many 
diversified cultures were shattered and murdered millions in genocide. They 
financed institutions supporting dictators, any evil despots or creating many 
global shadow governments to control worldwide every military cartel 
developing horrible weapons with advanced technology. Evil FED bankers 
paid international huge grants to every university to suppress true science 
teaching Satan’s lies and deception for over 100 years. It is aimed to kill all 
of mankind and destroy the earth, the environment of oceans, land and air.   
Now open prayers and the Bible are forbidden worldwide in Public Squares 
to smother divinely revealed Bible Truth. To be silenced and compliant 
religious leaders became super rich with a tax-free status, many got corrupt. 
Sadly it will make the next generation of a world population brain dead, 
educated in fake science promoted in universities or by NASA. Said on TV, 
every Moon walking video got lost? What disappeared was produced in a 
Hollywood movie studio of faked astronauts walking on replica moon 
pictures with bogus globe & planets, satellites that hang on balloons tracked 
by a phantom space Hubble telescope?  
It got worse still suppressed in the NEWS: A totally Free Energy 
(Hydrogen-Electricity) unlimited in nature. Babushka concept eggs 
collected much evidence fully ignored by a world system and blinded 
theologians. Why not check the main warnings of a Jonah-II in Pearl #242 
now ending this atheistic high-tech Civilization in a great noisy Crescendo. 
It is dating the last WRATH of YHWH censured on a fading web; 
hopefully it will widen knowledge horizons. The Neh. 8:1-18 feasts will be 
duplicated in Yeshua’s Kingdom after the 7th trumpet 2022 AD.  
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Reflection on the Plan for Mankind (Ps.139, Job 27:13-23) 

The Kosmos is still in the developing stage not yet restored. During the last 
century much of the Torah-Bible was concealed by fake science similar to 
when the Madonna painting was X-rayed revealing underneath an original 
person, or like the Shroud of Turin showing a reversed image of a crucified 
Jesus caused by his resurrection. Thus many atheists and theologians 
disregard the true history of mankind linked to Bible stories with veiled 
knowledge vital for the development of the next hi-tech generation. (Mark 
4:4-20) Only the Torah-Bible recorded the purpose and echoed spiritual 
realities on why the universe exists. When divine Truth is rejected, one is 
ignorant that the Creator YHWH loves mankind but must judge Evil. 
Hence, they will not know how the future Kosmos will expand with Eternal 
Life or how nature is fuelled with infinite Energy (Gen. 1:3) designed to 
maintain complex Life. All will perish in a prophesied Apocalypse event as 
controlled by divine Law, especially when mankind has become evil again.  
The Bible revealed that Satan and his angels were created cloned, which 
perhaps caused a rebellion to find out who is loyal to YHWH. But for a 
higher purpose He formed mortal mankind on a two (2) cycle arrangement 
that divided the universe into two (2) races. He introduced procreation to 
replicate millions of Life forms on earth, but gave Adam-Eve a superior 
Mind to subdue and manage nature. Let us make mankind in our image. 
(Gen. 1:26) Thus the Creator restricted Evil by inserting a temporal “Time 
dimension” on earth. Dual Beth coin sides will reveal his divine purpose 
linked to Good-Evil, Life-Death, Paradise-Hell and offered two (2) options: 
Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto Death related to a teeter-totter balance to 
continue the intended Eternal Life with a 3rd Saints race after the Resurrection.  
The first couple was told to be fruitful but did not pass the loyalty test and 
chose eternal Death over eternal Life. YHWH allowed the human race to 
continue on a detour two-cycle system similar to a caterpillar-cocoon-
butterfly in nature to give everybody a chance to live-forever. In addition 
many butterfly-souls have the option to assemble like in one place Mexico. 
Hence millions mini-pre-resurrected Souls arrived on earth to resume 
“Life” offered by the Creator obtained by Probation. It is linked to a special 
salvation Gift that pardoned every Sin-debt for a balanced restored Kosmos.  
To show that mankind is loved, the Creator YHWH became visible half-
mortal half-divine explained with a familiar imaged concept as a “Son”. 
Adam-Eve was promised a seed that became historical reality in the life and 
death of Yeshua - Jesus Christ as recorded in Jerusalem history. It verified 
that His “Resurrection” will end a Daleth “Time” dimension. Thus His 
death divided an ancient Temple-curtain revealing on the other side a divine 
purpose to prove and validate Eternal Life. But to control Evil, YHWH 
responded again with His divine Wrath prophesied in a next Apocalypse. 
Watching His Creation, He will judge this sinful generation destroying Life 
and Truth until His purpose is settled in a Jod Dimension. (Pearl #233)  
Thus, the Plan of Mankind ended in a 7000-year Hebrew calendar rooted 
on seven (7) creation cycles. (Pearl #888) The divine Kosmos laws were 
reduced in a plain code of Life being simplified to the Ten Commandments 
embossed in stone to bless all of Mankind until the Endtime. (2 Tim. 3:1-9)  
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Part 2: The Curse of the Earth is Lifted in Yeshua’s Kingdom 
 

The infinite Creator YHWH planned to combine a new heaven-earth 
specially expanded into a Jod dimension. He stated, “Let us make mankind,” 
thus became visible as Yeshua-Jesus Christ in a material Time Dimension. 
An invisible Godhead was genetic born shrouded divine-half-human and 
unnoticed grew up mortal-divine in a transient Daleth earth. His creation is 
not finished yet, maybe could continue a future Kosmos in a Third Race 
when the unusual nature birth of Yeshua-Jesus is duplicated and copied in 
the last misunderstood Bible word “The Saints”. (Pearl #888) 
A Beth coin imprint could unlock the Plan for Mankind which centered the 
Christian faith on a divine Grand-Resurrection. It is a system to continue 
eternal Life after the old heaven and earth is re-melted in ∞ infinite energy. 
(Dan. 12:9-10) Yeshua-Jesus revealed that His Resurrection is the birth of a 
Jod dimension that transformed Daleth death into (2) two stages similar to a 
caterpillar-butterfly cycle. His unfamiliar Resurrection became recognized 
when he appeared to many in Jerusalem after his Resurrection. (Mat. 27:52)  
Thus Yeshua’s Kingdom will start with an inserted unknown divine phase, 
a pre-mini-resurrection mystery. Cosmic Law does provide an option of 
“probation” (Heb. 11:32-39) mirrored linked to a Second Adamic Race 
designed for the future newly created earth-heaven (Rev. 21) expanding the 
Jod dimension. Maybe it was preordained for many murdered people 
allowed to come back on earth to pass a test for Eternal Life matching a 
Bible history. Some died two times recorded in the New Testament like 
Dorcas (Acts 9:36), Lazarus (John 11:1), dead bones (Ezek. 37), or maybe 
observe nature: caterpillar morphed to butterfly. For example, Ananias and 
Sapphira (Acts 5:1) were immediately judged when they sinned against the 
Holy Spirit thus losing instantly probation. But the other Beth coin side will 
focus on the very last word in the Bible …The Saints. (Rev. 22:21) Perhaps 
they are special and selectively appointed for a higher purpose.  
From ancient times YHWH appointed forty (40) prophets accompanied by 
angel scribes to record verbatim (like a tape recorder) the history of mankind 
in the Book of Books exhibited in the tundra museum of the Golden City. 
(Rev. 21:10) Next is displayed a large gold Urn filled with historic Golgotha 
dirt from of the old Jerusalem earth. It honors Yeshua’s salvation from Evil 
preserving Life for a Kosmos. The pennamed prophets’ mirror detailed 
various projections of the most important future Apocalypse. (Rev. 8:1-13) 
They foretold that a totally devastated earth will be restored, hence difficult 
for the survivors growing enough food in time. Repeating miracles will 
make it possible to stay alive like Moses led millions of slaves into a dessert. 
Thus, after the Apocalypse a remnant of Israel and mortal children will 
repeat a Bible story when Israel found only bitter water. (Exod. 15:22) Today 
vast coral reefs are poisoned by nuclear radiation causing dead oceans. The 
bitter water was made drinkable bathed with leaves of the certain tree now is 
a useful application for the general restoration of future nature. (Rev. 22:2) 
Free manna Bread is given from heaven repeating (Exod. 16:4) linked to 
(John 6:33), mirror imaged future survival conditions of a shattered earth 
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detailed in prophecy. (Isa. 24:1-13) But a problem of mankind sinful nature 
still exists passed on to Adam’s children, which caused a Second Death.  

The Meaning of Probation (9-1-2019)  
Eternal Life is given to mankind in two (2) groups and two (2) stages to 
expose Good or Evil linked to Satan’s Darkness Kingdom. It is divided 
across 6000yr. by a Grand Resurrection for a Jod-heaven or Hell (death). 
YHWH selected the ”Saints” to finalize his divine Plan to assist billions of 
Souls on Probation during Yeshua’s kingdom passing the divine law of a 
judgment teeter-totter balance on the journey to the Jod dimension. Two (2) 
future Life promises were revealed in the Adam-Eve story (Gen. 2:15) for 
two (2) different dimensions. The Kosmos was planned to be colonized, but 
Satan spread chaos and fooled mankind by substituting salvation of Yeshua 
with atheistic religions, purgatory and fake science. Some may ask why was 
the replacement of an Arch-angel veiled on the first test? The couple had to 
choose under which system they want to live. Adam was created with a 
divine Mind, thus he could question the Creator about anything. He named 
the animals in his neighborhood, but was he told why, how and the future of 
God's Plan for mankind? Maybe the Creator showed Adam a future video 
of Redemption, the horrible crucifixion of Yeshua where “Evil” is finally 
judged and obsoleted by Kosmos Law never to be repeated again? 
The first option offered Eternal Life directly to a Jod dimension, but the 
second option ends in an unknown mortality defined by a choice of “Good 
or Evil”. It was attractive to Eve desiring to have children hence deceived. 
When Eve ate the forbidden fruit, Adam had to decide which option to 
follow as recorded in a Torah-Bible. Adam loved Eve, thus both agreed on 
the worst option for mankind linked to sorrows and death. They chose the 
mortality system for the human race to live in a deceptive wicked Lucifer 
Domain ending in a temporary “Time”. Therefore, everyone was meant to 
experience Evil but is offered free atonement by Yeshua who paid all Sins 
on a cross. Obsoleting original Evil forever opened the door of salvation for 
mankind and restitution for an expanding Kosmos destined for Eternal Life.   
YHWH’s divine Plan is explained on the Endtime by appointing Adam’s 
replacement, “the Saints”, to the highest position next to the Creator, thus all 
mortals must be first tested with Evil selected across 6000yr. for a unique 
purpose. They will be grand-resurrected at the first phase of Yeshua’s 
Kingdom to graduate in many Sainthood schools to rule the Kosmos and 
raise billions mini-pre-resurrected people who passed the Probation test for 
an expanding cleansed universe. Thus all mortals are inoculated with good 
dose of evil like persecution, wrong imprisoned, oppressed, many suffered 
violent death, hence will be watchful and devoted that Evil never appears 
again. Many Saints will desire to be a loyal bond-slave to Yeshua, similar to 
24 Elders (Rev. 4:4) being trained to serve their master to complete His 
divine Plan for Mankind. They will be employed to review their past life in 
a time frame of 6000yr. and will pick out in celestial videos those people in 
their neighborhood who should get another chance to return to live mortal 
again for a closing test on a Daleth earth, if a judge granted Probation.  
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The main feature of a divine Plan is finally known “ending Evil” just follow 
the trail in the Esther Bible story like the destruction of Israel’s enemies 
settled in a great historic liberation. Similarly mirror imaged on the Endtime, 
very few will survive His Wrath to witness the return of Yeshua-Jesus in 
great power with his holy space angels to begin His everlasting Kingdom.  

The Golden City (Star of Beth-lehem) Rev. 21:9   
A Beth coin-side could connect the dots of the biggest event from space 
linked to an immense Golden City observed when Christ was born. 
YHWH-Yeshua created a Kosmos headquarters to display divine Law and 
history for an expanding Jod dimension. It is a portable space-city called the 
Bride of the Lamb and becomes the source of future great blessings 
traveling perhaps between millions X-planets for a newly created Kosmos.  
The Star of Bethlehem is a radiant city with intense (∞) infinite light linked 
to a monument or library adorned with (12) Pearl-gates of gold named after 
the tribes of Israel. The foundation commemorated twelve (12) Apostles to 
remember the New Testament linked to precious stones of luminous streets 
shining like the sun. A tundra museum displayed prominently a large gold 
Urn filled with historic soil from Golgotha of a terminated-old-earth of 
Jerusalem. It honors Yeshua’s salvation from Evil preserving Life for a 
Kosmos. The portable YHWH space residence has no temple and is 
organized by eminent loyal Angels-Saints uncovered by Daniel and John.  
Thus, let’s investigate the special grand-resurrected Saints set apart being 
trained to govern an expanding Jod dimension with special characteristic to 
honor and worship YHWH. Yeshua’s Kingdom has graduated millions of 
righteous Saints of both genders, which could duplicate the Garden Eden 
event and copy an Adam-Eve born system to colonize the universe and 
populate many planets like huge Antares, Babushka Egg Concept Book #5. 
(p. 52-53) Hence, a future expanded Kosmos Jod dimension is settled with 
new societies replicated similar to a Noah’s boat story but now in huge 
space cruise ships transferring domestic animals and special seeds to 
develop like the first Israeli kibbutz growing to nationhood. It could repeat a 
Babel history of many nations mirror imaged in a new Third-Saint-Race.  
Therefore grand-resurrected female Saints could duplicate a mortal birth 
method, but without the placenta & blood, like illustrated in nature shown in 
queen bees or ants? To prevent future genes being altered explained in 
Enoch’s book, maybe Yeshua’s divine-half-mortal (x) chromosomes are 
paired to a female (y) DNA Saint. Thus blood is obsolete for eternal Life 
that was originally type RH-0, but was split to A & B when Cain was 
cursed for killing Abel. (Gen. 4:10) However, the curse is lifted during 
Yeshua’s Kingdom reverting back to RH-0 to cure all diseases and 
sicknesses similar receiving a new body explained by Yeshua. (John 3:1-16) 
Let’s examine the eternal Jod body of Yeshua-Jesus after his resurrection. 
He can eat, talk and communicate with a Mind and go through solid 
stonewalls indicating a timeless metaphysics dimension and seen seconds 
later in another place. (Luke 24:12-35) Please note that Light (Gen. 1:3) should 
have been translated infinite to fuel a Kosmos with free energy, described in 
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Babushka Egg Concept Book #9 and Energy Lessons for Dummies #1, 32, 33. 
It will change the physics of food, perhaps dissolved in thin air on a lower 
frequency scale. A billion people will use levitation obsoleting wheels, but 
gravity is still helpful for a pleasant environment during the Jod existence. 

The Kingdom of Yeshua will continue eternal Life perhaps procreated with 
female partners of grand-resurrected Saints. Only mankind inherited from 
Adam & Eve a belly button to signify the temporary Daleth dimension 
birth-death system. To expand the Jod dimension could give birth maybe 
with a navel as shown to Tomas on Yeshua’s side? Thus multiplying Saint-
children could be born somehow with a bellybutton used as a reverse birth 
canal as a reminder of the old birth and death system. To initiate children 
just call some Saints to lay their hands on a Saint-woman (1 Thes. 4:14) 
practiced by Yeshua’s disciples now blessing a future Saint-child? Thus the 
original plan of Mankind is repeated for new Kosmos locations dedicating a 
baby after (8 days) to honor Yeshua in pyramid sanctuary worship centers 
(described in Ezek. 40-45) multiplied on many planets.  (Pearl #174) 

Thus Life is continued in Yeshua’s Kingdom on a higher level by the 
appointed Saints to oversee Evil and to graduate in management of a Jod 
dimension government. (Rev. 6:9, 7:9) Only sovereign Saints have access to 
the Golden City to gain special insights to learn how to rule mankind trained 
by a divine King of Kings. They are invited to expand a Kosmos with a 
Third-Saint-Race and speak to dead bones. (Ezek. 37:5) Hence many more 
will be resurrected by Probation evaluating everyone by a righteous judge.    
Every religion around the world worship idols or the sun will be obsoleted 
and forgotten in the Kingdom of Light. When “Time” was changed by 
infallible Popes (as prophesied in Dan. 7:25), was the truth confirmed when 
all died? They misrepresented the commandments of YWHW; therefore, 
the Sabbaths will be restored to honor the Creator. He will introduce a future 
totally different World Order to govern mankind directed by a Torah-Bible 
to reflect the eternal life for Mankind. (Eccl. 3:10-15) When Satan rebelled 
against the divine Laws and attacked the sacred honor of a Holy Creator, it 
caused “Sin” embedded in a placenta passed on to Adam’s mortal race.  
Reconciling a fallen mankind became the major subject of God’s 
extraordinary plan to save as many sinful people being judged with eternal 
Death. Thus when no “Lies” will be taught in Christian churches, perhaps a 
Beth mystery could introduce Probation embedded in Kosmos Law linked 
to a mini-pre-resurrection to live again on a temporary Daleth Dimension. 
It will give extra grace to billions of disadvantaged Souls.  
It finalized the greatest free salvation story for mortals introduced by a 
choice: Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto Death offered to everybody to 
become his children. The Creator judged evil in every angel and invited his 
mortal replacement to live in His amazing new Jod Dimension. Hurry and 
choose the best option or end like demons without a name in a Fire-Sea. 
To summarize: Why was Yeshua-Jesus tortured to death? The Torah-Bible 
revealed the reason of unchanging Kosmos laws, hence YHWH linked it to 
(2) two Resurrections. A General Resurrection raised everybody being 
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judged on a teeter-totter balance to see the good-evil intent or get Probation 
in a mini-pre-resurrection separating a Hebrew 7000yr. calendar into (2) 
cycles. The first period of 6000yrs will select the Saints destined for Eternity 
and the last cycle is Probation in the 1000yrs Kingdom of Yeshua-Jesus the 
Christ. It is ending “Time” on the Daleth-earth now exchanged to a Jod 
dimension according to Kosmos laws. Chose the right “C“ option. (Page 25) 

Why was a Pre-Mini-Resurrection Inserted for Mankind? 
To recap, every human is judged at the White Throne dividing those who 
became evil from those receiving Eternal Life. (Eccl. 3:16-27) Mankind was 
ruled 6000 years by a Lucifer Darkness World Kingdom from the firstborn 
murdered Abel reaching down to our time. Sadly, Satan slaughtered billions 
causing untimely Deaths for many. The dilemma of Evil will end in 
Yeshua’s 1000-year Kingdom designed for a bigger population to bequest 
many with Eternal Life. Adam and Eve were told they will be judged with 
the First Death for sinning. Thus, divine Law was tailored by the birth and 
death of the Messiah Yeshua. He atoned for Sin and substituted death with a 
Gift of Eternal Life - only given once, to expand a Jod Kosmos. (Mat. 7:13) 
Thus countless murdered people could be given a second chance by 
applying probation of divine Law received in a mini-pre-resurrection. 
Yeshua’s Kingdom function like an incubator will dispense extra Grace 
given to live again and subdue recessive Evil genes in nature for 1000 years.  
Thus, divine Law could apply Probation to disadvantaged mortals who 
died during the 6000-year domain of Satan. Billions of mostly children 
missed a choice of Mercy unto Life thus could be mini-pre-resurrected to 
live once more a mortal Life until the Daleth dimension is ended. Thus the 
Saints who are the Body of Christ are co-resurrected for a Third Bible Race 
promoted to higher level? Being trained in righteousness will expand divine 
knowledge in gigantic Sainthood Universities to learn how a future Jod 
Kosmos is govern and fully restore the earth to a final splendor. (1 Thes. 4:15) 
Yeshua’s Saint-disciples will duplicate the same miracles demonstrated in 
(John 11:1-44, Acts 9:36) like the resurrected prophet–Saint Ezekiel was asked 
to speak to dead bones thus raised back to life described in Ezek. 37:1.  
Therefore billions of souls will be given probation thus mini-pre-resurrected 
supernaturally earth born again, raised by the divine Spirit (John 3:5, Acts 2:3) 
to reside in the Kingdom of Yeshua. They are predestined helping to restore 
the earth and rebuild in stages their former ancient cultures but then without 
Evil to reveal again the Creator YHWH’s divine purpose for Mankind.  
All mortals from Adam are born with a Sin-death sentence, but some will 
get probation explained by Yeshua with (10) ten virgins. (Matt. 25:1) Only 
50% will pass the test of Eternal Life for the celestial Jod dimension. Many 
Christian and TV leaders will not get probation (Matt. 25:41) corrupting 
Grace will buy honored position like the High-priest Caiaphas or Ananias-
Sapphira (Acts 5:1), Simon Magus (Acts 8:18), or sell their ersatz Bible books. 
Everyone will arrive on the most important crossroad for eternity to be 
evaluated of the last “good or evil” intent. It will end in a divinely selected 
judgment to receive eternal Life or face elimination - Death. (Eccl. 3:16-22) 
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Like a divine molder forming various clay vessels, the Creator YHWH will 
know your name, chosen to fulfill your destiny recorded in His royal 
Golden City. Thus, why not review the forthcoming Apocalypse where 
most of mankind will be judged, linked to a cast-out Satan losing the war in 
heaven. Everybody transgressed Kosmos Laws and need forgiveness being 
saved from Adam’s Death sentence. Consequently, choose wisely. The 
Torah-Bible book reveals His coming Divine Wrath and predicts that 
billions of atheistic people will soon perish, thus look for His safe Exit.        

A Privileged Resurrection Concession:  
Many American denominations make their pastors millionaires to preach 
what tickles the ears (Matt. 25:41) and falsify Christian faith, like the rapture 
story avoiding death or gay church membership. (Matt. 24:24, Eph. 3:9-10) 
The Elect is warned of a coming great deception causing betrayal of Truth 
exchanged for ignorance to trust in fake science taught in every school. 
Most pastors postulate that only privileged Christians will be saved not 
knowing that Sainthood is by appointment only for a specific calling. Many 
will die in the Apocalypse that prophesied the end of Satan’s Evil domain.     
The Creator YHWH planned to rebalance His mystery creation and restore 
mankind, so every mortal is reviewed in a timeless Grand Resurrection 
before the White Throne, and those rejected will end in a Second-death. 
(Rev. 20:11) Yeshua said, “Fear the one who has the power of the Second death,” 
(Matt. 10:28, Rev. 20:6) Note “Resurrection” by definition requires “death”. 
(1Thes. 4:13-17) Thus… caught up who are alive will not precede…but will die 
and instantly be resurrected leaving a dead body behind returning to dust. 
(Dan. 12:1-4) Daleth mortality could be extended by Saints to cause a pre-
mini-resurrection during Yeshua’s kingdom. Disputing a profitable rapture 
story could lead to a loss of salvation for many Christians to believe a lie.   
This last Pearl reveals for Christians forbidden concepts educated in atheistic 
relativism. The coming Apocalypse will not only to end Satan’s domain but 
judge a corrupted Christian church and a rebellious nation of Israel. 
Prophecy foretold that this wicked world system will perish by the Creator’s 
Wrath in the coming Armageddon war. Thus, the theological mystery of 
Probation Law is settled by a mini-pre-resurrection related to Hebrew 
letters to articulate the spoken WORD. (John 1:1, 1:14; Col. 1:15-20)  
Hidden Bible Codes Reveal Incredible Message to Humanity! (Yacov Rambsel) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KSIBFWQqsE&t=1s 

For example, Yeshua told the story of the rich and poor men. (Luke 16:19) 
The rich is in Hell, and Lazarus on the good side predetermined to be 
evaluated before the White Throne. In history billions of mortals got 
murdered by Satan using an Islam religion to kill and cut life short. Hence 
many are mini-pre-resurrected for a special purpose in Yeshua’s Kingdom 
(Acts 5:12-16) so that one can choose eternal life as a second reality in the 
future Jod dimension society. Introducing Good & Evil revealed a mortal 
journey for Mankind governed by absolute Laws. But an exclusive purpose 
ended with the grand-resurrected Saints, who are redeemed and become 
the replacement of demons as foretold to end Evil. I discovered that the 
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Creator loved me and preserved my Life many times, similar to 
innumerable persecuted mini-pre-resurrected mortals for a last chance. 
Adam & Eve were tested by Satan, predestined to suffer evil. But God’s 
Love turned a new page and will in time terminate Satan’s Darkness 
Domain linked to the Apocalypse prophesied in the next months. 
Therefore, His original Plan of Mankind will be concluded during 
Yeshua’s Kingdom by the resurrected chosen Saints. They are specially 
selected and ordained across 60 centuries to be leaders for many celestial 
start-up townships to establish how to live in a renovated Kosmos.  
To remove Evil for an expanded universe, YHWH designed His Plan for 
Mankind in a temporal Daleth Dimension. It is extended and populated by 
selected redeemed Saints and forgiven mortals with a salvation Gift from 
Yeshua the Christ to be enjoyed forever planned for Infinity to Infinity. 

Part 3: A World System is Ending Once Again 
Urgent! Many Christians will be shocked from the greatest prophesied 
Apocalypse attempting to wipe out Christian cultures by an evil global Elite. 
A 21st Century Civilization controlled by Satan is now terminated to repeat 
Noah’s historic divine judgment, billions died in the Wrath of YHWH.  
The Christian Church became corrupted like Jezebel hence refused the 
counsel of the Messiah Yeshua standing ready at the door. (Rev. 3:15) Thus 
most Jews and denominations believed Satan’s lies blinded by atheistic fake 
science and misread Revelation addressed only to “bond-slaves”. Most do 
not comprehend ancient servitude when Yeshua-Jesus was bought with 
thirty (30) silver coins for the lowest price of a slave. He gave many ageless 
warnings that have an ear to hear and urged to repent, or search for the 
highest position to be a bond-slave-Saint for the King of Kings Yeshua. 
But witnessing to Truth has consequences like his disciples and many Saint-
Christians got killed linked to a bloody Catholic history started in Jude 1-25.  
 

Mankind in the Endtime will again experience the meaning of absolute Evil 
as nature is unforgiving. Currently the environment is assaulted and severely 
polluted, oceans poisoned with nuclear radiation. Rachel Carlson (1962) 
warned us in her bestseller Silent Spring.  Much information was collected 
in Babushka Egg Concept Book #4 - GMO Exposed! showing that gene 
patents irreversibly damaged the intelligence structure of animals and plants. 
Conflicting with Divine Law caused recent worldwide starvation. Thus 
practicing absolute Evil is linked again to a World-Judgment. (Luke 21:10)  

What is Trans Humanism?  (Tom Horn - July 26, 2013) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcCh_7sP66c 

Therefore Yeshua’s Kingdom is truly an incubator like a Petri dish to train 
mortals for a New Earth-Jod-dimension and improve Life for a special 
unique purpose. When Adam and Eve did not pass the loyalty test and 
chose death for all, the Creator YHWH-Yeshua the Christ continued Life 
linked to His atonement on a cross that redeemed a higher species of 
mankind. The Bible revealed a mysterious divine Third-Adam-Race, but to 
safeguard his Kosmos inoculated everyone against “evil”. He used the same 
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method of His Resurrection converted to Pre-Mini-Resurrection to secure 
probation for those disadvantaged during Satan’s 6000yr. Domain. It asks in 
Pearl #300 has the Creator predestinated Life-Death for every human or is it 
fixed by individual choice? So being exposed to Evil maybe mortality was 
shorter like the age of presidents (35yr.) in the US Constitution? (Pearl #126) 
While waiting for the coming global judgment, watch for the last signs like 
the deletion of all Bible web-videos to repeat the Dark Ages and Two 
Witnesses from heaven to announce The Wrath of YHWH once more. 
Future Israel is not replaced but will be the head of nations during Yeshua’s 
Kingdom. (Please read Isa. 30:18-26.) Accordingly, trust only Yeshua who 
atoned for our sins on the cross and make the right choice. Why not ask to 
be chosen to join His royal Sainthood circle, discover your Gift and the great 
prize? (Pearl #888)  To widen knowledge horizons, watch before the web is 
removed or quickly copy some Babushka Egg concept Pearls information. 
The Kingdom of Light will soon appear after the addendum of Daniel’s 
2300 days (Dan. 8:14) to restore a different sanctuary now dated on page 20.  

Episode 1 | Final Redemption of Israel (Premiere) 8-12-2019 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hX1uBes2OQo 

Nun = 50 Jubilee in Prophecy 	
Before retiring as an inventor, I managed my own high-tech million-dollar 
corporation in California for twenty (20) years and learned much from 
scientific journals. But studying the Torah-Bible gave me a balance to 
discern metaphysics laws from physics. Yeshua’s Kingdom has not yet 
arrived from space; hence let’s investigate 120 Jubilees in history of 6000yr. 
Now adding 20 Jubilees could still end the Daleth dimension in 3018 AD? 
Moses introduced the 50-year Jubilee, which gained importance initiated by 
the Shekinah Glory. (Lev. 9:23) Selected Bible verses were copied in a table 
Babushka Egg Book #1 that dated Shavuot 24 May 2018 with a prolonged 
Time+Season (Dan. 7:12) like an addendum. It is confirmed by ancient 
clocks exhibited in museums in Babushka Egg Clock Book #3. Revelation 
measuring time in heaven is dated on earth 20 times faster, like a bronze 
Antikythera clock is compared to Fahrenheit-Celsius temperature scales.  
 

A 7000-yr. Hebrew calendar projected the center of Time at 518 BC, which 
should be linked to (Rev. 11:1). The Bible recorded that a portion real estate 
of three (3) Ayin Temple destructions is given to gentiles for forty-two (42) 
months to close a Time Dimension 3018 AD. [3½ yrs. x 1000 = 3500]. (2 Pet.3:8) 
Perhaps is exchanged for another real estate in the Golden City measured by 
a special angel too. (Rev. 21:15) Thus correlated a different worship center 
prophesied by Ezekiel (Ezek. 40:1) like a pyramid reproduced many times in 
a new Jod dimension that outdated a Solomon Temple. (Pearl #247 & #174)      
A faulty Hebrew calendar was updated ten years ago in the first published 
Babushka egg concept book to match Daniel’s Ayin (7x70) cycles still 
dating “Time” from 518 BC to 3018 AD. Make a horizontal line but split the 
diagram into two parts (6000-1000) to connect a 120th Jubilee on 2018.  
Now mark some important dates on a horizontal line: 518 BC, 70 AD, 1948, 
1968, 2018, and 3018 AD. Maybe the 120th Jubilee is further corrected by 
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an addendum of extra years (Dan. 12:11) shifting Jesus Christ’s birth BC-AD 
calendar to extend a date [@ 2018]. Perhaps the Return of Yeshua is adjusted 
at the right time to terminate absolute Evil and Satan dated after 2022 AD 
Thus, the Creator YHWH will not watch Satan gloating to destroy his 
footstool “the earth” with concealed high technology (Pearl #233) like secret 
HAARP to devastate the environment by manmade earthquakes, floods, 
droughts and failing GMO patents endangering nearly all Life. Beyond any 
doubt, God will be consistent and terminate a heinous atheistic World Order 
financed by FED-IMF evil bankers as most prophesied Apocalypse events 
have passed witnessed on censured disappearing YouTube videos. Only the 
Two Witnesses have not yet appeared from heaven to confront Satan, as a 
world is deceived imitating creation intelligence in computer TV robots. 
Very few will survive God’s Wrath, but notice, a clock in heaven is faster! 
Thus the sun - moon will darken by one-third for10 hours. (Rev. 8:1) [½ x 20] 
In the clouds the world will see a huge levitating 1800-mile Golden City 
(Star of Bethlehem) and hear earsplitting noise from seven Thunders. (Pearl 
#242, Rev. 10:4) It is similar to the movie Close Encounter (1977) as Yeshua 
is coming back from space with millions of hostile angels. Read the 
response of many atheistic world governments shocked by the next foretold 
woes of the Greatest Apocalypse (Rev. 6:15-17) arriving at last, being warned 
in Babushka Egg Concept Books #10-14 and many Pearls, revealing Truth.  

Ayin = 70 in Prophecy? 
When I looked closer at the Hebrew Alphabet Number System (HANS) 
and focused on the letter Ayin (70) symbolizing eyes to express: the sum 
total of this world, it opened prophecy of Daniel & Revelation linked to the 
Hebrew calendar of 140 Jubilees matching 14 Daniel Ayin (7x70) cycles. 
Reviewing the Gospels, I assumed that Yeshua’s generation could also be 
Ayin-70yr. when Israel became a nation (1948-2018) linked to seven (7) yr. 
Apocalypse birth-pang warnings (2008-2015). Yeshua–Jesus said in the 
Gospels (Matt. 24:34) that all apocalypse events will pass in one generation; 
hence, I question if that generation is Jubilee-50yr. or Ayin-70yr.? Perhaps 
the answer is only found in the Bible when he returns to earth, (Verse 37) 
which is difficult to date because many calendars are fake science taught in 
every university. I trust His Word and re-searched prophecy for information 
as the addendum is not projected by calendars to date Yeshua’ return 2022. 
Therefore this scientist-inventor with a pen-name of Jonah-II has warned of 
a coming Apocalypse to end the corrupt New World Order or Beast system 
directed by a seven-headed dragon with ten horns matching a Hebrew 
calendar of 7000yr. not dated by atheistic science. (Rev. 13) Looking through 
the lens of Bible history, the Creator will this time save more of this 
civilization (Matt. 24:30) by levitating a huge 1800-mile satellite City. The 
Golden Revelation City works like a gigantic harvest machine, perhaps the 
½ hour silence before the Throne in heaven (Rev. 8:1) is turning the flat earth 
like a winepress. (Rev. 14:20) Upfront will resemble the dream of Jacob’s 
ladder with angels ascending and descending (Gen. 28:12) collecting mostly 
babies and people saved from four (4) death angels. (Rev. 9) Only angels can 
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kill millions of wicked demons, many hiding in possessed politicians 
destroying the last civilization. And towed behind the satellite is a plow 
causing huge tectonic quakes to prepare the earth for the Kingdom of Light.  
Dating the Apocalypse is not possible with fake science consequently 
Yeshua said watch the unusual signs (Matt 24:37). Therefore, the Torah-
Bible revealed two mystery calendar systems, one is solstice for Gentile 
nations and the other is moon cycles for Israel specially appointed as a 
covenant people to record the history Mankind and commandments desired 
by YHWH. A Gentile solstice calendar will measure time (Dan. 7:25) 
1T+2T+½T, or 42-month (3½yr.), and for Israel (Rev. 12:14) is given in moon 
cycles 1260 days the same length (3½yr.) with an extra addendum 
“season”1290, 1335 (75) days. (Dan. 12:11)   
Hence dating without a calendar could be linked to sun-solstice showing 
that the moon on Google is 27 days short. (365.24 – 27 = 338.24) Converted to 
recent days (7yr.x 360 = 2520) could calculate how big is Ayin in prophecy? 
(2520 – 338 = 2182) Overlaying Bible references of the coming 1000yr. 
Kingdom (Gen. 1:14, Luke 21.25, Rev. 12:1) reveal Ayin in a teeter-totter 
equation (6000/2182 x 338.24 = 930yr.)  Maybe 70yr. is related to a reborn Israel 
[1948-2018 AD] linked to an addendum, or projected the Endtime 3018 AD? 
Only Israel growing to nationhood guided by the Creator YHWH recorded 
many divine interventions to control evil. They chronicled how a universe 
was created in six (6) periods and fuelled the Earth with totally free Infinite 
Energy suppressed in universities but is featured in free Babushka Egg 
Concept Book  #9 sent to President Obama 11-11-2011. (Pearl #199) 
Any Court of Law requires two witnesses now similar presented in many 
Apocalypse Warnings by a modern Jonah-II under a penname. They were 
ignored by most Christians when it was dated, because original calendars do 
not exist. Thus a forbidden Bible was investigated, the oldest book on earth. 
Educated in fake science, I assumed a 7000yr. Hebrew calendar checking a 
dozen ancient bronze-gold clocks (Babushka Egg Concept Book #3) 
exhibited in many global museums only collecting dust. Worldwide true 
history is suppressed by every atheistic university to deceive everybody in 
deception and outlawed forbidden Bible knowledge in public squares. But 
truth was researched by an inventor-scientist pennamed Jonah-II decoding 
divine Bible prophecy linked to Daniel’s and John’s Revelation applied to 
calendars linked to museum clocks. Only recently discovered that the 
“addendum” of Daniel’s 2300 Heh days may operate 20 times faster in 
heaven as earth clocks? (Rev. 12:6) Thus recalculating the“75 Heh days” is in 
conflict with theological doctrines taught in many Christian denominations. 
Let’s get a 2nd historical outline of the Genesis report overlaid with a cuckoo 
clock dial. The Plan for Mankind started with Daleth-earth = 4 (Gen. 
1:2)linked to a Heh-heaven = 5. Thus the Creator employed Moses to 
chronicle mankind’s early history = 6 and Daniel to reveal the Endtime 
3018 AD = 7.  
The Great Apocalypse was exposed by John to explain how Evil is 
terminated in the fullness of time = 8 and judged with a Wrath of YHWH. 
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It will usher in a divine Kingdom Teth= 9 of a new civilization divinely 
ruled in righteousness restored forever for a future new Jod=10 dimension.                      
Dating the transition time is a paradox. The Gospel Mark 13 declared, 
“…no one knows the day and hour, but only the father.” (v. 32) But when 
Yeshua rules as King of Kings, he will terminate Satan’s domain by a 
hidden 2300 Heh days Addendum (Dan. 8:14) of 1260+75 days+965 days. 
Perhaps the Apocalypse could be amended by correcting the 120th Jubilee 
now scheduled with (70+4.106+52.84 [JC] yr.). Daniel 12 reveals two (2) 
resurrections, which raises a question, “Is it dated 2018 AD, 3018 AD or both?” 
Since no original calendar exists, Yeshua said, “Watch!” Will He come 
back to earth in an addendum? (Dan. 12:11-13) The Plan of Mankind will 
end with the temporal Time dimension (1T+2T+½T) in an added “season” 
referred to as “75 Heh days”. Thus, if heavenly clocks tick 20x faster and are 
linked to John (Rev. 11:3), then Yeshua’s divine Kingdom could start with 
an accepted 120th Jubilee on Page 23 (4/18/2018 + 4.10yr. [JC]). The prophet 
Ezekiel (Ezek. 40) revealed a prophecy of a bigger worship sanctuary 
restored in New Jerusalem thus obsoleting Solomon’s Temple, then 
centered on a pyramid structure not understood. (Pearl #247) It is replicated 
for a reunion of Saints in an expanded Jod dimension. To survive YHWH 
Wrath, focus on a hidden “addendum” dated next page 5-28-2023. 

Hidden Bible Codes Reveal Incredible Message to Humanity! (Yacov Rambsel) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNGOhCqZ9bQ 

The Hebrew Alphabet Number System of twenty-two (22) letters is framed 
by Yeshua: [1]+20+[1] “I am the Alpha and Omega” (Taw) associated to 
Daniel’s Hebrew calendar (14x490 = 6860yr.) with leftover time of 140yr. 
(2x70) which dated the Endtime with Revelation  [98+2] x70 = 3018 AD? 

A Final Discovery Date of Yeshua’s Return – after 2022 AD? 
Daniel an influential Babylonian official revealed history how Evil will end. 
Only the Torah-Bible will enhance reality and could question: why would 
YHWH destroy a civilization again similar to a judgment like Noah’s Flood 
2288 BC? The Creator completed the purpose for mankind either by the 
chosen people of Israel being saved like the Esther story, or Mark 13:30-33. 
The Hebrew calendar [page 25] proclaimed the Endtime 3018 AD to 518 BC 
(Dan. 12:7) which is 3500 Julian years, as Daniel’s Time = “1T” is 1000yr. 
 
 

1T+2T+½T = 3500yr., 42 Months or 1260 days =70yr., 1 Week =7yr.  
 

The End of Evil can also be dated with three (3) Jubilees: 119th (1968AD) and 
120th (2018 AD) projecting the restoration of a “sanctuary” (Ezek. 40) in a 
rebuilt new city Jerusalem linked to 121stJubilee (2068 AD). Maybe Daniel’s 
addendum of 2300 Heh days (Dan. 8:14) is solved [1260+75+965] by 
adjusting 1260 days to Ayin with a reborn nation Israel of 70yr. (70 x360 = 
25,200 Daniels days). Hence it seems that clocks in heaven (Dan. 10:13) are 20x 
faster calculated (25,200 / 1260  =20), which equals [70] +4.10 +52.84yr.  Thus, 
the deciphered 75 Heh addendum days (30+45) is on earth 600 [JC] days 
(30x20), which could be linked (4/18/2018 + {1yr. + 7 mo. + 22 Days}) to an 
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Abomination on the Temple property. Watch the city Jerusalem or the 
World NEWS (December 10, 2019)?  
Then [1290-1335] added 45 days (45x20) = 900 [JC], totaled to 1500 [JC] days 
(1500 / 365.24) = 4.107 yr. Daniel foretold that the nation of Israel will face a 
dreadful Jacob’s Trouble - perhaps related to Israel’s Independence Day 
(4/18/2018 + 4.107yr.) and settled on Yom Yerushalayim, 28 May 2022. 
The first two Babushka egg books were translated in four (4) languages and 
found they were regulated by Jewish holiday cycles (70+50yr.) on a 7000yr. 
Hebrew calendar, which was corrected only by 35yr.  Julian calendar at (BC-
AD) to project birth pang warnings of Yeshua’s 2nd Coming. By calculating 
Daniel’s addendum in moon cycles (2018 AD), it was short a solstice 27 days 
starting with Adam @ 6000yr. linked to finish the Endtime 3018AD. The 
last 15 years (50 - 35 =15) is embedded in the final 1000yr. (1000 x70 / 6000 = 
11.666) with leftover time being short by 3.334 yr. (15-11.666) matching a 
120th Jubilee with converted fraction of four (4) months. It could start the 
prophesied Seven Sealed Thunders (Pearl #242) on Independence Day 
Jerusalem (4/18/2018+ 3.334) related to Rosh Hashanah 7 September 2021.    
Mankind’s schedule was dated (24 May 2018) on a Seven Year Apocalypse 
Table of the first Babushka egg concept book [p. 489] utilizing “T1-Time” 
(Dan. 7:12) plus a “Season” matching (Rev. 20:5) could be the missing 
addendum of (75 Heh days) short by 4 yr. on the 120th Jubilee. Moon cycle 
fractions across 6000 years of a Hebrew calendar designed for Ayin of 70yr.  
should be corrected at Adam (4004 BC) by 2yr. plus 2yr. at(588 BC) to match 
the Endtime (Dan. 12) now finalized (+11.6yr.) on 3018 AD. To project the 
fullness of Time employing Moon cycles (5/24/2018 + 4yr. + fraction) will 
predict a 2ndApocalypse again matching Yom Yerushalayim 28 May 2022. 
Yeshua’s civilization could start with Hanukkah, the Jewish holiday. 
Customarily after a Shemitah year all survivors of Israel plus strangers will 
gather to read the Torah-Bible every seven years by a “King” in Jerusalem. 
If the disparity of the 120th  +121st Jubilees is added (2 x 2.84 - 4.10 = 1.58 yr.), it 
could start with Hanukkah matching a Jewish holiday =19 December 2023. 

The Apocalypse is Ending in a Huge Crescendo 
Forty Bible penwriters recorded many warnings concluded in Revelation. 
In addition, countless divine Genesis facts were discovered by an old 
inventor scientist pennamed Jonah-II examining suppressed fake science 
and ersatz calendars. Perhaps the next generation might ask, “Why is a 
worldwide population destined again to be judged in a historic destruction 
like Noah’s Flood? Maybe it is similar to Christians not responding to 
current human disasters (Matt. 25:41) - millions of desperate starving families 
escaping death like South America to Mexico. History again is linked to a 
coming judgment comparable to Sodom & Gomorrah. A great forbidden 
Evil of four (4) agendas has been encouraged by many atheistic 
governments to destroy Christian cultures deserving YHWH’s Wrath. 
They became communistic, which is linked to pornography, transgender 
and wrong sexual intercourse enforced early in childhood by many public 
schools; hence, an apocalyptic judgment will incur again like Noah’s time.  
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Educated in fake science, I did not know that a Hebrew calendar is different 
and synchronized Moon cycles in (19yr.) to solstice, is short by190 days. An 
extra Adar-II month of 30 days is added every three years. (19/3x30=190) 
Because the 120th Jubilee is not correct ending in 5778, a ratio is handy to 
convert the 190 days since Adam (6000yr.) using very sensitive fractions. 
(19x364.24 = 6939.56 / 7129.56 =.973350389 x 6000 =159.89766 yr.), thus all Jubilees 
settled with left over 9.897666 years only corrected by 35yr.@ BC-AD linked 
to Yeshua’s Kingdom. [35+9.897666+5.102334 = 50yr.] 2King 20:1-11 stated that 
a solstice was lengthened by10° (@ 360) totaled 9.89yr. counting the extra 
5yr.-37 days to same event date (4/18/2018) Yerushalayim, now 5/28/2023. 
Consequently, the very heart of this prophesied Apocalypse will terminate a 
6000yr. old Satan Domain plaguing mankind to end in fire. Worldwide all 
of his demons-angels [condemned forever to outer darkness] (Rev. 9) will 
seek a better Death option offered only in the Daleth earth dimension where 
mortality exists. (Mark 5) Yeshua prophesied it will be the worst time ever 
for a high-tech society collapsing in a climatic crescendo caused by demon 
possession on a murder rampage. Only Satan is put in a nether-prison as a 
lone survivor, so that mankind will no longer be controlled by “Evil” 
opposing the Creator on a temporal earth. It is countered by the greatest 
NEWS event from the White Throne, a Grand-Resurrection of a special 
Saints-race to populate the universe. (Heb. 11) They are members of the 
Golden City; hence exempt from physical laws and mortal Life. Thus 
countless resurrected Saints who lived across 60 centuries will raise many 
from death in their neighborhood that agreed on a verdict Probation of a 
Jod-Court now tutored in eternal Life for a new home in a Jod dimension.   
Therefore this current wicked atheistic World System will end once more in 
a prophesied Apocalypse with the loudest Crescendo caused again by the 
highest Arch-angel Lucifer being finally judged by cosmic Law. Thus 
notice his atheistic hi-tech FED-IMF banking system that controlled the 
global population will abruptly end in a huge cataclysm by an invasion of 
millions of loyal angels linked to YHWH’s WRATH. It started by two (2) 
ancient mortal Witnesses before the White Throne, belonging to a royal 
registry serving 1260 Heh days to represent the status and purpose of the 
mortal human race, like Michael the Arch-Angel is for Israel. Prophecy 
exposed that Clocks or Time in heaven will run 20x faster not realized by 
theologians misinterpreting seven (7) years, hence birth pangs become very 
short (1260/20= 63 days) linked to forty (40) days ending with Seven Seals 
to Seven Bowls in Revelation 6:1-16:17 judgments. The earth is tectonically 
shaken again that totally destroys Jerusalem and its religious buildings are 
replaced by a single Pyramid worship complex. (Ezek. 40) Thus, consider 
the greatest Gift of Eternal Life known to Mankind offered by Yeshua. His 
Kingdom System is at the very door to be worshiped by survivors being 
crowned Emperor by a redeemed Israel after Solstice 2023-1Tishri 5783.   

Please check: Babushka Egg books, Pearls & Dummies Lessons. 
Sound Bite #15 - A Moslem Visitor needs a Test.                     
Pearl #253 - Is Allah Satan? - Pearl #206 - Free Energy 
UREE 16, Dummies Energy Lessons #32, #33, #1.  
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Transhumanism& the Human Enhancement Revolution 
| Tom Horn | ISN Mentoring Session (Mar 7, 2020) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-zKC00qvGE 

* 
Talmudic Noahide Laws (Rebuttal) - Steve & Jana Chat (4/4/2019) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ni9M7dp5KA&feature=pu
sh-lsb&attr_tag=Jzfkl3cUhdSDuxw3%3A6 

* 
Something BIBLICAL & PROPHETIC is About to Happen (Feb. 3, 2019) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYae7f_R0ZY 
Amazing Prophecies 

 

This space will be occasionally changed when a new Babushka egg is discovered. 
Until the last prophecy terminated this civilization linked to the city of Jerusalem (9-1-2019) 
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Pearl # 270 (amended 12-1-2015) 
Why, How & When is the End of the 21st Century? 

Yeshua-Jesus Dated the Apocalypse! 
It is proven with Science & Ancient Clocks  

Seven years ago a Jonah-II was sent into the global town square dating the 
Apocalypse birth pangs to give warning - Time is Up! A free web is our last 
opportunity being warned with true science matching prophecy how a 
politicized New World Order will end.  
Jonah-II has tried to warn by sending books and letters to numerous 
universities and embassies, especially to Christian TV pastors, to no avail. 
Many YouTube witnesses tell the same story and cannot be silenced. Also 
many theologians wondered why a Stock Market casino was so quite 
linked to the Tetra Blood Moon prophecy. But instead a worldwide GMO 
food technology crashed, affecting every mortal, as nature cannot be 
violated. Please follow the trail to investigate current events of the greatest 
EVIL now implemented to destroy all of Mankind and Life on earth not 
found in the Kosmos universe. It was concealed by the NYC Illuminati 
bankers who conspired to gain Absolute Power with fiat money controlling 
the global Media. It can be proven by any court of law attested by (5) five 
witnesses linked to science expanding a Bible inquiry? Why-How & When: 

1) A “One World Order” now controls all Mankind 
2) GMO Technology is causing global Food Extinction 
3) Free green ENERGY is totally disallowed worldwide 
4) True Science and History internationally suppressed 
5) Bible prophecy linked to science dated God’s Wrath 

Mankind is on a path of total destruction, which has greatly infuriated the 
Creator ELOHIM, who will come back to clean up his earth and throw out 
the evil tenants demolishing his house. For thousands of years He made 
provision for mankind to choose Life, guaranteed seasons to grow food and 
gave many warnings that Nature cannot ever be violated. A free Web 
extended instant access to knowledge linked to historic facts. Why is Truth 
denied when those believing otherwise will now perish?     
Ignoring true science and persisting in false Christian dogmas will cause 
Satan to gloat, “I won.” But check the other side of the equation, as the 
Creator ELOHIM will arrive in time to save mankind once more caring for 
his creation filled with Life to follow his divine plan.  
Yeshua-Jesus accurately dated his return in Scripture, which should be 
checked out with the latest technology to match his projected Bible 
prediction. “In one generation I will come back as King of kings.” Much 
confusion remains because science is grossly censored globally in 
universities. So many science facts are suppressed, which only proves that 
our 21st Century Civilization is reverting back to the ignorant Dark Ages! In 
spite of massive computers, dating the Apocalypse is forbidden by 
incompetent confused Christians not accepting that (5) five calendars 
globally exist. Why not combine them into one suitable calendar applied to 
science? That could date prophecy to remove the many Bible deceptions 
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and evolution religion lies enforced by NYC Illuminati bankers to keep you 
badly informed. But unsolved mysteries not yet explained still remain in 
science. How were ancient Bible stories recorded so perfectly detailed, 
verbatim without a tape-recorder? And second, how is it possible to date 
prophecies denied by many Christians? Why not read some portion from 
the ancient Bible but linked to science to be better informed. It is the only 
book in the world describing the history of mankind with detailed 
information for mortal mankind. To prove that the Bible is divinely inspired, 
it forecast 40% of its history written in advance. It describes mankind’s 
solution to being in rebellion to Kosmos Laws, which could now be 
authenticated on the free web or use knowledge collected on Google. 
Fulfilling prophecy will continue, unfailingly predestined to the very end.   
To date God’s Wrath with science linked to the Bible, it must conform to 
Newton’s law with explained cause. Worldwide we see our civilization 
collapsing in chaos on TV as prophesied in the Bible. That confirms why 
God the Creator is so angry to wipe out this generation, which has become 
totally evil, as explained next. 

1) A ” One World Order” now controls all mankind 
The biggest cause of evil was started by a small group of Illuminati NYC 
banking establishment that created a global fiat dollar currency in 1913, 
purposed to create a New World Order to unite most nations of the world to 
govern and rule human affairs with absolute power. To achieve supremacy, 
they purchased most global media outlets’ deciding what is allowed in 
science. They also removed Bibles from every class and courtroom. They 
are afraid of mankind’s oldest history book when it is linked to true 
suppressed science.  
To counter truth, they favored an unscientific evolution religion based on 
deceptive stupid lies and hated Christians, Jews and anyone trusting in the 
Torah-Bible who could expose their grand deception. Thus, they used 
printed fiat money as a power tool to internationally destroy true Christian 
faith to achieve absolute control. If you are not blind, watch YouTube 
videos still on a free web that show how they have caused horrible wars, 
conflict, massive unrest, and destruction. They annihilated many cultures 
killing millions and creating enormous numbers of refugees. Many 
prophesied Bible Warnings are confirmed and pointed out by many 
renegade scientists.     
The NYC bankers succeeded in destroying a Christian-based American 
Constitution, which was envied around the world and provided untold 
benefits never experienced in mankind’s 6000-year history. Christianity 
was systematically dismantled and replaced with atheistic evolution, 
religion toggled to socialism. Now they finance Islamic terrorism having 
signed a covenant in Hell with Satan as their leader.   

We have made a covenant with death, and with Sheol we have an 
agreement… for we have made lies our refuge, and in falsehood we have 
taken shelter; therefore thus says the Lord YHVH (GOD)…(Isaiah 28:15) 

To rule this New World Order hatched by Satan, they needed to silence and 
deny that the universe is regulated by superior intelligence (God). To them, 
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the universe can only be defined by unscientific theories. They believe that 
the existence of “nature” was only an accident, thus God does not exist. 
Accordingly, the Illuminati NYC bankers succeeded to brainwash and 
enforce their brand of atheistic belief system worldwide to control their New 
World Order. Using a fiat currency, they control every institution, 
dictatorship, university, foundation, multi-military complex corporation, 
enslave nations - all corrupted with lucrative grants-bailouts in a gigantic 
grand deception. 
The world population has been conditioned to trust only high technology, 
though it is obvious that nature has embedded a complex intelligence 
system controlling a multifaceted environment. However, so far nothing 
was found in physics to prove that it was God who designed nature. But 
when physical laws are directed by intelligence, it can be linked to a 
complex Mind, perhaps pointing to a higher power not allowed in 
universities. It contains useful information about a universal Kosmos Law 
that “nature” cannot be violated no matter what mankind does. Newton 
captured it in basic laws when he observed anything. Like when gravity 
moves something, it creates a reaction from a cause. That is forgotten in our 
modern universities, but it is exploited by corrupt politicians and NYC 
world bankers who want to unconditional absolute rule our world, thus 
investigate: 
3 

      2)  GMO Technology is causing global Food Extinction 
Nobody is aware that the biggest peril for mankind is linked to the greatest 
criminal cartel Monsanto, who introduced GMO internationally and 
permanently changed the world’s food chain, which is now collapsing. 
Nature faithfully reproduced for thousands of years every food species, but 
if the original embedded DNA gene intelligence information is damaged it 
will become extinct. It should be noted that when a natural system is 
violated there are consequences even my grandkid learned not having a 
PhD. Why are adults so ignorant about what they eat? They are not 
bothered when paying extra money for food labeled with gene patent 
number stickers on every fruit or vegetable. Many greedy lawyers check 
food stores to see if fees were paid to the international criminal Monsanto 
cartel - now in big time trouble, too. This is not obvious, as every media 
outlet is owned thus controlled by bankers.  
Many YouTube videos confirm global food extinction changed by GMO 
Technology. Why is Life collapsing on earth? Watch red tides of millions 
of critters dead, washed up on many beaches, including thousands of tunas, 
every conceivable species of fish, and hundreds of whales that perished. 
Why is the environment worldwide totally poisoned causing these massive 
death events? 
Have we all become comatose, in-sensitized to ignore the result when 
nature is violated? Many more examples exist. Mankind is in danger to 
become extinct, too. We will not survive. Pay attention to the evil atheists 
totally destroying our planet. They keep poisoning the environment, causing 
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massive extinction, plants, and animals, destroying many coral fish 
nurseries – all caused by corrupt NYC bankers?  
YouTube videos show huge food fights in empty markets around the world 
as GMO technology is collapsing, leading to massive food shortages. Why 
are thousands of cattle suddenly dead in South America with a GMO patent 
sticker on their ears, and hundreds of dead elk in American Parks 
photographed from helicopters. In Iowa 35 million hens had to be destroyed 
blaming Bird-flue, another lie. 
In India hundreds of farmers committed suicide as GMO rice harvest 
collapsed and even poisoned their farm animals. Recently (11/2015), the 
crab season in San Francisco was forbidden due to algae poison. Once 
again TV is lying showing the crab and Franken-salmon three times bigger 
is proving again GMO enlarged species gene-transfer, which is forbidden in 
the Bible for good reason. Take heed to this message if you want to survive.  
Have the masses totally become stupid not to notice that every market only 
sells GMO changed food? Check the unnatural red fat in beef – cross-gene 
polluted perhaps with elephant-crocodile genes to make the bull bigger 
having a patent number sticker on the ear? If you are over 60 years old, you 
know the difference in how real beef tasted. Is GMO the reason why 
thousands of cattle recently died in South America? Ask any Jewish 
grandmother why chickens no longer taste like chicken and why are they 
bigger? Why is the world so compliant, dim-witted to allow international 
cartels to control every government to destroy worldwide our food genetics 
without checking the result with nature?     
The greatest crime was committed against mankind when globally GMO 
was silently introduced in total secrecy. We should by now have learned the 
causes and effects of nature laws, notice exploding diseases perplexing 
many doctors.  Explained for my grandkid when the front desk policeman 
is spliced out protecting the cell makeup an unforgiving nature will enforce 
deadly consequences, causing massive extinction. Like if a foreign enemy 
gene finds an unprotected open cell door, it will always mess-up the 
embedded intelligence, thus nature cannot survive those species activated 
natural entropy laws. Check the natural outdoor world, which has various 
predators like lions or sharks eating genetically damaged animals they can 
catch being slower or impaired. The genetic imperfection became food; 
otherwise their offspring would reproduce a damaged gene pool and thus 
cause that species to become extinct. I wonder how a divine Mind planned 
for life to last thousands of years. Why mess it up so terrible evil?    
A comatose world population does not know what happened in secret, 
hidden laboratories, thus, if God does not exist, it will cease to exist due to 
violating nature according to physics. Over the past 40 years, the abortion 
mills murdered 50 million babies legally in America and sold their body-
parts for obscene profits ignored by the government making money under 
the table. Violating reproduction laws got the attention of the Creator big 
time when this global crime got worse. Internationally, many hidden 
laboratories purchased human baby bodies, removed specialized genes and 
mixed them with animal genes in horrible Trans-human aberrations. 
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Watch YouTube videos where you can see half pig-human-frog bizarre 
mutations. If you want to get shocked Google image horrible babies born 
with half-human-animal features.   
All of creation is screaming in pain to the Creator like the frog species 
complaining why “Evil” is transferred from a human species into our body 
prevented to be a normal frog. Around the world trillions of living 
specialized entities are crying in a shattering uproar after being 
systematically poisoned. Nature is groaning and waiting for redemption, 
crying, “Why not leave us alone? We, too, have rights purposed by the 
Creator?” Only humans treat each other through merciless evil to the core. If 
you want to be big time shocked, read my Pearl #268 informed by the latest 
NEWS when a two-foot thick steel door was opened protecting millions 
original SEEDS collected in an abandoned Svalbard Island. The UN stored 
for a future generation food seeds buried deep in an underground mineshaft 
vault. It was recently ransacked by Monsanto cartel now in big GMO trouble.   
Seen on the NEWS (10-18-15), why was the ice bunker so soon violated 
since it was closed 2008 in an isolated island? Why has it been breached 
and opened again? The seeds were needed by Monsanto's cartels with the 
blessing of the FDA. Corporate evil desperately needed original SEEDS 
again; no longer globally germinate to restart GMO. The NEWS only 
exposed the theft, but if linked to science projection could explain why the 
cartel is going bankrupt, and thus when seeds no longer sprout by damaged 
gene intelligence. Do your own test and buy locally seeds for your garden. 
You will find that they no longer grow. It is proving that nature cannot be 
violated why continue to produce expensive criminal patents. Enforcing a 
broad spectrum of GMO Seeds eventually will collapse a gene cell structure 
permanently damaging nature and causing massive extinction.   
Nature will always react, when information is missing, when it cannot 
reproduce the species 100%, thus activating embedded extinction destined 
by entropy laws in physics. Think with your Mind. If damaged just a little 
beyond repair, your body’s immune systems can no longer function either. 
When impaired, it soon dies as is well understood by those who are better 
educated. This is how GMO technology has caused severe food riots in 
many countries.  
Ignored, it becomes a chain reaction causing cancer and deadly Salmonella 
to flourish, and worse, it obsoletes its inbuilt gene intelligence to 
“reproduce” vegetables. This problem was recently linked to global harvest 
failures that started in India with modified GMO rice, which bankrupted 
many farmers who then committed suicide. It was followed globally by 
corn, wheat and kitchen salad greens, onions, and spinach in California 
killing 18 people and making hundreds terribly sick. Of course, they blamed 
the Salmonellas outbreak on nearby cows to keep you comatose.  
Three family-owned million dollar peanut factories in Texas were put out of 
business and blamed with thousand Salmonellas infections. The courts will 
not check the many GMO reasons and ignore complaints paid off under the 
table. Globally, many farmers are harassed by this evil foreign cartel right up 
to the Supreme Court to get relief without luck. Long is the list of forced 
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Canadian farmer bankruptcies in soybeans and wheat. Why not start to read 
the WHY question over again to make it sink in your Mind that nature is 
not forgiving: it will obey entropy laws and does not care if mankind will 
starve, hasten getting sicker and die as a result.  
Jonah-II gave many warnings five years ago and wrote Babushka Egg 
Concept Book #4 - GMOs Exposed! proving its projection now getting 
worse that started the food-chain shortage. It will speed up to collapse 
starving billions to perish prophesied in the Bible, as Newton’s law is not 
obsolete. Watch next year. The Creator ELOHIM gave a warning in the 
sky of four Tetra Blood Moons never to be repeated, watch now ELOHIM 
is very angry pouring out his Wrath like Sodom and Gomorrah against a 
New World Order and deceitful lying Christians.  
Do you really think that mankind will get away with absolute evil to trans-
human-genetic modify God’s divine breath given to Adam, now split with 
animal genes screwing up divine Kosmos laws expressed in Genesis 1:26: 
Let us make man in our image. Preposterous! Remember mankind’s Mind 
is linked to a divine creation. When destruction of all life is allowed by evil 
people, ELOHIM is greatly offended. Loving his creation, He will respond 
by saving mankind once more, repeating God’s Wrath correction to 
eliminate absolute evil, dated in science.   

3) Free green ENERGY is worldwide totally disallowed 
The source of the greatest science deception could be that many believe 
nature evolved from a “Nothing”, thus avoiding a higher authority like a 
divine Mind, who judges the world according to Newton’s law. Thus, 
intelligence will deteriorate and become destructively evil only to end in an 
absolute “Nothing” again as restricted by nature. Similarly, cutting the 
branch we sit on has consequences, too.  
The Bible again makes it plain with common sense during the Creator’s 
first lesson to mankind. At the very beginning He introduced “good and 
evil” which is a choice. Knowing the difference prepares mankind for 
survival because nature is unforgiving. Why has this great truth been 
changed by an evil atheistic Supreme Court decision in this century 
converted and enforced into “relativism” to violate God’s Commandments  
destroying globally Christianity. When Evil has worldwide grown absolute, 
will cause animal and food extinction terminating Life. But saving mankind 
is possible if God does exist.   
You can follow a still suppressed science trail written on the web four years 
ago in Babushka egg concept book #9 The Ultimate Free Energy, sent to 
president Obama. Many YouTube videos in the meantime have proven 
what is not allowed on your local TV owned and operated by NYC 
bankers. They have been told to suppress actual NEWS converted to lies to 
cause ignorance in science-Bible truth.  
Do not wonder; it gets worse. The Creator is now outraged because 
mankind has crossed the line.  He is not only angry because the human 
DNA gene pool was abhorrently changed, but another great EVIL is 
allowed by every government paid off by NYC bankers.  
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The evidence for science gone totally wrong is now shown by a billion dead 
fish washed up on our California beaches, having crossed the ocean from 
Japan’s nuclear meltdown. Globally many Embassies and universities 
received Babushka Pearl #244 describing a hi-tech fix to extract deadly 
radiation still bubbling forth from three nuclear meltdowns in Fukushima-
Japan ignored by many governments and universities. 
Worse than that is the fact that every nuclear power-station is leaking 
because iron is rusting cracking the pool storage cement, with deadly 
outcome! They forgot to find a safe storage and do not care for their future 
grandchildren getting horrible cancer and deceases as millions will perish. It 
proves again that they are being paid under the table to do nothing. Dead 
fish indirectly explains why the air is so polluted in China impairing traffic 
caused by dirty coal and oil pollution. It is linked to why many governments 
still suppress American history and do not investigate or expose 701 old 
patents of nonpolluting, totally free energy invented by Nicola Tesla-
Hoffman.  Why has free energy been criminal censored worldwide in every 
university for 100 years? 
Watch the consequence of Newton laws to explain why massive oil wells 
will be shut down to avoid paying fines like Volkswagen when they  were 
caught polluting the air. A greater crime is covered up avoiding bigger fines: 
check the evidence of global oil-well leaks. To hide oil spills, the oil-cartel 
sprayed detergent from airplanes to make the oil invisible - not caring about 
nature will kill every fish and bottom critters deprived of Oxygen now 
floating like a red tide on many beaches. Or explain to me the YouTube 
videos showing foam on Australia’s beaches ten feet high and miles long. 
Worldwide the environment is collapsing with billions of dead fish, massive 
animals and most insects disappearing like an unsinkable Titanic repeated 
with few survivors.  
It gets worse, the US and UN environmental agency will not check the 
thousands oil-well control valves with infrared light to expose invisible 
methane gas (CH4) emission leaking 20 times more deadly than CO gas 
poisoning the air. Why did a thousand dead birds recently fall from the sky 
stopping traffic? A corrupt administration will not investigate a sacred cow 
owned by an oil-cartel paying off government officials.  
Only insane or evil people will work in the nuclear industry being fooled 
with a fat LIE to sell absolute death as clean energy to an expanding 
population. The reality was to develop more A-bombs to control worldwide 
inferior nations and ignored the warning of nature that deadly radiation will 
be around for 100,000 years like Fukushima and Chernobyl and many 
nuclear power stations. Iron rusts, cement cracks, now radiation is leaking 
from every storage facility. Do the math. Governments have forgotten 
where to stockpile safely the thousands of nuclear waste products waiting 
for a solution and do not care that 7 billion people want to live. Why 
suppress free clean and cheap Energy?  

Stuff They Don't Want You to Know - The Thorium 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sG9_OplUK8 
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It will get more evil when world populations find out the biggest LIE of not 
allowing the superior, cheap free energy source found embedded in 
magnetic Gravity as revealed by Nicola Tesla. Why did the NYC bankers 
confiscate Tesla’s 700 patents and threatened his life to keep him silent to 
die in obscurity in a NYC hotel?    
Getting worse, why was the German Hoffman’s invention discovery 
denied, too? It opened up the second greatest energy source embedded in 
the ocean and denied the evidence. It is very simple. Water is split into clean 
nonpolluting hydrogen gas and reverts back to sweet water now salt free. 
To prove it, many bought a converter from the web driving their car with 
water. It gave mankind double benefits: the first is totally free electricity 
from the hydrogen gas burned with the same split up oxygen via generators 
useful for every existing power station. And the second added benefit 
produces absolutely clean drinking water needed everywhere with rivers 
being massively polluted. And the greatest benefit removes safely nuclear 
radiation.      
Converting free energy (7) seven billion people would greatly be blessed 
by using existing power station generators fueled with hydrogen gaining 
unpolluted free electricity with the double benefit of totally clean water. It 
will obsolete expensive desalinating facilities in areas of great drought like 
Israel or California, now showing many empty reservoirs. Converted ocean 
water is plenty around the world. 
This free energy process will create many applications fueling dynamic 
global industry providing full employment in every country. It could 
eliminate the polluting coal industry. Offensive gasoline will be changed to 
clean hydrogen fuel useful for two billion people no longer have firewood 
to cook a meal. Airplanes and high-speed trains will run on free electricity to 
better serve seven billion populations. Better yet it would stop Global 
Warming, prevent oceans from rising and flooding hundreds of islands in 
the tropical Pacific with millions of people no longer fearing higher tides. 
Fish will return in every river. It will reduce climate change and stop 
poisoning the environment, the air, rivers, etc. It will stop absolute evil 
fracking destroying the last productive farmland. Why not choose Life? 
Notice: I just described the next civilization God’s Kingdom Earth already 
waiting on the front door. Why not believe the Bible?  

 

4) True Science and History internationally suppressed 
It is really beyond my comprehension why anyone ignores the YouTube 
videos showing the massive numbers of dead fish, birds and many insects 
collected in Montreal Insect museum. Tons of sea-critters disappeared and 
pollinating honeybees cannot digest GMO poisoned nectar. Many animals 
are added to the extinction list. Worse than that is Food-Seeds that do not 
germinate being destroyed by GMO technology. Everywhere I look there is 
deception like CERN postulate 32 smashed atom particles writing 
thousands of theories. He could tell any PhD to take a chicken egg on top of 
a blacksmith anvil and hit it with the biggest sledgehammer with all your 
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might. Result, the chicken egg is gone; perhaps on the wall of the 
Nebelkammer will never find out what a hen is full of free energy. 
When free energy is denied to world populations, it creates the need to sell 
more oil to offset the decline. That will manipulate the global climate 
“causing” floods, freezing ice and draught by deflecting the jet stream 
with HAARP. It changed weather patterns and triggered global typhoons 
with massive Death suppressed by the UN Climate Summit bureaucrats. 
Globally, many demonstrations are hindered by brute force to rally against 
the madness of deforestation around the world only to accelerate the 
destruction of our earth creating hopelessness and despair for indignant 
populations. Please check out the other side of the equation when the 
owner-Creator comes back again saving mankind to continue, but He will 
also end all Evil in God’s Wrath. Hallelujah for those surviving! 
Why is our atheistic society determined to snuff out all Life on this planet 
the only place in the universe of billion galaxies not finding Life, checked by 
Hubble-telescope and space cameras? How can a world system continue to 
be absolutely evil destroying Life? Why allow the evil NYC Illuminati 
banker’s to pay off and corrupt United Nations bureaucrats and global 
government officials and scientists controlled through bogus printed money 
putting everyone in debt.  
Obscene grants to universities and bailouts to government officials together 
have permanently damaged Nature, which is not forgiving. Why cause all 
Life to end on this earth and chose absolute evil avoiding being a caretaker 
entrusted to mankind? Stop and Think! This unique earth “is” the only 
places in the Universe where Life flourishes linked to God’s Plan for 
Mankind.   
Please notice on the bottom page a date 2008-2015, which is now 
concluded as the second Jonah has retired, after being successful to give 
worldwide warnings linked to science what the ELOHIM has foretold. This 
computerized civilization got seven years warning on a free Web. Free 
Babushka eggs became 14 books to describe science concepts, some large 
and detailed some short expanded to (17x10) victory-Jod Pearls all having 
the same message collecting new discoveries blending it with the Torah-
Bible. Many theologians lied by preaching false dogmas not changed since 
the Middle Ages. The same is found in universities all started by dedicated 
Christians but became atheistic.  
Why is Truth and Nature now suppressed? To warn the world, God did not 
use theologians but appointed a German survivor from Hitler and Stalin to 
be another Jonah. He missed only once being Western educated dating 
God’s Wrath, using a faulty Hebrew calendar now corrected with a global 
Warning starting after winter solstice 2022. The Apocalypse birth bangs 
have been finally concluded by a Jonah-II proven with many science 
witnesses for a civilization to end again next year, when evil has grown to 
total absolute Evil. It will end with a New World Order with Satan their 
leader, an angel-hybrid bound in prison. Like the Titanic, the 21st Century 
Civilization will sink fast and suddenly the hole is too big with the food 
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chain collapsing linked to nuclear bombs ending in an asteroid of total 
destruction Pearl #666.  
God - the ELOHIM CREATOR must intervene in the affairs of mankind 
to stop EVIL with Satan prematurely rejoicing, “I won!” as explained in 
Pearl #233 describing his inventions. Satan hoped to nullify Bible prophecy 
to frantically prevent a foretold 1000 years of God’s Kingdom on Earth. 
Evil will end with an asteroid Dactyl the only possibility if you are educated 
in science matching 100% detailed Bible prophecy projection. Thus if you 
are interested to finally date God’s Wrath either listen what Yeshua-Jesus 
said, in one generation- I will come back. But dating the savior’s projection 
can be confirmed in science, which started me on a journey investigating 
ancient bronze-gold clocks in museums and figure it out how they work.   

     Two Cuckoo Clocks 
Going back into history, I discovered they match the Bible prophecy. It was 
great fun to encipher their code being an instrument maker from Germany, 
which became my third free Web-book Babushka egg, Ancient Calencar 
Mystères. That opened the door to how five world calendars integrated 
with encoded museum clocks. Only a good clockmaker could align historic 
facts to convince a skeptic that Jonah-II could project a future date and be 
right 99.99%. Integrating special museum World Clocks and knowing how 
divine engineered gears work could evaluate a future time across five (5) 
calendars still used in our civilization. It will prove the date when Yeshua-
Jesus who created Time, “I will come back in One Generation” to start the 
prophesied Kingdom on Earth counting from a UN resolution 
29.November 1947.    
The Creator designed a Plan for Mankind like a Kosmos clock to 
implement a divine purpose, even added a cuckoo to end in an Apocalypse 
12 o’clock when a civilization became EVIL again. When Life again is 
totally threatened once more similar what the Atlantis Civilization did in 
Noah’s time 2288 BC. Watch God.  
First, he will send a warning again with a date like Nineveh. But showing 
on the web the enormous evidence of LIFE collapsing seeing massive 
deaths, suppressed on your local TV, became a gigantic problem. It caused 
God to send another Jonah who came with a big Fish too. But to get the 
attention is pointing to free ENERGY suppressed by the establishment. 
Once more it will confirm again why a worldwide Atlantis-Noah’s 
civilization was judged and perished on (5 February 2287 BC) to remove 
an evil high technology cancer for mankind. A Time-dimension is finalized 
yet again for the next Kosmos Plan cycle now God’s Kingdom on Earth to 
last 1000 years.   
A global New World Order being warned of his intent why, how and when 
he will activate judgment to remove absolute evil again to continue 
mankind as planned. Ancient clocks in museums could be helpful to date 
Bible prophecy mirror imaged in History. Consequently, let’s investigate 
and sum up 350 pages Babushka Egg #3 to describe what was suppressed 
for hundreds of years by global universities. They kept silent about the 
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oldest calculator, the Antikythera Clock, pointing to a historic Bible story.  
It is known to have 32 gears and three dials. Because it was made of bronze 
metal, it survived salt-water laying 2400 years on the bottom of ocean. Why 
has any atheistic university scientist not deciphered this clock linked to 
Julius Caesar changing a calendar? Investigating many stories linked to 
encipher Bible prophecy dates only assembled in Babushka science 
concept eggs highlighted with many witnesses’ facts to establish truth to 
win a case in any Court of Law for the skeptic believing in evolution 
religion converted to counterfeit science.  
I will attempt to highlight only the main-feature universities will not allow 
which will confirm the Bible being silenced. Notice a conventional clock 
has two hands each going at different speed. Ancient clocks in museums 
measured the same with two dials to tell Time. But time is not constant 
depending what is defined, like in science an atom-clock measure time in 
Femtosecond, which is one millionth of a nanosecond 10-15, or looking in 
the universe applying light years.  
But mortals share a time clock matching calendars divided in to solstice, 
month, days, to second useful in the Olympics, or in a horse race, or go to 
work. Have you ever wondered why high on church tower in Prague is a 
clock with a small dial inside the big dial and added to a small and big hand? 
They are integrated in a mystery not yet deciphered by any person only 
encoded by a clock maker Jonah-II not believing in an unscientific 
evolution religion not making sense. 
Let’s gain a wider vision how an important Apocalypse affecting mankind 
can be dated and analyzed with a broader knowledge horizon. Scientists 
never ask why many ancient clocks have two dials?  The fished out 
Antikythera clock is different showing two dials, but with four circles 
divided into 59 and 48 window section? The same question could be raised, 
“Why are there two hands on my cuckoo clock dovetailing each at different 
speed?”  
Both clocks should be integrated to understand as an exponential 
continually declining earth axis unwinding like a snake coiled demonstrated 
on dial of the Antikythera clock in Athens. The other dial has four discrete 
circle-windows indicating (4) earth-axis wobbles. An earth axis tilt is the 
only way to measure time as the sun has no marker turning, too.  
The rotation of the earth will only indicate the exact day 2x12 divided hours 
measured by standard clocks calibrated in time zones. Perhaps we should 
use a different zero point not starting in Greenwich but better coordinated 
and choose Jerusalem to match historic Bible Zero-prophecy linked to true 
science, which could date the arrival of Yeshua-Jesus. Check it out to widen 
a knowledge horizon suppressed in global atheistic universities. 
Investigating first the two front dials of the Antikythera ancient clock, it 
works like a calculator measuring time linked to earth axis wobbles. The 
front two dials have four discrete circles and are divided in 59 right and 48 
left window sections. One side of dial has four discrete separate circles but 
the other side is not sectioned but coiled like a snake in unbroken time 
duration widow sections. Basically, the four discrete circles translate four (4) 
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earth-wobbles going backwards and forwards numbered in solstice around 
the sun totaled across 4300 years history.    
An earth-axis wobble was created by an asteroid during a Atlantis 
Civilization on (5 February 2287 BC-Julian) playing back the Planetary sky 
or calculated using a corrected 7000 year Hebrew-Bible calendar matching 
prophecy. It caused a familiar worldwide Noah’s Flood drastically 
changing a tropical environment proven in coal with many ancient artifacts 
collected in museums like mystery clocks. Check (14) fourteen Babushka 
concept Eggs explain it much better but many ancient artifacts can now be 
seen on Google for added witnesses. The last switched fifth wobble started 
during Moses time 1400 BC kept track by a coiled snake windows on the 
Antikythera dial slowing down to rest and stopped now dated 21 December 
2012 calculated by Julius Caesar and NASA.  
For another witness, Pearl #245 shows a graphic picture of the most ancient 
Tzolkin Clock, which has three dials just like the Antikythera clock. The 
large dial is the driver to function like the chain of a cuckoo clock linked to 
gravity as a force. It gives the energy to move the two smaller circles, which 
looks like a figure eight horizontally or an infinite ∞ math sign. When the 
right inside timing circle gets smaller the other outside circle side gets bigger 
the sum total not changed. That antique calendar has a total range (4488 
BC-AD 3018). But was changed described in the [Genesis chapters 5 to 8] 
from 4004 BC to 2288 BC with an earth-axis wobble during Noah’s time 
creating a new calendar (Julian) now tracked by various cultures across the 
globe.  
Originally the earth turned on a horizontal axis seven times in one solstice 
linked the Aztec stone clock exhibited in the outdoor museum in Mexico 
City. An asteroid hit 5 February 2287 BC (Julian) the earth, which caused 
an earth-axis wobble exponential getting narrower ending at 23.5° tilt now 
fixed at 21 December 2012.  It started first with a bigger tilt axis angle 
moving back and forth declining. The new wobble phenomena first 
confused the Aztec priesthood thus build (5) five and (7) seven Pyramids on 
top of each other still matching Enoch calendar cycles Pearl #224 no longer 
corresponding to new zodiac positions.  
After the Noahic flood the wobble was reduced to one residual wobble 
getting much extremely slower during Moses’ time 1400 BC being a royal 
prince educated in ancient hieroglyphs became a pivotal leader and scientist 
forming a nation in antiquity. Later Julius Caesar 54 BC used Moses book 
information linked to a problem by his generals complaining which caused 
a correction of a Moses holiday schedule linked to moons cycles. It 
obsoleted 10 moon calendar cycle now changed to 12 moon cycles inserted 
July-August named by Julius-Augustus still slowing down the earth-axis 
exponential declining further to our time of 13 moons.  
The Gregorian calendar still must match the 13 moon /solstice cycles to 
make the Hebrew calendar scholars happy? Why not synchronize the five 
calendars we still use today now unified as published in a 7000-year 
Babushka Table proposal confirmed by Bible history to make everybody 
happy, theologian and re-educate a UN delegation in climate change?     
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5) Bible prophecy linked to science dated God’s Wrath 
We have investigated that Prophecy can be dated and explained in science 
thus you should check out what is postulated in Babushka eggs to find a 
way out how to survive the coming chaos collapse. To sum up God’s Plan 
for Mankind previously existing only fractured in a thousand theology 
books, but none where aligned with science. That created a one-sided 
perspective expressed in over 500 Christian denominations still collected in 
old-fashioned yellow telephone pages guessing what prophecy means. 
Why not investigate the Bible with true science? 
On the other hand when science emerged from the Middle Ages, why are 
many students grossly misled into massive speculation and getting confused 
by unscientific opinions turning into atheistic fairytales? Both do not 
understand that any diverse culture has its own particularities, will only 
focus what is needed to survive to acquire wealth turned into a business all 
linked to the NYC Illuminati worlds bankers in the middle printing money 
used as a world currency. It will fuel prestige, granting power to politicians 
and dictators, lording over people covering up deception and lying not 
linked to bible Truth. Only pushing atheism defined by splitting the -A- 
from Theism. The word theism means “God” the originator of all creation. 
If God would not exist there would be no word to describe him.  That is the 
basis of any language expanded with words defining thousand mortals 
language expressed and can be summed up in John Gospel the center of 
time exposing truth.  

In the beginning was the Word now became flesh. 
For the first time, because of a free Web, you can encipher the history of 
mankind, married with true science all embedded in the Bible, like a 
kaleidoscope? When turned you will see historic events in new color 
perspective expose many ignored science facts highlighted to differ color 
pattern every time when reading Babushka egg books. Extracted pearls will 
amplify unknown concepts that make the prophecy journey more exciting 
and amazing now added with YouTube videos to widen a knowledge 
horizon.  
Not everyone is scientifically is inclined or interested in what was divinely 
destined for mankind. But when most people die in God’s Wrath, 
somebody should have sounded the (7) trumped Apocalypse warning now 
blown in Babushka eggs now added with seven YouTube videos too as a 
second witness. Clocks were meant to date time. The ancient bronze 
Antikythera clock revealed an exponential earth-axis wobble, but a German 
cuckoo clock has in addition a cuckoo mainly to point to the center of Time 
12 o’clock to start a new cycle. God’s Plan for Mankind is identical, and it 
will be noisy when God’s Wrath arrives to start mankind over again just 
like in Noah’s time (2288 BC). The Veil which covered over all the nations 
will be rent with a new covenant. (Isa. 25:7) Watch the coming asteroid 
Dactyl just the right size exactly linked to science to confirm divine 
prophecy further explained in Pearls #269, 268, 267 summed up: God’s 
Kingdom on Earth after – 1 Tishri 5783 (2022). 
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Pearl #242 - (10-26-2020) 
The Seven Mystery Thunders (Rev. 10)  

The Creator YHWH asks John in Revelation to seal the Seven Thunders 
that declared His unexpected Wrath. It becomes the last stage of a Kosmos 
curtain raised for the 2ndApocalypse with leftover events that was projected 
after 2022 AD starting Yeshua’s Kingdom (1 Tishri 5783). Not educated 
in high-tech science, John was told to hide the Seven Thunder events until 
the Endtime. They close with a powerful angel outfitted with a rainbow 
over his head, which can be confirmed in true science suppressed by the 
global establishment elite. But anyone not brainwashed and still able to 
think in logic can analyze the current worldwide political events not shown 
on local TV, or watch some untrue leftover videos on YouTube. The 
mystery Seven Thunders (Rev. 16) is proven by the historic Yeshua-Jesus 
Resurrection (Acts 17:30-31) to fulfill after 2000 years every prophecy in a 
gigantic Judgment combined with the Seventh Trumpet at the Endtime. 
(Rev. 11:15)  They will conclude with the ultimate purpose to restrict much 
Evil for Mankind to commence the divine Kingdom of Light greatly 
expanded in The Population Curve-Pearl #126, ending the Time-
Dimension in 3018 AD.   

Breaking the Code of Seven Thunders in Revelation 10  
(A previous web reference - Pearlette #19)  

Thunder #1) Why a forbidden GMO-Transgenetic science technology  
is copied from the Atlantis Civilization (2288 BC)   
Thunder #2) Two Witnesses from the Heh dimension - Enoch Elijah  
                            (Rev. 11:1-19) 
Thunder #3) The Purpose of EVIL – the Mystery of Satan and Demons 
                          Why do they come to earth? The First Woe (Rev. 9:1-12) 
Thunder #4) Four Death Angels -The Second Woe (Rev. 9:13-19)  
Thunder #5) The Last Armageddon War - Jacob’s Trouble (Zech. 13:7-9) 
Thunder #6) The Dactyl Asteroid – God’s Wrath (Rev. 6:14, 16:18) 
Thunder #7) The 7th Trumpet - Extraterrestrial Events (Rev. 19:1) 
 

Therefore the sealed mystery of Seven Thunders will now be opened to 
reveal the Wrath OF YHWH to this current civilization, and how an 
atheistic World System will end as prophesied in the Bible, explained in this 
Pearl. No wonder, almost everybody is educated in fake science, which 
confused many Christian or alike Jewish theologians that believe falsified 
denominational dogmas rejecting Truth. Please check the displayed main 
points of Prophecy.  
 

1) The deity of Yeshua the Christ is verified when ruling His Kingdom.  
2) Fake science taught in universities is replaced by The WORD. (John 1) 
3) The Creator will eliminate all atheistic religions invented by Lucifer. 
4) Mankind will promote 10 Commandments reduced from Kosmos Law. 
5) Israel is specially blessed once more with a NEW covenant to fulfill all 
     Promises to benefit the whole world focused on a New Jerusalem. 
6) The World System will end that wrecked the environment, altered the 
     climate with military weapons and genetic ruined the global food supply.  

       7) Evil plaguing mankind is greatly reduced during Yeshua’s Kingdom. 
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Thunder #1   
 

Why a forbidden GMO-Transgenetic science technology is copied from the Atlantis 
Civilization (2288 BC) incurring again God’s Wrath 

 

Watching his creation, Yeshua the Christ predicted many events in His 
Gospels that only recently occurred; hence they will soon be concluded. 
Therefore this Pearl was amended once more to warn this modern world 
civilization that they will perish similar to Noah’s divine judgments. Thus, 
the Creator sealed the Seven Thunders until a generation became again 
educated in wicked science that unlocked genetic modifications to endanger 
Life already much vanished caused by psychopath FED-IMF bankers. 
They suppressed the divine purpose for Mankind, which is now finally 
revealed thus please check yet again a revised Pearl #300. (4-1-2020)   
The history of Yeshua-Jesus the Christ is still rejected against thousands of 
chronicled facts in the Torah-Bible that are suppressed by ultra rich Elite. 
Every international institution and military cartels disregarded free Energy 
for the last hundred years to implement absolute Evil to destroy all Life on 
this earth. Each government is compelled and burdened with artificial debt 
like a hangman’s rope. When Globalist Bankers started printing fiat money 
they became psychopathic hence Satan put them under his absolute control. 
They instigated and paid both sides of every World War, sowed unrest and 
revolution to destabilize nations and murdered multi-million people.   
Thus the Creator was forced to correct an atheistic society again through his 
Wrath, as mankind never learns historic lessons of divine judgment like 
Noah’s time (2288 BC), or Sodom and Gomorrah. When a civilization 
ignores the Torah-Bible principles, it results in many grand deceptions and 
lies: everyone should learn how to be saved from coming disaster. It is like 
when vital organs are attacked by cancer, the body will ultimately die. 
Perhaps some Babushka eggs recommend Truth watching the current signs 
to begin divine judgment ending a wicked civilization running out of time.  
Satan directed the Science Cartel to instigate a worldwide failure to collapse 
international the food supply since most patents of GMO seeds no longer 
germinate violating Kosmos laws. Foretold it will cause 75% of the world’s 
population to perish. When unforgiving nature is genetically damaged by 
Evil technology corrupting DNA genes, it is made even worse by assaulting 
the trans-human gene pool. This will follow the same path to peak in 
absolute Evil to result in the total extinction of much in nature.  
Therefore, when atheistic evil scientists mix the intelligence of creation, it 
has the effect of a wild bull in a china shop, leaving only utter destruction or 
chaos. Thus, the food supplies will collapse worldwide in an enormous 
breakdown caused by the Monsanto Cartel and sisters enforcing their GMO 
technology after paying off government bureaucrats and many judges. 

 

2014 August Breaking News - Mixing Human DNA with Animal DNA  
Last days final hour news prophecy – (October 16, 2013) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvSrg8qT0hY 

 

The Monsanto cartel opened the steel door on the isolated Norwegian 
Svalbard Island and raided many original saved seeds no longer available 
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globally. Most farmers are forced to buy patented Seeds labeled with a 
number in every food store. If you buy Vegetable Seeds for your garden, 
they will not germinate or sprout, thus “food” becomes extinct no longer 
around for mankind. A worldwide food shortage has already started riots 
not broadcast on local TV.  Soon we will face panic in your neighborhood 
seeing empty shelves, being a sign that people will worldwide perish when 
an unforgiving nature is grossly violated with their cultures and religions.    
Most GMO vegetables labeled organic are contaminated by insecticides-
herbicides at the gene level. They permanently accumulate poison in our 
bodies causing hundreds of unknown diseases to shorten Life. All is made 
for obscene profits controlled by a patent number labeled on every fruit or 
vegetable causing various virus-bacteria diseases to enrich lawyers, judges 
and governments. Nature does not care if mortals became Evil as the 
Creator programmed it to last thousands of years. If violated, it will follow a 
higher order as explained in GMOs Exposed!, Babushka Egg book #4. 
In a collapsing economy closely watched by YHWH, many nations will 
look for a scapegoat like Israel experts in GMO assaulting nature. Now the 
Creator is really angered by modified transgenic technology of half human-
half animal. It will signal a repeat of God’s Wrath were mankind is judged 
again and should have learned the lesson never to violate Kosmos laws. 
Thus our imminent death will be certain; therefore make sure that your soul-
spirit is resurrected on the other metaphysic side. Do not believe the lies and 
deception on TV but trust Yeshua-Jesus who called out for 2000 years, 
“Anyone calling on my name will be saved.” No special knowledge is 
required only need a commitment showing the intent of your heart. 

Thunder #2 
Witnesses from the Heh dimension, Enoch – Elijah (Rev. 11:1-19) 

YHWH’s written Word and Testimony was given to John to keep the 
Endtime hidden for many lukewarm Christians. He was told to seal the 
mystery scroll-book of noisy Seven Thunders and even eat it being sweet in 
the mouth (Pe= 80), but turned the stomach acidic to reflect horrible events. 
A worldwide fake Media will scream headlines of an AntiChrist Pope 
united with an Islam Mahdi caliph messenger in the midst of a collapsing 
world system preparing for the last Armageddon war. Just keep looking to 
Jerusalem for two (2) powerful witnesses from heaven that previously lived 
on earth. Elijah (Mal. 4:5) will explain the Seven Thunders and why Israel 
recorded the history of mankind and Enoch is linked to prior GMO. They 
signaled the return of Yeshua in His extraterrestrial spaceship with a million 
angels. (Rev. 6:12-17) Both will be murdered causing Seven Thunders after 
2022AD.Thus watch this video with the same corrected Julian calendar of 
(4yr.) as Satan doesn’t know God’s Wrath linked to Pearl #300 [page 23].  
It will confirm the Apocalypse has ended - 1Tishri 5783, or 2023? 
 

Walter Veith& Martin Smith - Is This The End? - What's Up Prof? 8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6h4H1DHQzc 

The smaller scroll (Rev. 10) is a replica of the bigger Seven Sealed Scroll 
(Rev. 6:1) being sweet to the taste like fake science deceptions but are bitter to 
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the inside body system which is ending the Apocalypse of a soon coming 
Kingdom of Yeshua. All three connections were sealed to be invisible to 
mankind but outwardly represented to the Seven Churches in minor Asia. 
(Rev. 1- 3) Since Caesar Constantine, the Teaching of Jesus was perverted 
and combined with many of Satan’s religions which reached the lowest 
point during the Middle Ages. The Bible was forbidden throughout Europe 
preached in strange Latin and worse forced people to pay for salvation not 
to end in an invented Fegefeuer painted on every cathedral window.  
However, the Creator YHWH appointed special people to reform the 
Christian faith to restore and clarify what was originally taught to the Seven 
Churches. Thus Christian denominations evolved when the Bible was 
translated in many languages exposing forgotten truth linked to events of the 
Seven Sealed Thunders revealed only on the Endtime. Check some 
Babushka egg concept books and many Pearls will rationalize in true 
science why the Thunder Angel has a rainbow over his head?   
To convince skeptics of Eternal Life, we need five (5) witnesses to win a 
case in any Court. So Jesus took three (3) mortal disciples to a mountaintop 
(Luke 9:28) and met two (2) witnesses from heaven representing mankind. 
One was Moses and the other Elijah, the oldest mortal men still alive on 
earth representing Israel appearing again to conclude the Great Apocalypse. 
They testified to the Roman world and Hebrew religion that Yeshua was 
divine, and came with a mission to reveal an eternal Kingdom. The ancient 
witness Elijah will confirm to Israel that our modern 21st Century World 
Civilization was destined to perish being controlled by Satan ending again in 
Wrath OF YHWH. But Mankind will continue and grow to a larger Teth 
Kingdom population for 1000yr. governed by divine Law. (Pearl #126) 
A Christian renegade inventor with a penname Jonah-II believes that Enoch 
& Elijah, the two persons appointed to reveal Kosmos truth, will not void 
Daleth Dimension death laws. The Bible revealed that nothing above 
Yeshua-Jesus exists to permit and cancel death. (Rom. 6:5-7) If one is born 
mortal, he must die as confirmed in nature and Holy Scripture. Death is a 
mystery many Christian denominations do not understand. (1.Cor. 15:51-53) 
The words “we shall not all sleep and.…the last trumpet” which means that 
a Daleth body must return to dust conforming to Kosmos Law. Notice by 
definition “Death” is followed by a “Grand Resurrection”. (1Thes. 4:13-17) 
Those …caught up who are alive will not proceed… will die, but be 
instantly resurrected leaving a dead body behind to return to dust or earth. 
The Creator expressed his desires to special prophets on how to walk in his 
statutes. (Ezek. 18:4-36, Deut. 10:1, Dan. 12:1-4) It is conditioned on repentance 
to be righteous; consequently pronounced to live forever, as summed up:  

1) Do not worship idols (money - objects).  2) Do not shed blood.      
3) Do not defile your neighbor’s wife or have sex on her impurity.    
4) Do not oppress the poor, but pay their debt.  5) Do not steal and 
rob, but feed - clothe the hungry.  6) Do not take interest on loans or 
employ extortion. 7) Avoid wickedness. Therefore Yeshua-Jesus 
promised a Gift (v. 30) of a new Heart (body) & a new Spirit!  
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Therefore a death-resurrection arrangement will be verified by Isaiah and 
Enoch still mortal (Rev. 11:3, Mal. 4:5), standing like golden Lampstands 
before the White Throne. Recently I discovered that time clocks in heaven 
run (20x) faster, hence the two ancient messengers will show supernatural 
power in Jerusalem for 63 earth days (1260/20) and proclaim worldwide the 
eternal Gospel that Yeshua’s Kingdom is now coming. (Rev. 11:15) 
Foretold, both witnesses are murdered and their bodies lie exposed for 3½ 
days causing great celebrations in Jerusalem by the atheistic world political 
system that disputed, “We don’t accept visitors from heaven and reject their 
message of a soon coming King, Yeshua-Jesus the Christ.” Consequently 
YHWH responds again with His Wrath causing 7000 casualties in 
Jerusalem ending with titanic earthquakes worldwide to finally terminate an 
evil wicked atheistic civilization similar to Noah’s or Sodom & Gomorrah.  
Summed up, Scripture teaches that each individual is programmed to die 
and to be resurrected. Everyone born mortal in the Time Dimension will 
kneel before a Judge to be evaluated for “Good or Evil” introduced in the 
Garden of Eden, thus many are selected for Eternal Life. (Luke 16:19) But 
mankind was destined for a detour to experience Evil, which corrupted the 
World System to perish. It will continue free of evil at the arrival of Yeshua 
the Christ in great power with millions of Angels and the resurrected Saints, 
to start His everlasting Kingdom of Light giving mankind a 1000yr. 
Sabbath rest. (Isa. 13:9-22, Rev. 11:3-14, 17:1) It is confirmed in true physics 
linked to the first Bible page (Gen. 1:3) which explained Infinite Energy in 
Babushka Egg Book #9 -The Ultimate Energy Engine and some Pearls. 
YHWH designed Life forever still being fuelled by ∞ light not changed, 
hence is linked to the Jod dimension explained in Pearl #300, dated after 
1Tishri 5783?  

How Close Are We Until The END (Jan.16, 2016)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXX3wWK9la4 

 

Thunder #3 
The Purpose of EVIL a Mystery Linked to Satan and Demons 

Why do they come to earth? The First Woe (Rev. 9:1-12) 
Most theologians claim, “No one knows the time.” They should consider 
Noah’s schedule. He gave warning to his civilization for 17yr. (120 / 7) and 
when the animals appeared was the signal for judgment. In our time a 
scientist-inventor Jonah-II published many birth pang Apocalypse warnings 
(2008-2022) and pointed to events foretold by Yeshua. (Matt. 25-26) Most 
Revelation woes have arrived, like the closing door of Noah’s Ark, which 
was shut from the outside by God. But this time we have more people lined 
up, so the Creator will use his big spaceship (1800 miles across) known in 
history as the Star of Bethlehem later identified in Revelation as the Golden 
City. It is called the Bride of the Lamb described in detail. (Rev. 21:9-27) 
Many will not survive the “Second Woe” of a world population spike, and 
the collapsed global economy caused by psychopath FED-IMF bankers. 
Hence a shrunken food supply linked to true science will cause worldwide 
many riots (First Woe - black horse) to control a starving population.  
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An atheistic World Order will push for an international Peace-Party to unite 
most religions with Chrislam associated to an absolute evil government 
ruled by an Antichrist dictatorship to control a worldwide population spike.  
The key events of the Seven Thunders are explained in Babushka Egg 
concept book #1 (page 101) when Yeshua met a greatly puzzled Satan 
watching every move Yeshua-Jesus made since his birth. (Matt. 4:1-11) He 
wondered why he was shrouded in a Daleth Dimension mortality paradox 
linked to a future Messiah with a mission. But Lucifer never missed an 
opportunity to bargain away his position to rule the world, so he offered it to 
Yeshua-Jesus in exchange for equality to become a deity. (Pearl #888)  
John’s Revelation describes the last war in the heavenly Heh Dimension at 
the Endtime that terminates Satan’s dominion (the Daleth Dimension) 
ruling for 6000yr. (Rev.12:7-12) He is physically cast out to appear in our 
temporarily flat earth. Because he is so extremely dangerous with the 
highest IQ, he is only allowed a very short time. Being very angry, he will 
try to totally mess up the world’s political system and destroy this earth with 
hi-technology summed up by this scientist-inventor Jonah-II in Pearl #233.  
Satan lost both wars and is subject to Daleth Dimension laws controlling the 
nature of physical-metaphysical entropy. Only then can he be put into the 
nether-world prison for final assignments on the end of a temporal Time 
Dimension were the old universe is terminated in a fiery imploding crash. 
All leftover from Yeshua’s Kingdom are relocated to a new Jod dimension.  
Thus Demon-Angels will appear on earth together with Satan to be judged 
when the underworld doors are opened by the Fifth Angel serving the 
White Throne. (Rev. 9:1-11) They were designed to live forever but received 
an option to “die” available only in the Daleth dimension in a mortal body, 
which is a better choice or live forever in outer darkness. This was illustrated 
by Yeshua facing demons and 2000 pigs in the Gospel story. (Mark 5:1-20) 
The Seven Thunder NEWS will go ballistic when 200 millions demons 
literally possess mortal people to commit heinous crimes linked to the 
Second Woe mystery. Nobody can explain why normal folks will commit 
unexplainable felonies and randomly kill as many possible victims using 
weapons obtained in their neighborhood. Similar to ISIS obeying the Quran 
seen on TV will murder without any guild consciousness his father, mother 
or even children if they switch to Christianity. An evil Islamic culture and 
demon possession is a great evil paradox that can’t be explained in science.  
Atheistic universities still teaching worldwide lies and deception will find 
the answer only in the Torah-Bible. Divine revelation revealed the Second 
Woe of Four Death Angels (Rev. 9:14) designed for a single purpose to kill 
demons in the Seven Thunders to end again in YHWH’s Wrath.(Rev. 8:13) 
Thus, the Beast system will round up many Christians and undesirables in 
detention camps to be murdered. (Rev. 13:1-17) It will be the last warning and 
a final test before the arrival of Yeshua in His spaceship (Star of Bethlehem) 
suspended in the sky to wake up His “Saints” to govern a new society. A 
special option of Grace was introduced to mortal Mankind and offered to 
everybody Mercy unto Life, or Mercy unto Death confirmed on a historic 
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cross by Yeshua-Jesus. He guaranteed Eternal Life planned for a divine 
Kingdom extended to a New Kosmos Earth after Tishri 5783 (2022)?  

Thunder #4 
Four Death Angels - The Second Woe (Rev. 9:13-19) 

 

By this time half of a worldwide population will have perished. Revelation 
prophesied that the black horse rider will usher in a collapsing food supply, 
screwed up international by GMO technology causing 75% of a world 
population to die with demon possession (Rev. 6:8) observed on many local 
MEDIA. Millions of people will daily perish hence perplex many atheistic 
politicians supporting a wicked World Order fulfilled in Three Woe stages. 
(Rev. 8:13)  It was mentioned by Yeshua-Jesus to be the worst time never to 
be repeated again like a replicated judgment during Noah’s time (2288 BC), 
which is ending now with the last blast of the 7th Trumpet. (Rev. 11.15)    
The Heh dimension is invisible to our minds, but can become visible like 
Yeshua-Jesus using the same mortal path mentioned in the Gospels. Hence 
an angel, Satan, got thrown out of heaven to end his last war on earth in the 
Daleth Dimension.  Only a Daleth earth (in this Time and this world) has 
embedded mortality based on a Kosmos Laws. They were introduced in 
the Garden of Adam & Eve with tree options to continue Eternal Life 
originally given to every angel, or end with Death, the 2nd option.  
An angry Satan on earth (Rev. 13:16) will mark the world population with his 
Beast sign to be possessed by 200 million demons. (Rev. 9:1-11) They will 
cause heinous crimes never experienced before. [Page14] Perhaps Satan 
could be attached to a human body too, but will utilize the most influential 
politician causing utter amazement gone wild on every TV, or is projected 
by a computer image? However, knowing God allows Satan only a limited 
time to open the gates of technology to destroy all of mankind and nature 
trying to prove that he is more powerful than the Creator. (Pearl #233) 
Therefore, demons having been created on higher entropy level can only 
die in the Daleth Dimension to be subordinated to physics of mirror-imaged   
thermo-dynamic laws. Thus, creatures from the other Heh metaphysic side 
of a superior angelic level can only be removed by higher angels from the 
top of the creation scale. Thus, five (5) Death Angels were especially 
created for the singular purpose of executing demons and one third of 
mankind eliminated without mercy (Rev. 9:18) because of concentrated 
wickedness and cosmic rebellion against a holy Creator. (Rev. 13:1-10)  
They matched a previous Hebrew math formula: 1+4=5. One Death Angel 
was revealed throughout the Torah-Bible killing people in ancient Egypt by 
selecting every firstborn human and animal (Exod. 1:5), which destroyed 
Pharaoh’s dynasty. Later he is mentioned again killing 180,000 soldiers in 
front of Jerusalem. (2 Kings 19:35) But a similar selection is referenced in the 
Revelation by extra four (4) Death Angels globally killing people…one is 
taken, the other is left alive…(Matt. 24:40) A falsified dogma bypassing 
death to avoid God’s Wrath is taught by many theologians. (Matt. 25:41) 
Thus, they will fail to meet Yeshua in the sky and perish in the Apocalypse.  
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It required five (5) specialized Death Angels to totally terminate Satan. 
Therefore an Islamic religion plus four million (2/3) of Israel’s populace will 
perish (Zech. 13:8) linked to a gigantic reduction of the 2nd population spike. 
As foretold, it is concluded in Jerusalem in a last Armageddon World War, 
perhaps can be dated on a recent holiday Yom Yerushalayim 5/29/2022? 

Thunder #5 
The Last War at Armageddon - Jacob’s Trouble  

(Zechariah Chapter 14) 
 

There are many warnings given in the Torah that describe terrible Endtime 
events assigned to forty (40) pennamed Prophets only understood with 
today’s high-tech science knowledge. The last war is fought around 
Jerusalem to end like a historic Gideon party where a few soldiers watched 
a massive army self-destruct and perished in a huge spectacle. (Jud. 7:12-25) 
Please check the horrible viruses warning by a Prophet Zechariah detailed 
for atheists in Babushka Egg Book #11-On That Day. (Zech. 14:12) 

Now this will be the plague with which the YHWH will strike all the peoples 
who have gone to war against Jerusalem; their flesh will rot while they 
stand on their feet, and their eyes will rot in their sockets, and their tongue 
will rot in their mouth.  It will come about in that day that a great panic from 
the YHWH will fall on them; and they will seize one another's hand, and the 
hand of one will be lifted against the hand of another.    
 

The Prophet Jeremiah warned a remnant of Israel that went to Egypt for 
safety. (Jer.44:1) All perished when the divine commandments by YHWH 
were ignored and not repented. It could be mirror repeated in our time by 
two offices given to Yeshua the Christ for his Kingdom of Light. One is 
legislative, King of Kings, Lord of Lords and the other is a High Priest. 
Maybe Pearl #120 should be amended - How many Men will be Left in the 
Land of Israel after the Tribulation Jacob’s Trouble? Thus, the Creator 
chose from Israel 144,000 priestly Saint Witnesses since 588BC, appointed 
from the twelve scattered Tribes for his future Sainthood administration. 
(Rev. 7:2) They wait in heaven, like the two witnesses Enoch & Elijah. 
Jacob’s Trouble will end with 144,000 witnesses from heaven (Rev. 14:1), 
which are the resurrected Saints for Israel and were historically gathered 
from across mankind for 2500yr. (Rev. 7:3) Thus Israel is governed again by 
a resurrected King David. He will repair the environment and reestablish the 
ancient Hebrew territory promised to Abraham with a new divine covenant.  
The Torah-Bible indicates in (Zechariah 13:8) that only one third of Jews 
living in Israel will survive a worldwide Apocalypse linked to Jacob’s 
Trouble. Presently about 6-7 million Jews live in Israel; therefore, two thirds 
or 4 million people will not survive another Jewish holocaust. But YHWH 
has planned survivors to repopulate the earth to continue mortal mankind 
during the millennial Teth-Age with Israel to be the head-nation governed 
by a resurrected King David. They will literately fulfill the promise made to 
Abraham to increase like the stars in heaven if we count them, but gigantic 
prophesied earthquakes will split Jerusalem elevated to a high mountain as 
survivors will build a different worship center like a pyramid. (Ezek. 40) 
Underneath the foundation is the source of two large rivers: one run into the 
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Mediterranean Sea, the other the Salt Sea, changing the climate in Israel. It 
means that all religions worshiping Satan will be obsoleted and destroyed. 
All Christian antique church buildings, famous Islamic mosques and 
eastern temples will be totally wiped out with their ancient cultural treasures. 
Thus, the Footstool of YHWH bought for 50 silver coins by King David 
will become more special. It will be the headquarters of 70 nations as the 
seat of a New United Nations in a rebuilt Jerusalem to express a mix of 
unique cultures from their original ethnic backgrounds. It will repeat again 
like an Atlantis Civilization that vanished without a trace recorded by Noah 
in 2288 BC. The battle at Armageddon becomes the graveyard of the last 
century, which will take seven (7) months to sanitize the land promised to 
Israel and collect millions of bodies between two rivers: Euphrates to the 
Nile. Thousands dead body remains are piled up in a pyramid meant as a 
memorial to remind the next generations of God’s Wrath. Only Bible 
prophecy has foreknowledge, much was collected in many Babushka egg 
books and various pearls to widen knowledge horizons projected after 2023. 
 

And seven women shall take hold of one man in that day, saying, “We will 
eat our own bread, and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy 
name; take thou away our reproach.” In that day shall the branch of 
Jehovah be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the land shall be 
excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel.  
And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that remained in 
Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even every one that is written among the 
living in Jerusalem; when the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the 
daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem from the 
midst thereof, by the spirit of justice, and by the spirit of burning. 
And Jehovah will create over the whole habitation of mount Zion, and over 
her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming 
fire by night; for over all the glory [shall be spread] a covering. And there 
shall be a pavilion for a shade in the day-time from the heat, and for a 
refuge and for a covert from storm and from rain. (Isaiah 4:1-5 ASV) 

The prophet Isaiah introduced the Apocalypse in chapter three, as he looked 
through a distant prophetic telescope identifying mountain peaks. It is linked 
to invisibly sealed 144,000 men (Rev.7:4) designed for a special purpose. 
They could be the resurrected high priest Saints (Rev.14:1) historically 
gathered in heaven since 588 BC like the appearing of mortal witnesses 
Isaiah & Enoch, announcing a new civilization to start Yeshua’s Kingdom 
from Jerusalem.   
So the above chapter says that there will be seven women to one man ratio. 
Most men will have been killed in the conflict as the Israel’s army run out of 
ammunition only saved by Yeshua’s satellite from the sky, thus women and 
children will be predominant among the survivors.  So if we apply the 1:7 
ratio by multiplying 144,000 men x 7 women = 1,008,000 people. Since 
we have assumed a mean average where the number of children equals the 
number of adults, then 1 million children can be added to reach the 2 million 
figure, being one third of the 6 million Jews living in Israel today.  
Once more, we should not make too many assumptions about family 
structure from this analysis. The 144,000 sealed men and (7) seven women 
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ratio will be the startup population mix of the restored nation of Israel to be 
governed by Yeshua-Jesus, King of Kings and Lord of Lords. They will be 
given a special honor as the founding citizens of a new civilization. Also, the 
initial two (2) million surviving Israelis will be increased by migrations of 
the scattered “Ten” Israelite tribes back to the Promised Land during the 
early years of the millennium, which is truly a homecoming as prophesied 
by numerous Old Testament prophets. (Isaiah 11) Yeshua gave Israel final 
warnings; hence take it very seriously. (Rev. 22:10) Perhaps the redeemed 
144,000 Israeli Saints could each have a divine job in a Melchizedek High 
Priest Order (Heb. 5:6) to serve many future planets of kibbutz settlement 
expanding the Jod dimension? For this reason watch the eyeball of YHWH 
when touched again! He will react now with Seven Thunders matching 
Gideon’s story (Judges 7), thus ending the great Second Apocalypse 
increased by a population spike.  
The portal of death is similar going through a door to live forever designed 
for a Jod dimension. Make sure our sins are forgiven! (Ezek. 18:26-
28)Ultimately YHWH will force many nations together and gather for a last 
Armageddon war to repeat yet again His Wrath of a prophesied Judgment 
recorded in Israel’s ancient history. It will remind mankind of an Adam 
covenant linked to the Ten Commandments and suggested chapter of the 
prophet Zachariah. All is based on a Hebrew Alphabet Number System that 
could decode the Seven Sealed Thunders linked to the Seventh Trumpet.  
(Rev. 15:5) It could date prophecy linked to Passover 5782 (4/16/2022)?  

Thunder #6 
The Dactyl Asteroid - GOD’S WRATH  

(Rev. 6:14, 16:18) 
Several years ago I wrote about the Seven Thunders and should have 
investigated Daniel revealing divine revelation to a Babylon Emperor. He 
decided to execute all his wise advisers not able to interpret his dreams. 
(Dan. 2) However the text exposed a “stone” from heaven ending the last 
World Civilization. It is of course not a fake Dactyl Asteroid invented by a 
NASA’s deception, similar to a televised fraud of an impossible moon-
walk, and worse recently censured truthful science and removed sixteen 
(16) million videos from the web by YouTube to keep everybody ignorant? 
Every time when I talk to a younger person as a retired inventor-scientist 
will be surprised of their ignorance. This current generation is poorly 
educated in the basic fundamentals of physics learned as a kid during the 8th 
grade in a German public school (1940). Now much of atheistic fake 
science deteriorated similar to visiting a turkey ranch and observe their 
social behavior. Just throw your latest computer telephone into the turkey 
crowd and watch their noisy reaction, or mention in a Patent department 
“perpetual motion” and watch their response. Is it no wonder why turkeys 
never evolved beyond a monkey brain to benefit many atheistic PhDs?  It is 
similar to our present generation could they understand true science or read 
books anymore? “Why is historic knowledge still suppressed and changed 
to counterfeit science enforced to a general public? Perhaps a free Web was 
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recently obsoleted still enforcing an atheistic fake evolution religion taught 
in international universities to keep a world population ignorant.  
Thus YouTube videos are censured like totally free electricity demonstrated by 
Nicola Tesla in a parking lot (1920). He displayed a wireless brightly lit light-
tube 8ft. long witnessed by the New York City’ mayor, governor, and his 
political cronies. Currently hundreds of free energy videos are removed from 
the web that showed joyful teenagers and truck drivers driving around using 
Hydrogen gas generated from water, which was demonstrated by the German 
schoolteacher Hoffman! For a century true science was suppressed by NYC-
IMF bankers who rewarded anyone that monopolized polluting Oil. If you 
want to be a millionaire, read Energy for Dummies #1, or compare Bible facts 
of Pastor Ray Stedman 1972, forgotten in most churches.  

The Shaking of the Earth 
http://www.raystedman.org/thematic-studies/prophecy/the-shaking-of-the-earth 

To acquire a full science forum linked to prophecy, read free Babushka 
Egg Pearls exposing many Bible paradoxes outlined in Seven Sealed 
Thunders. Many theologians don’t understand YHWH-Wrath mysteries; 
why not get right with the Creator who went to a lot of trouble to save us 
from certain damnation. God wanted to know if we are honest and believe 
his Torah-Bible book, or consider atheistic fake science and believe the 
current web theory deceptions attached to atheistic lies and voting fraud. 
Studying nature will overlay truths like a caterpillar story, only a few are still 
around, they are destined for a cocoon death to become possibly a butterfly? 
The Bible illustrated it that Satan on the other side is waiting to collected 
dead butterflies pinned as trophies exhibited in his evolution science 
museums. Only a trustworthy Bible teaches that my savior Yeshua-Jesus 
has proven his love to die for me on a horrible cross and paid a Kosmos 
violation that condemned me to eternal death. My amended Pearl #300 
attempted to show that some will get Probation linked to a pre-mini-
resurrection. It takes a little investment of your life: no one can decide for 
you. Check out why seven (7) billion people are so special that no one has 
the same thumbprint or eye pattern to open a locked door or bank account, 
linked to Plan for Mankind by a famous scientist of mathematics.   
John Lennox: The Living Word and the Creation of Humankind at the 2017 

Xenos Summer Institute (March 16, 2018) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrOPoETsm6Y 

But YHWH used true technology designed one notch higher and looks at 
our mind. He can evaluate our intent, which could tip the teeter-totter 
balance on the last day to decide:  Mercy onto Life or Mercy onto Death.  
Get smart and be informed when Eternal Life is offered, just read the 
headline in the Bible to expand a Mind. You don’t need theologians to 
confuse but discover that the Seven Sealed Thunders will make lot of noise, 
like the Seven Trumpets sounding off warning only recorded in Bible 
history. There is more, the Seven Seals with thunder storms and lightening 
to repeat the experience of Seven Veils, all revealed the Wrath of YHWH. 
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Yeshua-Jesus foretold that the Apocalypse will be like Noah’s time where 
billion populations perished in one day which was warned in our time by 
another pennamed Jonah-II appointed to write free Babushka Egg Books 
& Pearls. He discovered divine knowledge revealed in small steps to 
correct fake science believed by atheists educated in biased lies & deception.  
Once more the Creator YHWH-Yeshua has warned mankind of His 
judgment similar to an ancient Atlantis-Noah’s civilization that genetically 
changed much Life on earth linked to wicked Sodom and Gomorrah 
adopting a wrong life style. Thus a recent world population soon will perish 
in God’s Wrath but this time the Creator employed a different penalty of 
judgment sealed in Seven Thunders meant for the Endtime. (Heb. 12:26)   
To widen knowledge horizons and correct a faulty world calendar beyond 
Solstice 2015, perhaps the Seal of the Seven Thunders is now open. The 
Prophecy of God’s Wrath will soon see a totally destroyed Jerusalem 
together with an atheistic World System after 1Tishri 5783 (8/26/2022)?  
 

Thunder #7 
The Seventh Trumpet - Extraterrestrial Events (Rev. 19:1) 

Many video presentations have been permanently erased on YouTube like 
a flat stationary earth disk hypothesis that created a frenzy in Pearl #271.    
The Catholic Church owns 95% of telescope observatories and postulated 
for 400 years a theory of a spinning ball globe encircled by many planets. It 
is replaced with a better viewpoint as proposed New Donut Atom Theory - 
Babushka Egg Concept Book #6, because the speed of Dr.Albert Einstein 
light was recently measured 300x faster by Princeton University.  
Thus, our sun is really smaller and closer to support a stationary flat earth 
surrounded in a rim of ice (fake South Pole) that would require a firmament. 
(Gen. 1:6) It is now proven by rockets that are suddenly stopped by a 
frozen ceiling of a solid dome. It is confirmed in Physics experiments that 
the trust of rockets will not work in space vacuum of zero cold Kelvin 
temperature. Thus hundreds of videos are disappearing fast on a web, or 
check new discoveries in Babushka eggs. The word “Dome” should be 
widened to Domain or Dimension because (Gen. 1:7)was poorly translated 
“water” as MEM = 40 could mean “Time” analyzing a universe stated by 
(HANS) - Hebrew Alphabet Number System, which is described in the 
Annex, Apocalypse Prophesied 2008-2015, Babushka Egg Concept Book #1. 
Examining prophecy with newly discovered true science could decipher the 
Seven Thunders mystery that could lead to a NYC atom-mushroom event. 
(Rev. 18) Perhaps the Plan for Mankind is concluded after 2023 with bigger 
NEWS when YHWH will finally constrain Evil and jail Satan under the 
earth, not allowed to plague Mankind anymore during Yeshua’s Kingdom. 
The infinite Creator loved mankind and to continue Eternal Life created a 
special Daleth earth dimension demonstrated with two Resurrections. But 
mortals need assurance, thus He revealed His name to Moses as YHWH 
(Ex. 3:12) and became visible in the Gestalt of Yeshua - Jesus the Christ. 
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After Lucifer-Satan’s rebellion the angels could no longer be trusted thus the 
eternal God created mankind on a two-stage system explained in nature like 
a caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly analogy. When Satan gave birth to Evil, it was 
turned into a DNA immunity system to safeguard future resurrected life by 
inoculating mortals with a large dose of Evil to prevent further infections.  
Genesis 2 describes the beginning history of Mankind linked to the Daleth 
Dimension centered on a Tree of Eternal Life in the Garden of Eden.  
Perhaps the Knowledge Tree was placed in a different area? Eve’s body 
glowed in brilliant light but was designed to have children. Perhaps she 
watched the animals have babies and wondered how her desire could be 
answered visiting the Knowledge Tree of Good or Evil, but ignored the 
declaration of Death, which became an opportunity for Satan to deceive.  
When Eve sinned, the light was turned “Off” now changed to mortality, 
hence her children will face death subject to nature. Thus, a Garden of Eden 
story was planned to inoculate a future sinless Saint with Evil to safeguard a 
Jod dimension linked to procreate Life in a new Adam-Yeshua’s 2nd Race?  
Please hurry to get Eternal Life with a last minute prayer like a crucified 
thief, “Lord remember me in your kingdom,” and got his assured answer, 
“Today you will be with me in my eternal kingdom.” (Luke 23:42) Yeshua’s 
divine promise is still available for this fast collapsing civilization with very 
few leftover survivors from an Apocalypse to witness a heavenly event 
(Dan. 7:9-18) that will confirm mankind’s redemption with a brightly lit 
golden traveling space satellite (Rev. 21:9) arriving in the sky.  
He will return (Rev. 19:11-21) revealed in Seven Seals (Rev. 8) with Seven 
noisy sealed Thunders to reduce again a world’s population to limit Evil 
with his Wrath. Re-establishing the 10 Commandments will totally change 
a new global society detailed in Pearl #126 - The Population Curve 
According to the Bible.     
When mortality is cut short, “Time” will end, thus everyone is destined to 
kneel down before a White Throne to be evaluated in good or evil for a Jod 
dimension. Nature shows that each individual must complete a divine 
purpose: like a seed to bear much fruit must first die. Yeshua’s Kingdom is 
the fruit stage for mortals (Probation), which will close “all” of creation 
related to a Time Dimension. It is finalized on earth by three Apocalypse 
spikes (2288 BC, 2018AD & 3018AD) and two Grand Resurrections 
framed by a divine purpose designed for a Hebrew schedule 6000-1000yr. 
The human race will continue mortality with millions of disadvantaged 
simple folk ignorant of divine Grace and millions of orphaned babies. It will 
set in motion the “Resurrection” of many Spirit-Souls who died now 
rewarded with a Gift of a new body to continue Eternal Life prophesied in 
the Bible. Thus during Yeshua’s Kingdom the population is greatly 
increased by billions who died too young during 6000yr. of Satan’s domain 
to live mortal again like the witnesses of Isaiah & Enoch announcing the 
coming Yeshua’s Kingdom.  
Mankind will end in judgment therefore everyone must pass a test similar to 
Probation stated by a Judge. But this time to survive the 2nd Apocalypse 
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will again be supplied with heavenly manna (Exod. 16:23, Josh. 6:12) after 
many earthquakes shifted continents. These unexpected events will trigger 
the greatest historic incidents ending with the last foretold judgment in 
Jerusalem. After the prophesied War at Armageddon an atheistic wicked 
world system (Dan. 2:14) will be totally destroyed and only a small survival 
population is saved. Therefore a new high-tech civilization will emerge 
using what is forbidden to grow much larger during Yeshua’s Kingdom.  
YHWH offered everyone a free Gift of Eternal Life and will decide who is 
evil to die again, (Ezek. 18:26-28) and those determined good will sleep to be 
reborn with a new body-mind to obtain endless Life. Many disadvantaged 
people who died too early will get Probation to live mortal again. Some are 
destined to be an exclusive Saint (Pearl #888) appointed to Sainthood. Thus 
Mankind’s special purpose will be finalized by an early Resurrection to 
restore the earth and implement a future Adam-Yeshua 2nd Race.  
It all happens when Yeshua comes back in his huge traveling Golden City 
(Star of Bethlehem) levitating in the clouds to fulfill every divine prophecy 
for future generations and finished with Seven Thunders known in (7) 
Bowls. (Rev. 16) Perhaps the Creator YHWH stated a final date seventy 
times in “On That Day”- Babushka Egg Book #11 buried in Daniel’s 
Addendum (Dan. 8:14), uncovered by a pennamed Jonah-II once more 
amended because prophecy was reveled in small steps. (Pearl #300) 

The Seventh Thunder Echo (Rev. 19:1-21) 
1) After this I heard what seemed to be the loud voice of a great multitude 
in heaven, crying out, “Hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power belong to 
Yeshua-Jesus our God, for his judgments are true and just; for he has 
judged the great prostitute who corrupted the earth with her immorality, 
and has avenged on her the blood of his servants. “Once more they cried 
out, “Hallelujah! The smoke from her goes up forever and ever. ”And the 
twenty-four elders and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped 
YHWH (God) who was seated on the throne, saying, “Amen. Hallelujah!” 
And from the throne came a voice saying, “Praise YHWH our God, all you 
his servants, you who fear him, small and great.” 

The Marriage Supper of the Saints 
6) Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a great multitude, like the 
roar of many waters and like the sound of mighty peals of seven 
thunders, crying out, “Hallelujah! For YHWH (the Lord) our God the 
Almighty reigns.  
7) Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the 
Lamb has come, and his Bride has made herself ready; it was granted her 
to clothe herself with fine linen, bright and pure”—for the fine linen is the 
righteous deeds of the saints. (Pearl #888) 
And the angel said to me, “Write this: Blessed are those who are invited to 
the marriage supper of the Lamb.” And he said to me, “These are the true 
words of YHWH (God).”  Then I fell down at his feet to worship him, but he 
said to me, “You must not do that! I am a fellow servant with you and your 
brothers who hold to the testimony of Yeshua-Jesus. Worship YHWH, our 
God.” For the testimony of Yeshua-Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. 
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The Rider on a White Horse 
11) Then I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse! The one sitting 
on it is called Faithful and True - in righteousness he judges and makes 
war. His eyes are like a flame of fire, and on his head are many diadems, 
and he has a name written that no one knows but himself. He is clothed 
in a robe dipped in blood, and the name by which he is called is The Word 
of YHWH (God). And the armies of heaven, arrayed in fine linen, white 
and pure, were following him on white horses. From his mouth comes a 
sharp sword with which to strike down the nations and he will rule them 
with a rod of iron. He will tread the winepress of the fury of the wrath of God 
the Almighty. On his robe and on thigh has a name written, Yeshua-
Jesus   - “King of Kings and Lord of Lords.” 

God’s Wrath – Seven Thunders  
17) Then I saw an angel standing in the sun, with a rainbow around his 
head (Rev. 10:1) and with a loud voice he called to all the birds that fly 
directly overhead “Come, gather for the great supper of God, to eat the 
flesh of kings, the flesh of captains, the flesh of mighty men, the flesh of 
horses and their riders, and the flesh of all men, both free and slave, both 
small and great.” And I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their 
armies gathered to make war against him who was sitting on the horse 
and against his army. And the beast was captured, and with it the false 
prophet who in its presence had done the signs by which he deceived 
those who had received the mark of the beast and those who worshiped 
its image. These two were thrown alive into the lake of fire that burns with ∞ 
fire.  And the rest were slain by the sword that came from the mouth of him 
who was sitting on the horse, and all the birds were gorged with their 
flesh… 
 

Ending the 21st Century Civilization with Seven Thunder Bowls 
(Revelation 15:5 – 16:1-21) calculated after Solstice 2023 

 

* 
Pearl #126  

The Population Curve According to the Bible (amended 5-2020) 

Looking at the Internet and checking out the population curve, we will 
notice a lot of confusion in mathematical projections. One could spend days 
trying to understand all those theories and not getting the wiser.  
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There are too many unscientific opinions not cross-referenced with the 
human history typical of evolution religion suppressing many facts in 
physics and history. On one side they talk about millions of years, but when 
we seriously check out the silted fossilized DNA data will make more sense 
matching the Bible account, which compared the human race to about six 
(6) thousand years ago from Adam and Eve. It is confirmed in a fantastic 
long 14 ft. colored chart tracing all the empires, kingdoms and clans who 
ever have lived on earth available in larger bookstores.1 
Most graphs show a very slow population curve of 4,000 years on the BC 
side with a nearly horizontal line indicating not even noticeable until about 
150 years ago. Hence during AD1850 they estimated that one billion 
people lived on earth. From there it spiked straight into the stratosphere with 
6.6 billion @ 2011. Perhaps the flat earth is the only place where life is 
sustainable with a suitable environment, as some used calories and DNA to 
calculate the human reproduction birth rate of life expectancy.  
But atheistic fake science will throw out 
some Bible concepts like bones to a dog 
postulating that only 65-125 billion 
people could ever live on earth and no 
more. Still proposing that energy will be 
totally depleted because every atom will 
be converted in the world? They now 
come around to agree what the Torah-Bible stated in (Genesis 1 and Rev. 21) 
that the universe could not exist but is fuelled with free Energy still 
suppressed for mankind. They ignored the fundamentals that the population 
has gained seven (7) extra billion people during the last 100 years of human 
history.  I believe I can make a case that God’s plan for Mankind will have 
enough environmental resources to feed unlimited or above seventy (70) 
billion people only possible during Yeshua-Jesus Kingdom on Earth @ 
2023-3018 being blessed with peace lasting 1000yr. But unscientific 
evolution fairytales ignoring free Energy still postulate many phony 
theories like fuelling a bigger sun, a universe and all Life on earth rejecting a 
creation recount report in the Torah-Bible. Please check how energy is 
embedded in nature totally free explained in Babushka Egg Energy 
Concept Book #9 and how it works shown in Lessons - Free Energy for 
Dummies #1, #31 #33 and Pearl #259.  

The Rule of 70 
The population curve follows a rule of 70. Simply stated, if you divide 70 
into the current population rate in %, it will have doubled. As an example 
our rate today is 1.4%, which doubles the population in 50 years. (70/1.4 = 
50) The number 50 (Nun) was given to Moses and is called a Jubilee, 
which is connected with Israel history, which had to make changes in their 
civilian and political life, check it out in Deuteronomy. 

                                                             
1THE WALL CHART OF WORLD HISTORY - From the Earliest times 
to the Present. Prof. Edward Hull MA. LLD. FRS. Barnes & Noble 
Publishing Inc. 1995 
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The special number 70 - Ayin is embedded everywhere in the Hebrew 
calendar. In a Babel Bible story after 2288 BC we are told there were 
seventy (70) nations.  The potential population during Yeshua’s Kingdom 
will exponentially increase a 1000 times by billion birthdays of the Saints 
born in the First Resurrection (Rev. 20:5-6) even prophesied by Enoch who 
lived before Noah’s Flood. 
The system in the Bible works like a DNA strand which has dual identical 
information on each side, or like the Bible prophecy lens with near vision 
and far vision. Calculating one vision gets us the unknown in a math 
equation, as they must fit a pattern. In Revelation it is stated that God’s 
Wrath will again reduce the population by a specific percentages during 
the Apocalypse. Using that data, we can generate a curve that can be 
crosschecked by science but from a more credible dual perspective.  
Yeshua-Jesus said that the Apocalypse would be like in Noah’s days, so 
let’s investigate the population spikes in history that will reveal data until the 
End-time. The Creator YHWH designed a universe planned for mankind 
that has not been evenly distributed over time because humans screwed up 
life on earth. As a result, He had to cut out the evil cancer, otherwise his plan 
would have been terminated as Satan would have won the contest gloating - 
I am more powerful than Elohim. (Pearl #233) 
 

Population Spikes 
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Make a table and generate 7x7 divisions.  On the horizontal line will 
represent seven (7) thousand Hebrew years and vertical is the population in 
billion people.  Draw a diagonal line from left corner to the right to show the 
reproduction of mankind. It will represent a normal fertility rate of 2.3 
children per couple [Page 4] designed by the Creator YHWH to sustain the 
human race and its culture. However during the total projected history of 
7000 Bible years, the Creator planned (3) three Apocalypse spikes when 
Evil spiraled again to an absolute level to endanger all Life on earth. It will 
reduce the population to a minimum to start over repeating His Wrath. 
The population spikes are caused by unauthorized technology making God 
extremely angry seeing his creation perverted with Genetically Modified 
Organisms (GMO’s). It upsets the balance of nature and changes the food 
chain for every organism once created reproducing its kind for each species 
to last for thousands years according to DNA. Modern GMO technology 
destroyed permanently the genetic intelligence of vegetable seeds and 
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worse when mixed with animal genes causing extinction on a massive 
scale. It is lacking now the immune system, which has been genetically 
spliced out, not permitted by a corrupted FDA government linked to divine 
intelligence thus will terminate all Life in nature and humanity.  
Currently we are witnessing massive extinction of unheard diseases caused 
by Ebola, Corona viruses or Salmonella, E-coli bacteria to affect limitless 
infections embedded in the global food chain triggered by many secret 
experiments gone wrong. Atheistic scientists void of logic will eventual 
attempt to destroy all LIFE on earth in a very few years. Nearly every week 
the NEWS media is reporting worldwide new outbreaks of diseases linked 
to massive death. It is caused internationally much evil like a Monsanto 
Cartel splicing out the policemen on the cell level of many original seeds 
that mutated the immune DNA. It annually killed thousands of people 
around the world not reported by covert corrupt shadow governments? 
Confused UN health organization investigating many deadly diseases, as 
the list is getting bigger. Genetically polluting and international altering the 
world food supplies is costing untold billions of dollars. Hence the Torah-
Bible prophecy exposed the many lies of GMO causing huge deadly 
epidemics affecting a future population described in Babushka Egg Book #4 
- Genetic Modification Exposed! 
It reveals how GMO methods work. It exposes the greed of American 
multinationals and their crimes against humanity.  People getting cancer 
should know that a few global American conglomerates like Monsanto, 
ProdiGene Seed Corp and their German sister Bayern cartel spliced out the 
protection policeman within the cell food structure labeled with a number 
seen on every fruit and vegetable in the grocery-food-market. They collect 
enormous patent fees and paid obscene money to government officials.  
Universities are contracted with huge grants to change the food seed 
immune system on the cell level to allow modified genes to be reproduced 
and transferred. It opened the door wide for deadly living organisms 
entering the cell interior. It became much worse now cloning vegetables and 
animals, which stopped a normal reproduction of original species, thus 
causing massive extinction. Check the next harvest and compare the last 
year food price being much higher. 
God of course will interfere again in the affairs of mankind as he did before 
with the Noah’s Flood Apocalypse. That generation destroyed much with 
evil technologies that screwed up nature genetically and altered Humanity.2 
At that time He selected a genetically sound family of eight to survive. But 
billion of people perished in the Flood, dated 2288 BC. The Creator 
YHWH visible in Elohim had to employ an unusual method to save 
original pure seeds and animals for the next generation or accept defeat 
from Satan winning the confrontation. He caused unpolluted paired animals 
to arrive and enter a barge without windows designed for a worldwide 
Flood. The hi-tech Ark had electricity that previously spliced genes, maybe 
                                                             
2  Notice the half human-half fish(mermaids) half horse, half cat, half 
bird figures and sculptures found in ancient ruins and read Genesis, 
the book of Enoch, the book of Jasher and other books.  
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it is submerged like a submarine to survive tectonic uplifting of many 
mountains causing enormous tidal waves and ice glaciers everywhere.   
Today a new generation has grown and again is ignorant of true science. 
Like young rich hi-tech people looking for the Ark of a Flood remembered 
in many cultures, will climb snowbound permafrost mountains with an 
oxygen mask. No wonder they have not found the Ark believing in atheistic 
fairytales being educated in current universities still teaching an evolution 
religion. 

The Reason for Population Spikes 
To better explain the Plan for Mankind and understand that the Creator 
YHWH controls all Life, let’s check (3) three Spikes creating three (3) huge 
Woes which are very short timed, as clocks in heaven run 20x faster. 
Mankind has reached a world - population of 7.8 Billion @ 2018 which 
will lead to God’s Judgment in a 2nd Spike. It is stated in Dan 2:33 that the 
feet of a metal statue is Iron representing divine Law that does not mix with 
the Clay of many UN-Islamic nations worshipping Satan. A second 
witness of Seven (7) Seals shows the collapse of the Evil World System in 
the last Armageddon war ending prophecy in Jerusalem with destructive 
chaos linked to a final WRATH of YHWH. (Rev. 6) 
1)  The First Woe of the 2nd Apocalypse is described by four (4) 
apocalyptic riders on horses (Rev. 6:8) together with demons will cause a 
quarter (25%) of the world’s population to perish with 5.85 billion people 
left over [=7.8 x75%]. It represents the Sea-Beast system of an international 
banking cartel to control ten (10) global governments (nation) that triggered 
the collapse of the American Dollar currency to create massive chaos.    
The rapid decline of the USA will cause big trouble for Europe, paving the 
way for the Antichrist to appear. (Rev. 13) It is linked for people to witness 
massive demon possessions caused by the Fifth Angel (Rev. 9:1-11), which 
open the locked door under the earth. It is the only chance for demons to 
eagerly indwell a human hosts living in a material Daleth dimension to end 
their tormented life. They seek death by indwelling a mortal body which is a 
better option than living forever in outer darkness. (Luke 8:26) 
That is why God warns people not to take the Beast identification “mark” to 
obtain special privileges from the government because it has terrible 
consequence. Perhaps belonging to the Beast party is rewarded with a 
prepaid debit card buying food during massive starvation, cutting in on long 
lines on food stores or gasoline pumps, still parting like Sodom and 
Gomorrah in expensive vacation resorts and causing many crimes ignoring 
felony laws. It was foretold that People are prevented to work, to buy or sell 
scarce food, (Rev. 13:16) only to end in death of God’s Wrath. To live in 
comfort traded God’s Grace of salvation for unheard historic privileges 
exclusively experienced by royalty or dictators.  
When pursuing Evil, they will become demon possessed and commit 
horrible crimes similar to Hitler’s special black-dressed SS death-squad. A 
number of 200 million ghastly demons (Rev. 9:16) will be terminated in the 
last World War-III ending around Jerusalem. (Micah 6:9-16, 7:1-20) 
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2)  Then the last Two Woes of a Sea-Earth system (Rev.10:2&13:11) are 
linked to special prepared (4) four Death Angels and demons (Rev.9:15) to 
put to death a global population now (33.33%) = 3.9 billion people left over 
[5.85x66.66%]. These actions are unheard in our civilization, but it 
happened historical before, like events during Noah’s time to Moses or 
Hezekiah. (2Kings 19:35)  Ask a Jewish friend why YHWH would judge 
Pharaoh and the Egyptian population to selectively kill every firstborn on 
Passover by a Death-Angel, or check for more information in Babushka 
egg books or linked to Pearl #242 –The Seven Mystery Thunders.      
3)  The Third final Woe is announced by Yeshua-Jesus in the Gospel (Matt. 
24:40-42)…one is taken… one is left…which is (50%) = 1.9449 
[3.8996x50%], (Ezek. 33:18). Perhaps only a population of average two(2) 
Billion people (25%) will survive God’s Judgment and continue in 
Yeshua’s Kingdom now greatly modernized to seventy (70) nations. 
Maybe children will be special not having sinned hence are pardoned by the 
Probation Law revealed in Pearl #300, ending the WRATH OF YHWH.  

Why Population Spikes? 
Summed up once more, a normal population curve on the graph has 
exponentially changed suddenly to a vertical direction in about 1850 AD 
counting 0.95 Billion people?  It is still growing and will end in 170 years 
with 7.8billion @ 2018. History shows that a population between 1910 was 
(1.75 billion) and increased 1950 to 2.5, but notice exponentially very steep, 
why?    
Only the Torah-Bible recorded a population spike reduction in a worldwide 
Flood during Noah’s time dated on a Julian calendar 5 February 2287 BC.  
But counting all the horrible deaths of Three (3) Woes in Revelation stated 
that only (2) billion people will survive the 2nd Apocalypse. Thus recently 
discovered that God will only remove people who are genetic contaminated? 
Examining previous prophecy death rate stated 25%, 33%, 50% found out 
that the number of people to perish in God’s Wrath is the same for each 
@1.95, which is in total 5.85 Billion? (3x1.9467)    
For an example 7.8x25%=1.95 [7.8-1.95=5.85], 5.85x33%=1.95 [5.85-
1.95= 3.9] and 3.9x50%=1.95 totaled (3x1.95=5.85) Why is it the same 
number?  7.8 - 5.85{perished} also left over 1.95 {saved}? 
It took about 170 yr. to greatly increase the 2nd Spike of an original 
population curve because the Creator needed to correct a previous GMO 
modification problem linked to a Flood, which can be checked with true 
science and history. But the prophesied 3rd Spike dated 3018AD will be 
concluded in a final Resurrection of all mortals which is ending a Time 
dimension and Evil in a Wrath again of YHWH. 
Mankind discovered many secrets of nature. Pasteur revealed bacteria. 
Later Nicola Tesla exposed free electricity, and a German schoolteacher 
Hoffman split Hydrogen gas from water, which was used only in steam.     
It helped farmers to produce more food increasing the world population. 
Instead of ancient pyramids, we built bigger skyscrapers, invented rockets 
for space and at the same time discovered nuclear power controlled by 
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atom-molecules imbedded in nature.3 All happened in the last one hundred 
years. Why has this generation abandoned and thrown out the Torah-Bible 
replaced with fake science based on lies ignoring ancient peoples linked to 
God’s laws of blessing or curses?  
We are now an atheistic society again spitting in God’s face. Modern 
civilization is genetically destroying what worked so well for thousands of 
years. It is totally stupid to deny the existence of YHWH when the very 
mystery Life is embedded in our own bodies. Therefore in rebellion 
atheistic scientists cannot ever explain physics in nature or divinely recorded 
Truth. To sum up rediscovered genetic science of GMO, linked to DNA 
and stem cells or Trans-Human technologies, all is about searching for 
creating synthetic life impossible to exist. They will not understand entropy 
laws because willfully duplicated Noah’s technology that God said was 
totally Evil. (Gen. 6:5-8) 

A Fertility Rate Curve4 
Historically, a culture requires a fertility rate of 2.3 children per family to 
maintain its population over a period of 25 years or more. Anything less, 
that society will surely decline because of population loss. No nation ever 
survived a 1.9 rate, and a 1.8 is impossible to reverse, because it would take 
80-100 years to correct itself. Today the world rate is 2.88 still declining 
because an economic model does not exist at this time to foretell the 
consequences of some lower ethnic birthrates. As the western European 
population shrinks, so will its culture. For an example the ethnic fertility rate 
in France is 0.8, England 0.9, Greece 1.2, Germany 1.0, and Spain 1.1, the 
entire nation average is 3.1. Most European Community the fertility rate is 
1.38 and still declining impossible to reverse.  Notice that in a few years the 
world population of Western Civilization will no longer exist. Except WHY 
is Europe’s population not declining? It has increased since 1990 by Islamic 
immigration rate of 90%.  
For an example, in France the ethnic French have a birthrate of 0.8, but 
France’s Islamic population – mostly from North Africa - has a birthrate of 
8.1 per family. There are now more mosques in France than Christian 
churches. Many French children are under 20 years about 30% of age are 
Islamic. France at the current demographic trends will be an Islamic state in 
25 years.  In the last 30 years, the Muslim population in England has 
increased from 82,000 to 3.5 million - a 30-fold increase! The United 
Kingdom has over a thousand Mosques. In only 15 years, half Netherlands 
population will be Muslim. In Russia, already one out of five is a Muslim. 
In a few years 40% of the Russian Army will be Islamic. About 50% of 
newborns in Belgian are from Muslim families, which means by 2025 that 
1/3 of all children will be Muslim according to the Belgian government. 
Germany announced that the decline of ethnic Germans can no longer be 
stopped: the downward spiral is no longer reversible. Germany will become 
                                                             
3 Read about a new atom theory in nuclear physics of how the Universe was Created, 
postulated in Babushka Egg Concept Book #6: A Donut Atom Nuclear Story 
 

4Muslim Demographics (30 March 2009)   
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-3X5hIFXYU 
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Muslim state. The Libyan leader Kaddafi previously said there are signs that 
Allah will grant victory to Islam without sword, without guns, without 
conquests. He said, “We do not need terrorists; we don’t need homicide 
bombers.” The (50) plus million Muslims in Europe will turn it into a 
Muslim continent within a few decades. (Babushka Egg Sound Bite #15) 
The German government estimates that 52 million Muslims live in Europe. 
That number will double to 104 million over the next 20 years. Canada’s 
fertility rate is 1.6, but Islam is that nation’s fastest growing religion. 
Canada’s population will increase by 1.6 million people between 2001 and 
2006 with 1.2 million coming from Islamic immigration. 
The fertility rate of the USA is 1.6, including its Hispanic population. Even 
with the high rate of Mexican heritage children being born, American can 
barely maintain a majority population of European heritage. In 1970 the US 
counted 100,000 Muslims. Today in 2009, there are over 6 million. Barrack 
Obama became the first President of the United States of Muslim heritage 
in spite of probably being born in Africa, a foreigner who does not meet the 
US Constitution requirement of being a native born United States citizen. 
Most Americans no longer care about that. 
When the Bible was thrown out from every school, like Hitler did it in Nazi 
Germany, 65 million American babies were murdered through abortion. 
Abortion has ended the sustainable fertility rate for America’s in a traditional 
population mix of the 1950s and early 1960s. Over the last 50 to 100 years 
Americans have taken many incremental political steps towards becoming 
an atheistic socialist and communist society. If American had chosen Life, it 
would have made a big difference in her population curve, but now is 
doomed governed by wickedness to repeat history.  
We have been exposed to a population spike caused by a fertility rate which 
can be linked to GMO problems as most vegetables and meat has been 
modified. Why not be familiar with the Bible-Genesis and other literature to 
expose the truth now suppressed.  

An Ark is found on a Norway Island? 
God’s creation has embedded many GMO secrets. Modern scientists 
playing with them like a bull in a china store destroying what God created 
for everyone’s benefit. It is the same as giving a small child a razor blade or 
a stick of dynamite and thinking it will not have any consequences. Reading 
recently magazine articles like Popular Mechanics or Popular Science could 
wake up some to know what our genetic scientists do in secret. However, 
God is not sleeping and watches what belongs to him. But we forget that 
humans are only temporary boarders and never paid a penny rent for his 
Daleth house, will see to it that a future generation will eat bread too. 
Therefore, his Wrath will be poured out against a rebellious generation in 
our time because nature again is genetically destroyed. 
He will save original seeds and sound animals once again to be restored for 
the next generation to live in peace and prosperity prophesied during 
Yeshua-Jesus Kingdom. Notice in the NEWS a modern “Ark” of cement 
has been just finished on time linked as the last resort on a Norway Svalbard 
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Island.5 Not a minute too late, closed the vaulted door on 21 December 
2008 associated to the Apocalypse. The specialized underground vault will 
store billions of genetically pure seeds deep inside a mountain of an 
abandoned coal shaft for future generations. The vault steel door is now 
closed and will only be opened after an asteroid strike. Many proofs are 
recorded in archeology recently collected in Babushka Egg Concept 
Book #4 Genetic Modification Exposed revealing the last century 
technologies of the Atlantis Civilization.  

Conclusion 
God the Creator YHWH giving and sustaining Life on earth will once more 
in our time need to readjust the population curve by cleaning up again the 
GMO problem. His Plan for Mankind will continue but the population is 
again worldwide reduced to end in the prophesied Second Apocalypse. 
YHWH will terminate an evil generation destroying the environment, 
causing extinction of much Life. America murdered 65 million babies, thus 
His Wrath will end wickedness by reducing the population. YHWH made 
provision to save mankind confirmed in His Resurrection Plan and gave 
Probation to every child not yet sinned. (Pearl #300) 
When Mankind became an atheistic society in rebellion to the Creator, they 
twisted and misapplied reality to prove an evolution religion invented by 
Satan. Modern science discovered new gene facts in fossilized records that 
will obsolete Darwin’s theory illustrated in many censored graphic videos.  
When DNA is converted to proteins, it needed divine intelligence to design 
a specific gene motor to control billions of proteins. It is linked to two (2) 
DNA helix strands of billion nucleotides like (A, G, C, T) to make different 
genes. The recent technology clearly obsoleted most atheistic theories that 
ignored an intelligent metaphysical Mind. Either logic or confusion points to 
a Creator not discussed in universities compliant to fake science.  
Satan watched God how He used DNA building blocks to create complex 
multifaceted Life on earth, thus imitated and taught mankind how to do 
GMO to spoil God’s holiness or make it into a joke. Mortals became 
willing students of wicked societies, which caused a Flood we can see 
embedded in temple ruins, tombs or pyramids still being rebellious since 
Noah’s time. YHWH had to confuse an anciently mono-language to stop 
transferring forbidden GMO knowledge to the next generation. 
Rejecting the Bible and knowing nothing about previous GMO problems 
that caused the Flood, which made a Holy God very angry. Humanity is 
again messing around with genes and screwing up the imbedded 
intelligence, which will shortly self-destruct killing all Life on earth. They do 
not realize that it is precisely Satan’s goal and will do it again, hence in 
ignorance they will not listen to the many warnings described in the Torah-
Bible, being politically correct, following Satan their adopted god.   

                                                             
5Seeds to Save a Species  Popular Science, Jan 2008.  Around the world, scientists 
are risking their lives to retrieve seeds destined for a massive vault near the North 
Pole. Their work just might save mankind. 
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However, YHWH appointed Satan only to teach us evil and should not 
make him our leader to reinvent GMO again. Therefore choose eternal life 
freely offered by Jesus the Christ if we want to live on the Jod side like a 
caterpillar remerges as total different butterfly designed for a special 
purpose. The events of the terrible Apocalypse was organized like a railroad 
schedule directed by intelligence and purpose as a population curve proves. 
God wants a billion-soul harvest to inherit vacancies he has in his 
administration as Satan and his bunch got thrown out, hence created 
mankind on a two-stage harvest system. (Rev. 14:1-20) 
The first stage exposes and tests them first with Evil, so that those who 
qualify can be put in position of authority as they will watch for any germ of 
evil emerging and snuff it out before it can do any damage again. It will 
guarantee that a second rebellion will never happen again by ending Evil in 
an Apocalypse spike. All mortals must appear before the White Throne to 
be evaluated for Good & Evil at the Endtime. Many are rewarded with 
Eternal Life according to Kosmos Law or must pay it ourselves and forfeit all. 
Soon the universe will be balanced again. YHWH the Creator offers a royal 
position for free to those believing what Jesus said in the Gospel. When 
mankind was tempted by Satan, all the Sin-mistakes made on our mortal 
caterpillar journey were paid for on a horrible historic cross. The Torah-
Bible gave lessons on how inoculation against embedded Evil works which 
was graciously converted from Adam & Eve into an immunity system. 
Thus it will prevent a future rebellion in the Jod Dimension. Mankind had 
to learn about the process to Sin causing mortality, which will cease being 
reborn by a Resurrection linked to Probation. That cannot be proven with 
material laws of a Daleth dimension. (Pearl #300) 
Therefore, since we are so ignorant we must believe YHWH. In hope I 
added a little population knowledge for everybody to get ready to meet the 
Creator on good terms. Yeshua came to a temporary earth to be crucified to 
atone for every outstanding Sin-debt and only need our agreement to make 
a final contract valid.  Hence the announced Apocalypse birth pangs 2008-
2015 are finalized in the First to the last Seventh Trumpet to release His 
judgment bowls. (Rev.16:1-21) An abnormal population ratio of this 
rebellious atheistic generation triggered much GMO extinction, thus it is 
destined to perish when this population spike is corrected.   
Life is precious and loaned to mankind because it is the property of God’s 
divine breath. All mortals must fear him and not mess around with what 
does not belong to us. Watch therefore when the owner of to earth comes 
back in very few months on a golden studded white horse with his angel 
army from space.  It is linked to a far vision revealed in Revelation and the 
four Gospels confirmed by many OT scribes and YHWH the Creator 
himself. A dual perspective can be researched with modern methods or 
analogous viewed on both sides in a special 360° movie theater. 
Watching recent TV 5/2020 exposed to a worldwide Corona virus, which 
will introduce the AntiChrist Seven Horn Beast system. It was prophesied 
in Rev.13 &14 to demonstrate a divine harvest time what will happen in the 
next months to end the 21th Civilization.  Please follow the Bible text of 
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foretold sequential events as the Good News Gospel was preached globally 
by evangelist Billy Graham, Reinhard Bonnke and many others. It will 
explain why the second population spike is repeated of a Noah’s-Atlantis 
Civilization stated in various Babushka Egg Concept Books and Pearls 
linking divine Truth with true science.  I hope that Christians are warned 
being educated in false denomination dogma lies from Satan, hence loyal to 
Yeshua-Jesus not being affright to be persecuted or prematurely die.  
Current atheistic scientists believe that ancient peoples living before Noah 
were primitive hunter-gatherers living in caves.  NASA fooled me too with 
a Zodiac sky that ignoring a flat earth doom and stipulated many planets like 
Mars. But telescopes only show protruding frozen crystals illumined by the 
sun? Thus, Pope Gregory changed a fake Julian calendar linked to a globe 
concept is still taught in fake science. But the ancients were much smarter 
investigating their artifacts like a bronze 2500yr. old Antikythera clock with 
32 gears, or check many gold calculators in museums. (Pearl #114) Do not 
tell me that we are more advanced as the majority believes in an evolution 
cult religion. Or show me any objects today like the oldest history book 
Torah-Bible lasting 6,000yrs which is printed in 500 languages!  
But why is a thousand year old information of a Great Pyramid kept quiet? 
(Pearl #269) Tourists looking to the top of the Great Pyramid in Giza built 
by Enoch before Noah’s time will notice that the upper white polished 
veneer plates are different. Why are they missing below? It is best explained 
by a historic Flood where high water washed-out the veneer plate skin with 
raging immense tidal waves. Perhaps it was initiated by a wobbling earth 
axis? The proof is shown by the Sphinx (a genetically modified cat with a 
human head) found buried now excavated in sand. They demonstrate 
GMO skills of various gene modifications shown proudly in gigantic 
monuments looking 1600 stadia toward the mouth of ancient Tigris-
Euphrates River. (Rev.14:20) 
But why did YHWH interrupt a population curve, which was measured in 
billions? Recently a mystery [times, time, ½ time] decoded in the Torah-
Bible was described in Babushka Egg Pearls. In grand rebellion, Mankind 
has repeatedly destroyed much Life on this planet with GMO’s, so YHWH 
the Creator sent His WRATH in three (3) population spikes. The first time it 
caused Noah’s Flood, but why another two Spikes? The American 
Congress, US Courts and the Education System have abandoned the core 
principles of a 225yr. old US Constitution based on the Torah-Bible and 
thrown away many monuments in government tundra. Thus the Creator 
will intervene again and counter with an Apocalypse to remove such Evil                                                                                     
explained by many prophets, please read all of Zechariah chapter 14.   
The world is fast changing as the Apocalypse birth pangs have already 
started (2008-2015). Watch Europe and the USA, perhaps the Antichrist 
prophecy could be acclaimed from Islam. The Catholic Church announced 
that more Moslems will live in the world than Catholic people, hence 
projected in (5) years Islam will be the dominant religion around the world. 
(Pearl #253) 
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You have been introduced to some statistics that strongly indicate 
irreversible consequences. But God has promised to step in and straighten 
out this unbelieving generation. That intervention will climax and ending 
again the Apocalypse around 2023? Yeshua destined humanity to exist 
another thousand years, thus will arrive at the Endtime predicted by many 
witnesses in the Torah-Bible. 
In almost every Islamic country anyone who does not submit to the Quran 
will be killed. Thus many Christians will be horribly persecuted by Satan’s 
religion just look around the world today. But the Creator will not permit 
nations to lose their cultural identities, not taught in many Christian 
Churches but clearly stated in Prophecy.  Satan invisible behind the curtain 
will cause much hate, greed, destruction and false religions. He is countered 
by a population spike. YHWH wanted enough “Saints” needed for a main 
reason in Yeshua’s Kingdom.  Hence if you want to rule the universe must 
pass his purpose test in the First Resurrection. 
In closing: "How" will 1-2 billion leftover people survive the Second 
Apocalypse, like Noah built a boat to save his family? Therefore check the 
many scriptures describing a number of illustrations linked to the Golden 
City space satellite. (Rev.21:9) Perhaps only small children will be saved and 
carry on, not even Moses was allowed to enter the Promised Land. Much 
GMO destruction will make it impossible to have food for babies and kids, 
thus God provided MANNA from heaven feeding a nation of Israel for 40 
years. Most future children are orphans as their parents were killed by the 
Four (4) Death Angels not surviving the ten (10) days of YHWH-Wrath. 
(Pearl #242, Pearl #300)  
But the good NEWS is that during the last 1000 years perhaps over seventy 
(70) billon people or more could comfortable live because of free Energy in 
nature only to end again with a last  population spike. The reason is a final 
Soul harvest on Earth linked to the Time Dimension exchanged for the Jod 
Dimension.  Eternal Life is continued with a free Gift rewarded to everyone, 
by asking the King of Kings Yeshua-Jesus! His Kingdom is supernaturally 
preserved and will resume with seventy (70) reborn ethnic nations. The 
Creator loved their cultural diversity and will train His resurrected Saints to 
govern a new society to give mankind peace & prosperity for 1000 years. 
Millions of angels coming with Yeshua, King of Kings and Lord of Lords 
will assist what humans need as never experienced before. 
Soon He will arrive from space with one major purpose to start His 
Kingdom with the Resurrection of the Saints.  They will be trained in 
gigantic universities to gain experience on how to govern the Kosmos and 
help restore nature on an earth groaning for redemption. My hope is, 
“Please, God, do not change your schedule to make an end to our human 
suffering caused by a global atheistic Elite government enforcing evil to 
destroy all Life. Let not Satan rejoice to end all of God’s creation preventing 
what was promised for mortals to live without wars a thousand years. 
Consequently, future mankind will be blessed like Adam & Eve to eat pure 
food once more, because Yeshua’s Kingdom on earth will be governed by 
Emanuel the Prince of Peace.  
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To be liberated from atheistic lies search for special Bibles verses to gain 
eternal LIFE mentioned in many Babushka egg story in Pearls and free 
Books describing why a civilization is terminated. Prophecy is repeated in 
history, thus believe the Torah-Bible!   

Pearl #285 
Seven Abominations Changing Christianity 

Researching the coming Apocalypse Endtime from a factual science 
perspective, I discovered unusual historic information in the Torah-
Bible reported at random in Babushka concept Pearls. Israel’s latest 
NEWS: We will build a future Temple, but prophesied could have a 
different purpose? (Mini Question Egg #3, Pearls #172, #247)  
Around the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem, many have a little black 
Torah box on their forehead and a desire for a new temple but reject 
that animal sacrifices were obsoleted when the Temple curtain was 
rendered at the same time Yeshua-Jesus cried out loud his last words, 
“It Is Finished.” That was celestially confirmed by YHWH with 
darkness and earthquakes causing great confusion. (Matt. 23:37)  
Examining history, both the authentic Christian faith and Jewish 
tradition got corrupted with very successful Satan lies and only a few 
will see the effect. The Apostle Paul, an eminent Sanhedrin lawyer 
said the Body of Christ is a new “Covenant Temple”, thus an Inner 
Holy presence of YHWH, never seen by anyone, was transferred and 
replaced in every individual believer. But when a heart is defiled by 
iniquity, the Shekinah glory will leave, like the missing Golden Ark 
thus end in temple desolation. (Heb. 10:26)Ultimately, Satan the source 
of Evil is trying to pollute an inner temple sanctuary with an 
abomination. (Ezek. 3:17; Rom. 9:16) It is similar to when Eve was 
tempted in the Garden of Eden by the deception, “Did God say?” 
That started a new creation - the Plan of Mankind with Redemption 
and Restoration.   

Once Saved, Always Saved: The ''Eternal Security'' Deception! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJyv2q6EV_E 

Mankind has again reached the point of no return, still controlled by 
absolute Evil proven by corporate systems operating outside common 
law and worse, destroying worldwide many laws of nature like Trans-
genetic technology and GMO patents. (Pearl #270) Internationally an 
atheistic World Order controls and regulates every activity of nations 
in opposition to YHWH. The 21st Century Civilization is ruled by 
relative small billionaire club governed by an Illuminati NYC banker 
cartel similar to psychopath criminals. They originally financed mass-
murderers like Hitler, Stalin, Mao Zedong and some recent American 
Presidents now totally evil, determined to destroy this earth with high-
technology managed and directed by Satan. Thus only an imminent 
Wrath of YHWH can save mankind once more. Keep praying that 
Yeshua soon will return in power to rule as King of Kings on earth.  
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Thus, an evil system enslaving all nations is finally terminated now 
governed by higher divine laws. After 6000 years Evil is no longer 
permitted for 1000 years. Watch next the AntiChrist is appearing on 
the Earth as Satan lost the war in heaven bound in prison, followed by 
Abaddon with his 200 million demons being judged with only a 
Death option, thus evil finally is no longer in the Kosmos. (Rev. 9)  

1. Abomination causing desolation – of New World Order 
Soon the birth pangs of the Apocalypse will end with Two Witnesses 
from the Heh dimension-heaven, Elijah perhaps Moses or Enoch for 
the final countdown conflict in Jerusalem. To record the last events, 
the ELOHIM appointed a Jonah-II to first warn the Christian church 
to announce “On That Day” mentioned 70 times by four prophets. 
Check Babushka Egg #11. But this time the Creator did not send a 
prophet or theologian but employed a scientist-inventor like Enoch, 
the builder of the Ancient Great Pyramid before 2288 BC. (Pearl #224) 
He firmly warned Noah and his perverted evil hi-tech generation 
destroying genetically the earth and Mankind. Now following the trail 
as a scientist investigating the Plan for Mankind, I discovered a 
hundred matching events detailed the same, even projected by 
Yeshua-Jesus. The Endtime juncture has now arrived to totally 
collapse and change atheistic civilization worldwide, once more to 
perish in a massive Apocalypse. Why not preach repentance in 
churches or Synagogues still in conflict to a holy YHWH like a 
Nineveh society was spared.     
Thus, Christians or theologians please ask, “Does my life reflect 
God’s Word in clarity or is it rebellious, believing the many 
deceptions and lies from Satan embedded in Christian denominations 
and Jewish sects both ignored the many science warnings?” To prove 
the Torah-Bible roadmap with a newborn faith, please check some 
Babushka concepts Pearls, but hurry, the free web soon will be gone. 
Sadly, Torah-Bible Truth is no longer taught to the next generation. 
Time has run out, like the last day in Matt. 24:35, as everyone will be 
destined to stand before the White Throne, either rewarded or shamed 
according to - if much was given, much will be required, vice-versa. 
Every mortal will be exposed to their personal good achievement or 
secret evil Abomination: Maybe you can change your Life before the 
butterfly cocoon birthday cycle. Only one option is offered:   

Mercy unto Life or Mercy unto Death 
2. Abomination causing desolation - Two Resurrection Errors 

A great division exists among theologians who failed to properly 
interpret Scripture not knowledgeable of a Hebrew Alphabet Number 
System (HANS), which superimposed a divine Revelation matching 
a math base seven (7) system. It must be agreeable with what we 
teach. Every Mortal will be resurrected on the last day. Only a special 
staff serving Yeshua the King became an exception for extra training.  
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The Torah-Bible mentioned “the Saints” which is 500 years before 
the Christian Age (Daniel - Psalms - John) and is also the very last 
word finalized in Revelation. They were appointed across 6000 years 
of human history only recently discovered. Thus theologians should 
not interpret that a Saint is a privileged Christian and the rest are lost 
going to damnation. It made a lot of money since the Middle Ages, 
but when you look around in your neighborhood seeing empty church 
building should ask a question. If you really want to know what a 
Saint is, please check quickly some Pearls #888, #110, #109, #107. 

3. Abomination causing desolation - A Fake Rapture Story 
The biggest deception preached for hundred years to corrupt most 
Christian churches is a fake rapture story caused by mistranslations of 
Scripture not understanding lessons of three Resurrections from the 
Apostle Paul. A deception was caused in a subtitle by the J. Nelson 
Darby Bible 1890 which mentioned a vision of little girl in Scotland. 
Because it was in the Bible became a popular dogma adapted in 
America and Germany to evolve into many conflicting denomination.  
In particular some Christians believe they are exempt from God’s 
Wrath alleged being a privilege class favored by God distorted by 
many bible verses. It got worse promised some would not to die and 
rise to glory invited to dine with the King of Kings. That is sold by 
many theologians to make money, not changed since Martin Luther 
immortalized a German practice: So wie der Tahler im Kasten klingt, 
die Seele aus dem Fegefeuer springt. 
No wonder many misled Christians ignore that a raptured person 
checking true science would become a different species linked to 
modern genetics, thus exalted above Yeshua-Jesus who died. Worse, 
it indirectly portrayed ELOHIM to be a liar who said to Adam and 
Eve in the Garden of Eden, “If you transgress and sin, you will die.” 
Hence, the rapture story is an Abomination lie ignored by many 
corrupt theologians only interested to make money, thus they remain 
stuck, not willing to investigate many sciences –Torah witnesses to be 
well-informed by still forbidden opinions. (Mini-question #8, Pearl #270) 

4. Abomination causing desolation - A Three Person Trinity? 
The Ten Commandments given to Moses, the first most important 
spelled out there is only (One God) YHWH no other person exists to 
be placed alongside like a Trinity? Why is that not taught in history? 
Thus, the Trinity doctrine was invented by Caesar Constantine, which 
became the foundation of the historic Catholic Church ever since.  
To benefit everybody across his empire Caesar stopped the killing of 
expensive Christian slaves and mixed a Babylon sun religion with 
Christianity of various Jewish doctrine divisions. Later a Protestant 
movement adopted the Catholic Trinity doctrine, too. Not believing 
usually got you burned as a religious outcast in the public market 
place; thousands were murdered during the Middle Ages.  
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Today we think that we are superior, theologians still control and 
suppress what was originally proclaimed by the apostles. To better 
harmonize with Scripture, focus on the invisible Godhead YHWH, 
only shining with brilliant light on his Throne. (Rev. 1:8) 
But only a Creator can make himself visible shrouded in Yeshua-
Jesus, thus he created another dimension defined by HANS as Daleth. 
That is precisely confirmed in the Gospels when Yeshua repeatedly 
said: I (the I-AM) and my father (YHWH) are “One”. He used a 
familiar cultural father-son association recognized by simple people. 
Thus YHWH-Yeshua is (one God person) still rejected in our time.   
Many Church Christians are scantily educated in science and believe 
that a Mind, creating heaven and earth, or controlling an environment 
must be a Trinity person. However, I noticed in Scripture that before 
the Throne are Seven Spirits ready to serve YHWH the One God. 
(Rev. 1:4) That is ignored in many church meetings, as some speak in 
tongues to demonstrate they have a Holy Spirit like in Acts 2. But it is 
faked when no interpreter is around to translate Truth to a foreigner, 
or show me a flame on top of their heads, another Holy Spirit sign to 
express a supernatural energy and not another person.  
Many preachers interested only in prestige or collecting money will 
use various tricks like psychology to deceive the gullible sheep. But if 
honest, you can read some Research Babushka Pearl opinions linked 
to many science perspectives could prevent being misled. It is always 
going back to the same Garden of Eden problem: Did God say? 
Watching Christian TV programs showing people claiming they were 
in heaven usually to sell books for the TV promoters, but Scripture 
reveals that some were appointed to write a Torah portion, thus 
invited to visit the other side in ancient times, but all had a similar 
reaction. Daniel was perplexed being troubled. (Dan. 7:9) John passed 
out (Rev. 1:17), and the Prophet Isaiah facing the Throne was shaken 
horribly, “Woe is me, I have seen the King. (Isa. 6:5) 
Thus, the (One God) YHWH from the Heh dimension is awesome 
and became visible on the Daleth-Earth dimension still the same 
person. The Endtime is now correcting many false denomination 
dogmas for those who search for Truth, maybe destined to sainthood.  
Moses was born into royalty and educated in ancient hieroglyph and 
developed a unifying Hebrew Alphabet. Now we deciphered the 
meaning of four (4) Hebrew Alphabet letters YHWH encoded on a 
higher math base seven (7) levels not preached in any church.  
That system could correct many false denomination dogmas to a 
fuller understanding of Scripture, but sadly money is the real reason 
not to investigate it. Yeshua said, “You cannot serve two masters, 
either mammon or truth.” Pick a Saturday church to please YHWH. 
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5. Abomination causing desolation - Dating 7yr. Apocalypse 
The Word of ELOHIM (John 3:16) is like Salt to preserve society, 
which was embedded worldwide in Christianity. But an atheistic 
society suppressed many laws of nature (Rom. 1:18) controlled by 
Satan working hard to destroy this earth and corrupt Christian faith 
into many denominations. Many pastors and rabbis will teach Satan’s 
lies and deception, like the Jews exchanged the Ten Commandments 
into traditions and most Christian Churches teach fake dogmas. Only 
Babushka Pearls point to unpopular science matching prophecy not 
allowed in the Public Square. Thus, it is no wonder that everywhere 
knowledge in our institutions is denied believing fake science to 
wreck many ethnic global cultures. Understanding true science dating 
the Apocalypse was forbidden in every Christian church ignoring (7) 
seven world calendars, thus they will always date it the next seven 
years not knowing that clocks in heaven are different as confirmed by 
ancient stone-bronze-gold clocks exhibited in museums that were 
deciphered by science dating the Apocalypse. (Pearl #276) 

6. Abomination causing desolation - 200 million Demons 
The last sign exploding an Apocalypse was prophesied by Yeshua to 
be the worst time on earth never to be repeated. (Rev. 9) Angels and 
Mankind were created to live forever either on a “New” Earth - New 
Heaven or Outer Darkness following the teaching of the Torah. God’s 
love introduced a disposition to save mankind by a divine Death on a 
cross. A deity Yeshua died to atone for a Kosmos transgression to 
introduce to mortals a new Resurrection principle. The only option for 
living forever is either choose to live in YHWH house by his rules, or 
beg for a Second Death to avoid being cast and burned in a sea of fire. 
A balance on the last day will decide. Only evil demons forfeit that 
option, but will take the advantage if allowed visiting the Daleth 
dimension where mortality exists, thus could die, a better option. 
They will indwell to control people and drive them insane committing 
heinous crimes, similar to last year 26 riots in the USA repeated 
globally caused by the shadow government soon will murder billions 
with hi-tech linked to the Bible prophecy or Babushka Pearl #270.  

7. Abomination causing desolation - Forbidden Free Energy 
Theologians could not be trusted linked to a worldwide atheistic 
university only teaching fake science to the next generation. Thus a 
German Jonah-II upset the establishment and exposed a Jonah big 
“Energy fish” of totally free Electricity and Hydrogen, which is 
denied to seven (7) billion people worldwide. It was summed up in 
many Babushka science references all embedded in the Torah-Bible. 
Check Lessons for Dummies-Electricity, Energy-Pearls #259, 
#248, #240. 
 

* 


